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"Before I draw nearer to that stone to which you point," said Scrooge,
"answer me one question. Are these the shadows of the things that Will be,
or are they shadows of the things that May be only?"
Still the Ghost pointed downward to the grave by which it stood.
"Men's courses will foreshadow certain ends, to which, if persevered in,
they must lead," said Scrooge. "But if the courses be departed from, the
ends will change. Say it is thus with what you show me!"
The Spirit was immovable as ever.
- Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol (1843)
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Figure 1. Modern Earth from space. Photograph by National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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Preface &
Acknowledgments
There is no shortage of books about climate change. Why one more?
This book is an outgrowth of educational outreach activities focused on the general theme of "global change" developed over the past
15 years at the Paleontological Research Institution (PRI) in Ithaca,
New York. These activities began as part of general educational programs in paleontology and Earth science, and accelerated greatly as we
designed the exhibits and programs associated with PRI's Museum of
the Earth, which opened in 2003. The explosion of interest in global
change in general, and climate change in particular, since that time led
to a more ambitious set of initiatives at the Institution, which we call
the Global Change Project. The Project includes exhibits, K-12 curricula, public lectures and presentations, and teacher professional development and website resources. As we developed these materials, we
eventually discovered – to our surprise – that despite the multitude of
books and websites available, there was no single hard-copy source to
which we could direct interested students, teachers, or members of the
general public as a concise, user-friendly handbook on the issues that
these diverse consumers want to know about, and that also provides
an easy entry into other books and articles on the subject of climate
change. We hope that this book will serve these purposes.
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It should go without saying that this little book is only an introduction to a huge, complex, and rapidly growing topic. Our aim is
to answer basic questions, with enough detail to allow the reader to
understand where the answers come from, and to stimulate further
learning on the subject. We have tried to be as accurate as possible,
but also to write for as broad an audience as possible. In attempting this balance, we have inevitably oversimplified some things. In
such cases, we hope that the endnotes and references provided will
enable the interested reader to pursue additional details. We have also
undoubtedly given some readers more than they want to know. In
these cases, we hope that the chapter summaries and boxes will help
to clarify the main points.
PRI has a particular perspective on climate change, being an institution with roots in geology and paleontology. The Earth has undergone numerous climatic shifts throughout its 4.6 billion years, some
understood in great detail and some still being actively studied, but
one thing is common among all of the Earth's climate shifts: every
significant change in climate has dramatically aﬀected the organisms
living during those times. This geological point of view provides an
important but often overlooked context to the current climate change
that our planet is undergoing.
We also hope that this book will help to address what we see as
one of the biggest problems in the climate change controversy: lack
of understanding of the nature of the scientific process and scientific
conclusions. A great deal of the "debate" over climate change – especially the part that the public hears about in the popular media – has
not been between scientists, but between those who understand how
science works and those who don’t, or act like they don’t. We therefore
also hope that, by reading this book, readers will be encouraged to
think and learn more about how science works.
Climate change is, of course, not just a scientific issue; it is also
a political and economic issue. And this has made it into one of the
most diﬃcult and contentious topics that science has ever considered.
This book is explicitly not about the politics or economics of climate
change (references to several good discussions of these aspects are included in the Sources of More Information section at the end of this
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book). It is about the science of climate change. We are very aware,
however, that many articles, books, and reports that have made this
same disclaimer have been criticized for pushing a political agenda.
So we want to be clear at the outset about what we think the relationship is between science and politics, at least in this case. In our view,
science is primarily about understanding how the physical world is,
not about what we do with that understanding. Scientific conclusions,
therefore, do not in and of themselves necessarily support one policy
over another or require that one or another policy be implemented.
Science is, in this respect, "separate" from politics.
On the other hand, science is done by human beings, and so is
unavoidably aﬀected by politics, economics, emotions, personalities,
and other "un-scientific" influences. Scientific conclusions are always
provisional; this means that no matter how much evidence appears
to support them, all scientific ideas in principle can, and should, be
rejected if suﬃcient reliable contrary evidence is discovered. Given
these realities, the appropriate role for science in political discourse
is to state as clearly as possible (and as often as necessary) the state of
scientific understanding of a particular topic, and with what confidence particular conclusions are held by the majority of knowledgeable experts.
It is the appropriate role of politicians and governmental oﬃcials to
seek out, listen to, and respect scientists' views, to expect scientists to
be clear in their public statements of those views, and then to decide
what to do with that information, given the many other competing,
non-scientific demands of governing. In other words, if the best science available leads to a conclusion that makes someone uncomfortable, or counters someone's long-held beliefs, preferences, or political
convictions, that does not make the science "bad" or incorrect. It just
means that people do not always feel, think, or act in accordance with
how science tells us that the world really is.
Figuring out what the best course of action is in any particular case
is not the business or responsibility of science, but of society, which
must take informed responsibility for such obligations. We think that
a major reason for much of the controversy about climate change is
the repeated failure of our political leaders to understand these dis-
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tinctions, and we hope that this book can be a small step toward remedying the situation, before it is too late.
We are especially grateful to numerous colleagues for their assistance in developing the programs and products of PRI's Global
Change Project, of which this book is a partial introduction and summary. Elizabeth Humbert did much of the research for the Project's
website, which was initially designed by Emily Butler and Jon Sessa.
For helpful comments on earlier drafts of this manuscript, we are especially grateful to Thomas Cronin and Natalie Mahawold, and also
to Sara Auer, Carlyn Buckler, Richard Kissel, Don Duggan-Haas, and
Amie Patchen. Our special thanks go to Amie Patchen for assistance
with figures and references, and to Paula Mikkelsen for her usual careful attention to design, layout, and printing.
PRI's Global Change Project has been supported financially by the
Park Foundation, the National Science Foundation, Cornell's Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Cornell Cooperative
Extension, and the generosity of Sylvester Johnson IV.
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1. Introduction
Climate – the collective conditions of the various elements of weather
(such as temperature, precipitation, humidity, etc.) that prevail in a
given area over an extended period of time – aﬀects all of us, every
day.1 It influences where we live and how we make a living, how we
build our homes and communities, how we get our food and water,
what we own and wear and buy and sell, and when and how we live
or die. Throughout human history, climate – and changes in climate
– have influenced the size of human populations, the occurrence of
migration, the waging of wars, and the rise and fall of civilizations.2
Climate has thus always been a topic of intense human interest
and attention, something to which we have had to respond. Yet never
before in human history has the climate of the entire world been an
issue of concern. Scientists have recognized since the 19th century,
based on simple physical principles, that some gases absorb and retain heat better than others, and that the chemical composition of
the atmosphere would likely influence the amount of heat retained in
Earth's atmosphere. Since at least the early 1980s, however, respected
scientists have been issuing serious warnings that global climate is
actually changing, and that human activity is likely responsible for
this change. Although initially attracting relatively little public notice,
these conclusions became of much wider interest after several years of
extreme weather conditions in Europe and North America in the late
1980s and early 1990s. In 1988, the United Nations Environment
Programme and the World Meteorological Organization oﬃcially established a group of scientists – the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) – to study the topic and issue regular reports.
By 1990, an increasing number of climate scientists accepted that the
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world's climate is changing, that humans are the primary cause, and
that the results will be immensely challenging. This growing scientific
consensus was reflected with increasing confidence in the IPCC reports in 1990, 1995, 2001, and 2007. The 1995 IPCC report laid the
groundwork for the Kyoto Protocol, established at a meeting in that
Japanese city in 1997. That meeting – the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) – aimed at creating a
consensus for decreasing greenhouse gas emissions.3 Although most
nations in the world signed the Kyoto agreement, the U.S. did not.
This, together with the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks and their
aftermath, as well as a very vocal and well-organized eﬀort by individuals and entities skeptical of global climate change (mainly in the
U.S.), dampened subsequent coordinated international eﬀorts to address global climate change.
Public awareness of the topic again increased, however, in 2006,
with rising gasoline prices and the appearance of a book and featurelength documentary film, An Inconvenient Truth,4 by former U.S. Vice
President Al Gore. Gore and the IPCC shared the 2007 Nobel Peace
Prize for their eﬀorts to bring the topic to greater attention, further
increasing public interest and political pressure to address the issue.
Several states, for example California, passed their own laws on reducing carbon emissions, and seven northeastern states formed a coalition
called the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI, which currently
consists of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont)
for implementing a mandatory cap-and-trade program.5
The results of the 2008 U.S. Presidential election brought to power an administration with the view that global climate change was
an urgent priority. Another UNFCCC convention in Copenhagen,
held in December 2009, brought hopes for a new, signed and ratified,
climate treaty. The results, however, were mixed. No legally binding
agreements were signed, but leaders – including those of the largest
greenhouse-gas-producing nations – agreed to a system of emission
verification and on aid to developing countries to deal with the consequences of climate change.6
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Box 1: Is the Climate Changing?
•

Yes. Scientists have several lines of independent evidence that support the
view that the global climate is changing
and warming. This evidence includes
global temperatures, ocean temperatures, glacier and ice
sheet loss, permafrost coverage loss, and other natural
indicators.

•

For example, according to the IPCC report issued in 2007,7
since 1850, average global temperature has risen 0.76oC
(1.2oF) (see Appendix 1). This might not seem like much,
but when most of North America was covered by a mile of
ice (approximately 20,000 years ago), the global temperature was only 7oC (11oF) cooler. We also know that 11 of
the last 12 years during the interval from 1995-2006 were
among the 12 warmest years since we started recording
temperature in the mid-19th century.

•

Ocean temperature has also been increasing. Scientists
estimate that the oceans have been absorbing approximately 80% of the heat that has been added to our planet
over the past 150 years. As a result, even at great depths,
the ocean is warmer than it was in 1961.

•

Glacial coverage on mountains and polar ice caps has decreased in both hemispheres. Large ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica have also seen dramatic losses in
their surface coverage and overall thicknesses.

•

Permafrost, or soil that is frozen year-round, is common
throughout much of the northern reaches of continents in
countries such as Canada and Russia. The temperatures
at the top of the permafrost layer have been increasing
since 1980, by up to 3oC.

•

These lines of evidence, along with many others, have
convinced most scientists that climate is changing significantly, and that the globe is warming.
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Box 2: Why Do Most Scientists
Think that Humans are Causing
Much of Current Climate
Change?
•

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a "greenhouse gas" that traps heat in our atmosphere.

•

Carbon dioxide is generated in nature through many
means, but is also generated through the burning of
fossil fuels by humans.

•

Concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere have increased by nearly 50% since the industrial revolution
began in the 1850s.

•

Since the late 1980s, Earth's average temperature
has been gradually rising in a way that cannot be accounted for by natural variation alone. Climate models
that incorporate increasing CO2 explain this warming
trend better than any models based on natural variation alone.

•

Models that were developed as early as the 1970s
have shown that high CO2 concentrations equate with
warm periods earlier in Earth's history.

•

Most significant scientific objections to the hypothesis
of CO2-based climate change have been answered
sufficiently for most scientists in the past 30 years.

•

There are still uncertainties about how the interconnected pieces of the climate system work, but none of
these areas of research are expected to disprove the
basic hypothesis of human-induced climate change.
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The end of 2009 brought the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) decision to declare CO2 an air pollutant under the Clean Air
Act and to regulate it accordingly. Although a bill was passed by the
U.S. Senate in Fall 2009 that would explicitly aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by as much as 50% by 2050, at the time of this
writing (February 2010), the chances that such a bill will actually be
passed by both houses of Congress any time soon appear remote.
As this short summary shows, the subject of global climate change
is not just scientific, but also economic and social, and therefore unavoidably political. Almost all coverage of this subject in the popular
media (where most people encounter it) includes some consideration

Box 3: Why Should We Care?
•

Billions of people will be impacted by
the effects of climate change, including changing coastlines, water availability, temperature, and disease occurrence. It will change where and
how we live and where and how we
access food.

•

Rapid climate changes, whether natural or not, can
cause entire species to become extinct because they
cannot migrate or adapt quickly enough. These extinctions will likely affect many of the animals and plants
we depend upon for maintaining the health of natural
ecosystems as well as providing pharmaceuticals and
other products.

•

Climate is an interactive system with feedback loops
(see Box 6) – change one thing, and you impact the
whole system. The more we change the climate, the
more feedback loops are triggered that will cause even
greater change.
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of its social, economic, or political implications. Thus, although this
book focuses on the scientific basis for conclusions about global climate change, it must also address how scientists have reached, presented, debated, and defended these conclusions to the public.
Specifically, this book tries to answer three common questions
about climate change (Boxes 1-3):
(1) Is the Earth's climate changing now and if so, in what
direction and by how much?
(2) What are the causes of these changes?
(3) How will these changes aﬀect human beings?
We focus particularly on how an understanding of Earth science
– including especially the history of the Earth and its life – has led
scientists to their current answers to these questions. Our primary
goal is to briefly summarize the available data and their most widely
accepted interpretations, but we also try to emphasize how science has
come to these interpretations and why they are more accepted by most
scientists than alternative views. We hope that readers will take away
some sense not just of the details of global climate change, but also of
the critical importance of the nature of science in general, how science
works the way it does, and what scientific certainty and uncertainty
really mean.
The essential message of this book is that the great majority of
qualified scientists currently accept that global climate change is
occurring, that humans (primarily through emissions from burning fossil fuels) are the cause, and that the results will be negative
for the well being of the great majority of humans (Boxes 1-3). The
changes that are occurring are more than just "global warming," although that is among the most significant changes; they also include
sea-level rise, changes in weather patterns, disruptions of agriculture
and water supplies, damage to natural ecosystems and biodiversity,
ocean acidification, and increases in human health problems.
The geological record tells us that climates have been warm before,
and have changed many times during Earth's history. But it also tells
us that these changes in Earth's past were usually much more gradual
– occurring over thousands or millions of years – than many of the
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changes likely to occur in the very near future. This does not mean
that natural climate change has never occurred rapidly – it has. But
the geological record also tells us that when very rapid environmental
change has occurred, it was detrimental to many organisms who were
thriving before the change took place. Indeed, some periods of rapid
climate change are associated with very large extinction events. The
geological record, furthermore, tells us that our species – Homo sapiens
– has not experienced anything like what we are about to experience
if current trends continue.

Figure 2. Earth in the Eocene Epoch, approximately 50 million years ago, was a much
warmer place, without polar ice caps or glaciers, and much higher sea levels. Knowledge
of past climates helps us understand the present, and predict the future. Graphic by Ron
Blakey via Wikimedia Commons.
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The Climate System

Land

Ocean

Vegetation

Air

Ice

Figure 3. The climate system. Climate is comprised of multiple,
interconnected relationships among land, ocean, air, vegetation, and
ice. Each is complex in isolation, but combining changes in multiple
components results in hard-to-predict eﬀects on the weather at any given
point in space and time.
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2. cLIMATE bASICS
2.1 Climate is a System
Climate is the broad composite of the average weather conditions of
a geographic region, as they exist over (at least) decades, measured by
temperature, amount of rainfall or snowfall, snow and ice cover, wind
direction and strength, and other factors.8 Fluctuations in these conditions that last hours, days, weeks, or months are called weather.
Life exists on Earth today because the climate is favorable for it
to do so. In particular, the average surface temperature on Earth allows for abundant liquid water, which is essential for life as we know
it. Temperature on our planet is controlled, in part, by the fact that
we have an atmosphere of gases surrounding us; these act to hold in
some of the energy that we receive from the Sun in the form of light,
to keep the Earth warm. Our two closest neighbor planets, Mars and
Venus, have very diﬀerent atmospheres from Earth, and hence, very
diﬀerent surface temperatures. Venus, our neighbor planet closer to
the Sun, is thought to have been very similar to Earth when the solar
system was born, but today it is very diﬀerent. It probably experienced a "runaway greenhouse eﬀect," meaning that more and more
greenhouse gases were added to the atmosphere without removal, and
temperatures on Venus now can exceed 850º Fahrenheit. The atmosphere surrounding Venus is 96% carbon dioxide.9 Mars, further than
Earth from the Sun, similarly has an atmosphere of 95% carbon dioxide, but the total atmosphere is much less dense than that on Earth
(Box 4). With such a thin "blanket," little total heat is trapped, thus
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Box 4: Why All the Fuss
About Carbon Dioxide?
•

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a molecule
made of one atom of carbon and two
atoms of oxygen. At temperatures common on Earth,
CO2 usually takes the form of a gas. It is a natural component of Earth’s atmosphere, exhaled by animals and
used by plants in the process of photosynthesis, so
concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere vary seasonally as a result of deciduous plants in the northern hemisphere that absorb more CO2 in the summer months.

•

CO2 is part of the carbon cycle (see Figure 10), which
includes carbon found in living things, the atmosphere,
oceans, and in Earth's crust – in limestone, and in oil,
natural gas, and coal deposits. Because carbon usually remains in the ocean and the crust for a long time,
these are called "carbon sinks." The carbon cycle is
generally in equilibrium, with approximately as much
carbon being released into the atmosphere each year
as is absorbed by sinks worldwide.

•

Some large forests, such as the Amazon rainforest, are
shrinking because of human activities, such as deforestation, reducing the size of these sinks.

•

Human burning of fossil fuels, such as oil, natural gas,
and coal, releases the CO2 stored in the ancient organic matter. Because these sinks have been longterm repositories for CO2, their rapid release into the
atmosphere is not immediately balanced by any other
carbon sink.

•

This additional emission of CO2 into the environment,
and the reduction of some carbon sinks, tips the equilibrium of the carbon cycle, so that each year the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere grows
by about 1%. This is believed to be the primary cause
of current climate change.
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the surface temperature on Mars is -53ºC.10 The relationship between
Venus, Earth, and Mars is an example of what has been called the
Goldilocks Principle – the temperature on Earth is not too hot and
not too cold, but "just right" for life to exist.
Climate is a system (Figure 3, Box 5). This means that it has parts
that interact with each other to create properties that might not exist
or be evident in the individual parts examined separately. The Earth's
climate is a complex system, meaning that it has many parts with many
interactions. Complexity reduces (or at least makes more diﬃcult) the
predictability of the overall behavior of the system.
The Earth's climate system consists of air, water, land, and life (or,
as they are often called, the atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere,
and biosphere). Phenomena outside of the Earth (mainly the Sun but
also cosmic dust and meteorite impacts) also aﬀect its climate. All of
these components interact over time to create the climate conditions
that we observe.
The atmosphere – the blanket of gas surrounding the Earth (commonly called "air") – is where most of what we think of as weather
and climate happen. Other planets, such as Mars and Venus, also
have atmospheres, but they are very diﬀerent from that on Earth. Our
atmosphere consists mostly (approximately 80%) of nitrogen, with
oxygen making up most of the rest. Other gases exist in much smaller
quantities (Table 1). Despite their small quantities in terms of percentage of the atmosphere, some of these other gases – such as water
vapor, carbon dioxide, methane, and ozone – have important impacts
on Earth's climate system.
The hydrosphere includes all the liquid and frozen water at the
Earth's surface. The oceans contain approximately 97% of the water
on Earth. Because water holds heat for longer than land, the oceans
play a very important role in storing and circulating heat around the
globe. The currents in the oceans, in fact, are driven primarily by temperature. The surface of the ocean receives heat from the Sun, and this
warmer water is less dense than colder water. Therefore, it sits on the
surface of the ocean, above the colder, denser masses of water. Winds
push the warm surface water, and this movement carries down to the
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Box 5: How Systems Work
•

A system is a set of relationships between interrelated factors that have an effect on an
overarching unit. So, Earth's
climate system is made up of
all of the objects and processes that have a global impact
on climate. At the simplest level, the components of
any system can be analyzed as causes and effects
or, as scientists usually say, forcings and responses.
The term forcing refers to factors that cause change;
"responses" are the changes that result. Forcings can
produce responses at various rates. These rates can
be directly proportional to the magnitude of the forcing (in which case they are called linear; for example,
pushing a merry-go-round harder will result in a linear
increase in the speed of the merry-go-round), or they
can be produced in some more complex, non-linear
pattern. A forcing might induce a response immediately after it is applied, or only after some period of
time has passed (lag). For instance, when grass seed
is planted, there is a lag before your yard is covered
by grass, and that amount of time is determined by
rainfall, exposure to the sun, and other factors. Forcing can be applied at a variety of magnitudes (strong
or weak) and durations (long or short).

•

A very important component of all systems is feedback. This is change caused by changes already
occurring, either by amplifying them (positive feedback) or suppressing them (negative feedback).
An example of a positive feedback cycle is rolling a
snowball down a hill. If you make a small snowball and
set it on the top of a hill, it begins rolling and collects
snow as it rolls. When it collects snow, the snowball
becomes heavier, overcoming some of the effects
of friction as it rolls, thus making the snowball roll
faster down the hill. This causes more snow to col-
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lect on the snowball faster, which increases the speed of
the snowball (because of the changing snowball mass and
frictional forces). Thresholds are the point beyond which
the system will change dramatically. There is a point at
which the snowball has reached its top speed and cannot go any faster; it has reached its speed threshold.
At that point, it maintains its speed until it has reached
the bottom of the hill. The threshold temperature for
water is 0°C (32°F), below which water will freeze.

layers below, contributing to their motion. In the tropics, most of the
warm water at the surface is pushed by wind to the centers of large
rotating masses of water called gyres (Figure 4), but some of it also
moves toward the poles. When warm water approaches the poles, its
temperature drops, it
becomes denser, and
it begins to sink. It
Table 1. Composition of Earth's atmosphere.
then begins to move
back toward the
Gas
% in Atmosphere
equator, sliding unNitrogen
77.769001
derneath the warmer
Oxygen
20.861502
and less dense surArgon
0.930232
face waters. This is
Water vapor
0.398386
the primary driver of
Carbon dioxide
0.038145
deep ocean circulaNeon
0.001811
tion.
Helium

0.000522

Methane

0.000174

Krypton

0.000114

Hydrogen

0.000055

Nitrous oxide

0.000030

Carbon monoxide

0.000010

Xenon

0.000009

Ozone

0.000007

Nitrogen dioxide

0.000002

Iodine

0.000001
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The movement of
ocean currents, carrying heat energy to
diﬀerent parts of the
globe and transferring energy to the
atmosphere, plays
an extremely big role
in global climate.
Therefore, the con-

Figure 4. Modern ocean surface circulation. Ocean currents play a huge role in transporting heat energy from equatorial regions to temperate and polar regions. Surface circulation of a relatively thin layer of water water is driven the wind and by the Coriolis force,
an eﬀect of rotation of the Earth, which drives gyres in the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean.
Subsurface circulation, which is not shown, is driven by cold salty water sinks near the
poles, especially in the North Atlantic.

figuration of the continents, around which the ocean currents flow,
also plays a big role in their respective regional climates.
At higher latitudes, such as around northern Europe, when the
warm water begins to cool, its heat is lost to the atmosphere, contributing significantly to warming the air. For instance, the average
yearly temperature in London is 14ºC (57ºF). Land near water in
these regions is therefore usually warmer than land far from the coast.
At the same latitude across the Atlantic in Calgary, Alberta, Canada, the average yearly temperature is 4ºC (39ºF). This is because the
Gulf Stream carries warm water from near the equator in the Atlantic
Ocean northeast to London, but Calgary is in the middle of North
America, far away from the moderating influence of ocean currents.
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Ice at the Earth's surface includes sea ice and glaciers, which altogether hold approximately 2% of the water on Earth. Scientists refer
to the system as the cryosphere. Sea ice forms when seawater freezes
at -1.9ºC (29ºF), which is lower than "freezing" (0ºC or 32ºF) because of the salt content. Like all ice, frozen seawater is less dense than
liquid water, and floats atop it.11 Sea ice acts as a barrier that prevents
the ocean from interacting with the atmosphere. When ice is present,
heat from the ocean is not lost to the atmosphere, and the water can
remain much warmer than the air. Glacial ice occurs as mountain glaciers or continental ice sheets. Mountain glaciers can occur anywhere
in the world, but in the tropics they cannot form below 5 kilometers
(16,404 feet) altitude, where it is too warm.
There are currently two continental ice sheets on Earth, covering
most of Greenland and Antarctica. These large continental glaciers
also lock up great quantites of water that would otherwise be in the
ocean, and thereby lowering sea level. If these ice sheets were to melt
entirely, global sea level could rise as much as 70 meters (approximately 230 feet). Ice is not only a result of cooler climates; it aﬀects
climate itself through its albedo. Albedo is the reflectivity of a surface;
high albedo means that a surface is very reflective of light energy, and
low albedo means that it absorbs light energy as heat. Ice has high
albedo; it reflects back lots of sunlight into the atmosphere, cooling
the surface. Continental glaciers can be thousands of feet high, and
can therefore also actually block or redirect air flow, causing warm air
to deflect away from the area covered by the ice sheet, and preventing
or slowing the warming process.
The geosphere is the solid Earth, from the surface to the core. We
might not often think of rocks as being connected to weather, but
they very much are, especially over long stretches of time. The solid
Earth aﬀects the climate in many ways. Volcanic eruptions can put
large amounts of gas and particles into the atmosphere, which can
aﬀect how much of the Sun's heat reaches the surface and how much
of that is retained. The diﬀerent land surfaces have varying albedos,
variously absorbing and reflecting energy from the Sun. Sediments
and rocks hold a large amount of the Earth's carbon, which ultimately
aﬀects the atmosphere (see Section 2.3 for more discussion.)
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The biosphere is all of the life on Earth. Life on Earth is more
than just a green layer sitting passively on the surface of a rocky ball;
life is an integral part of the geology of the planet. Living things have
enormous eﬀects on many geological processes. For example, soil is a
byproduct of life; without organic matter, soil would be no more than
rock dust. Life also profoundly aﬀects the atmosphere. It is only because of the photosynthetic activity of green plants, along with small
organisms like protists and bacteria, that the Earth's atmosphere contains so much oxygen. These organisms can also act as sinks for the
carbon that they contain when they die and are buried in rock.
A wide range of organisms help to cycle carbon back to the atmosphere. Plants stabilize the land and limit physical erosion from wind
and water (yet they simultaneously contribute to chemical breakdown
of rocks by changing the acidity of the soil). Animals (other than humans) alter the landscape in a wide variety of ways, from churning up
seafloors and soils to building major structures like coral reefs, beaver
ponds, and termite mounds. The remains of dead plants, animals, and
microbes form vast deposits of sediment that become layers of rock
in the Earth's crust. All of the coal and most of the limestone in the

Box 6: Regional Weather and Climate Patterns
Just as weather and climate are
affected globally by the placement
of continents and oceans, smaller
features such as topography and
local human land use can affect
regional weather and climate patterns, frequently making it difficult to
predict what effect climate change
will have on a given area. It is also difficult to extrapolate from such regional patterns to global patterns. These
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regional features create regional and local effects, such as
heat islands, rain shadows, and lake effect.
•

Heat islands occur in urban areas, with the result that
such areas are often warmer than nearby rural areas.
The building materials used to create metropolitan
structures are darker in color and retain heat, therefore the effect is more apparent at night, when the retained heat is radiated back out. This causes some
urban areas to be up to 2 or 3˚C warmer than their
rural counterparts.

•

Rain shadows refer to the areas adjacent to a mountain range that receive little rain. The mountains separate the area in a rain shadow from a significant water
source, like an ocean. As warm air moves over the
ocean it collects water in the form of water vapor, then
runs into the mountains where it is forced upward.
There, the air cools and water vapor condenses to
form clouds and rain. The rain falls on the side of the
mountains with the water source, leaving the opposite
side of the mountains and adjacent land very dry, in a
rain shadow (Figure 5).

•

Lake effect refers to a type of snowfall pattern in
which cold air flows over the warmer water of a large
lake. Clouds build up over the lake, they get carried
to shore by winds, and deposit snow on land in the
path of the winds. Since water retains heat better than
land, water is slower to cool in the evenings, creating wind patterns that are unique to the areas around
the lakes. Therefore, regions along the shores of large
lakes, such as central upstate New York or Michigan
can have significantly different weather than areas further from the lakes.
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Rain Shadow Effect

Mountain
Air Currents

Rain Shadow Area

Ocean

Figure 5. Rain shadow. As air passes over a water source, it collects moisture. Warmer air
collects more moisture than cooler air. Moisture gathers and, along with dust particles in
the air, forms rain clouds. As air rises and cools, the moisture precipitates out on the side
of the mountainous area closest to the water source. By the time air has risen high enough
to pass over the mountains, it has lost most or all of its moisture, thus these areas receive
very little precipitation; this is called the “Rain Shadow” eﬀect (see Box 5).

world, for example, was formed by the accumulated body parts of
once-living things.

2.2 Measuring Climate
The temperatures that we hear or read about in the daily weather report are almost always measurements of air temperature obtained by
thermometers in particular locations close to the ground (referred to
as "near-surface") at particular moments. Such individual measurements can be averaged to produce assessments of temperatures over
some geographic area or a length of time. These temperature averages
vary on diﬀerent scales; that is, they vary between diﬀerent sets of
extremes depending upon the length of time or size of the area being
considered. Temperatures at a particular spot on the Earth's surface
vary by time of day and time of year. Each year is also slightly diﬀerent, and within the lifetime of an individual human, even larger-scale
patterns can become evident; for example, there might be years of
higher or lower temperatures or precipitation. In the 1930s, for in-
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stance, a severe drought caused the famous "Dustbowl" conditions in
the American West and Midwest.
The average global surface temperature (the average of near-surface
air temperature over land and sea surface temperature) on Earth during the 20th century was approximately 4.9ºC (40.8ºF) (see Appendix
1).12 Many factors aﬀect local and regional temperature patterns, such
as land use, topography, and proximity to bodies of water (Box 6).

2.3 How the Climate System Works
The Earth's surface temperature is controlled mainly by the input of
heat from the Sun, but this is complicated by the behavior of different components of solar radiation (Figure 6). Sunlight consists of
radiation at a variety of wavelengths.13 The shorter wavelengths pass
through the atmosphere largely unobstructed. When sunlight strikes
The Greenhouse Effect
1: Energy from the sun reaches the
Earth as short wave radiation

3: Earth emits some of this energy as
long wave radiation. When this
long wave radiation encounters a
greenhouse gas molecule
in the atmosphere, it gets
trapped instead of escaping
into space.

2: Some short wave radiation
is lost to space

Earth’s atmosphere

(Not to scale: Earth’s atmosphere
is very thin compared to Earth)

Figure 6. The Greehouse Eﬀect. Incoming solar radiation comes through the Earth’s atmosphere, with some being reflected back before entering. The atmosphere acts somewhat
like a blanket, trapping some of the solar energy in the form of heat and keeping Earth
warm enough to sustain life. The thicker the blanket, the more solar energy is trapped.
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the Earth's surface, some portion of the radiation is absorbed into the
surface (water, rock, vegetation), and some part is reflected back into
the atmosphere.
Much of the longer wavelengths of solar radiation is absorbed before they ever reach the surface. This absorption is not due to the
atmosphere's dominant gases, nitrogen and oxygen, but to other gases
that exist in the atmosphere in much lower concentrations. Because
of their more complex geometries, these gas molecules – especially
water, carbon dioxide, and methane – absorb radiation more readily than molecular nitrogen and oxygen. They are called greenhouse
gases (Table 2).
When the shorter-wavelength part of sunlight that has passed
through the atmosphere strikes the Earth's surface, it heats the ground,
sending longer-wavelength radiation back into the atmosphere, where
it is absorbed by greenhouse gases. The atmosphere is heated by this
absorption, and itself emits radiation in the form of heat, both upward (toward space) and downward (toward the ground). Thus the
surface of the Earth receives radiation from the atmosphere as well as
the Sun. Surprisingly, averaged over the entire planet, the Earth's surface receives more radiation from the atmosphere than directly from
the Sun.
Greenhouse gases keep the Earth's surface warmer than it would
be otherwise, but at the same time, the movement of air dampens this
Table 2. Common greenhouse gases.

Water vapor

H 2O

Carbon dioxide

CO2

Methane

CH4

Ozone

O3

Nitrous oxide

N 2O

Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs)

Composition varies, but commonly
include C, Cl, F, and H
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warming eﬀect and keeps the surface temperature within the bounds
currently experienced on Earth. If the air of the atmosphere were
motionless, its greenhouse gases would succeed in raising the average temperature of the Earth's surface to approximately 30ºC (85ºF),
much warmer than we observe. This does not happen because warm
air from near the surface rises upward, and is continually replaced by
cold air moving downward; these flows of air, called convection currents, lower the Earth's surface temperature to an average of 16ºC
(60ºF), while warming the upper reaches of the atmosphere.
Among greenhouse gases, water vapor actually has the greatest capacity to absorb longer-wavelength radiation. In studying changes in

Box 7: Measuring Gases
in the Atmosphere
The concentration of a gas in
the atmosphere is commonly
measured in parts per million
(ppm). A value of 1 ppm means
that one molecule is present in every million molecules of
air. One molecule in a million does not sound like a lot of
molecules, but one cubic centimeter of air at the Earth's
surface contains approximately 2.7 x 1019 molecules, so a
1 ppm concentration of a gas has 2.7 x 1013 molecules in
the same small volume. That's 27 trillion molecules of CO2
in the space of a sugar cube!
The emission of CO2 into the atmosphere is commonly expressed in "tons." A single ton (2,000 pounds) of carbon
corresponds to 3.67 tons of CO2 because of the additional
weight of the oxygen. To raise the atmospheric concentration of CO2 by 1 ppm requires 5.9 x 108 (5,900,000,000)
tons of CO2, which is approximately 1 ton of CO2 per person on Earth. Human burning of fossil fuels, for example,
adds approximately 7 x 109 (7 billion or 7,000,000,000)
tons of carbon to the atmosphere annually (see Section
5.2).
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the Earth's surface temperature over time scales of more than a few
weeks, however, more attention is usually given to CO2 because water
vapor concentration in the atmosphere changes much more quickly than does CO2. For example, a molecule of water vapor, such as
might evaporate from the ocean, will remain in the atmosphere for
approximately two weeks, whereas an average molecule of CO2, such
as you might exhale, will remain in the atmosphere for several hundred years.14
Carbon dioxide concentration in the modern atmosphere varies
seasonally over a range of 5-6 ppm (see Box 7). This is because of
the activity of forests in the Northern Hemisphere. Forests take in
CO2 (through photosynthesis) in the spring and summer, and release
CO2 (through the slowdown of photosynthesis and the decay of fallen
leaves) in the fall and winter. The cycle is reversed in the Southern
Hemisphere, but there is much less land area and so fewer forests in
the Southern Hemisphere; therefore the Southern Hemisphere eﬀect
is much smaller and seasons in the Northern Hemisphere dominate
the actual CO2 cycle.
The average annual concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere prior
to the Industrial Revolution (when large quantities of fossil fuels began to be burned by humans) was approximately 280 ppm.15 This
has been determined by looking at CO2 trapped in air bubbles in ice
sheets (see Section 3.3).16 Figure 7 shows the global changes in five
major greenhouse gases – CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, CFC-12, and
CFC-11. It was not until the 1950s that scientists began to continuously measure the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere with high
degrees of accuracy and on a regular basis (see Figure 28).
Greenhouse gases are not the only components of the atmosphere
that aﬀect global temperature. Clouds (masses of tiny water droplets)
influence climate in a variety of ways and on a variety of spatial and
temporal scales. Clouds can cool the Earth by reflecting sunlight back
into space. They can also warm the Earth by reflecting infrared radiation back to Earth.
The amount of water vapor (and thus of clouds) in the atmosphere
is sensitive to temperature: the warmer it is, the more water evapo-
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Figure 7. Recent global trends in major greenhouse gases. Since the 1970s, the amounts
of CO2, methane, and nitrous oxide have all increased in our atmosphere. CFC-11 and
CFC-12 are two common types of chlorofluorocarbons that were used in refrigerants and
for other industrial purposes. Although they can deplete ozone through the interaction
between ultraviolet light and chloride, without the interaction, they are significant greenhouse gases. Regulation of industrial use of CFCs has caused the flattening of the curves
seen in the graphs, because there are no longer substantial emissions of CFCs into our
atmosphere. Modified after graphs by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, based on data from IPCC (2007, see endnote 7).

rates, and the more water that the air can hold – approximately 6%
more water vapor for every oC of additional heat.17 This creates positive feedback in the climate system: the warmer it gets, the more water
vapor there will be in the atmosphere, and this will cause still more
warming.
Another variable is aerosols, which are solid or liquid particles
suspended in the air – from volcanic eruptions, storms, or anthropogenic emissions. Aerosols can cool the Earth by both reflecting incoming sunlight and also serving as "seeds," or condensation nuclei, for
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Box 8:
The Greenhouse Effect
A greenhouse works by letting
energy from the Sun indoors
through its windows. Those same
windows act as a shield from the
wind, which would otherwise carry the solar energy away. In the
atmosphere, what is commonly referred to as the "greenhouse effect" is much more complex (Figure 6).
Step 1: Earth absorbs energy from the Sun in the form
of shortwave radiation, which heats the planet's
surface.
Step 2: Earth emits some of this heat in the form of longwave radiation.
Step 3: Some of the longwave radiation being given off by
the planet strikes molecules of greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere and is absorbed, warming the
air.
Step 4: Because of the chemistry of greenhouse gases,
longwave radiation is more easily trapped than
shortwave radiation. As a result, much of the heat
given off by Earth is retained by the atmosphere
instead of being allowed to pass through.
The greenhouse metaphor is not a perfect one. Greenhouse windows work to let heat into the building in the form
of shortwave radiation – light. They then protect that heat
from being dissipated or carried away by winds, locally
providing heat to the plants inside. Earth's atmosphere, on
the other hand, keeps longwave radiation – heat – from
radiating away from Earth and into space.
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clouds. The number and size of aerosol particles determines whether
the water in clouds condenses into a few large droplets or many small
ones, and this strongly aﬀects the amount of sunlight that clouds
reflect and the amount of radiation that they absorb. The increased
reflection of sunlight into space by aerosols usually outweighs their
greenhouse eﬀect (Box 8), mostly because aerosols remain in the atmosphere for only a few weeks.

2.4 Causes of Climate Change
As we ask and answer the question of why climate changes, we must
simultaneously consider the temporal scale of our discussion, that is,
the extent of time over which changes occur (Table 3). Earth has been
in existence for 4.6 billion years, and life has been visibly thriving
on it, in one form or another, for most of that time. Thus, what has
happened in the last 100 years is only a tiny part of the history of
Earth and its life and climate. Some causes of climate change have
Table 3. Some common causes of climate change in Earth's history and their temporal
scale.

Climate Change Cause

Scale of Change

Position in the solar system

billions of years

Heat generated by the Sun

billions of years

Evolution of photosynthesis,
other biological impacts

millions to billions of years

CO2 input from volcanism

millions of years

CO2 removal from weathering

millions of years

Plate tectonics

millions of years

Shape of Earth's orbit around
the Sun (eccentricity)

hundreds of thousands of years

Tilt of Earth's axis relative to
the Sun (obliquity)

tens of thousands of years

"Wobble" of Earth's axis
(precession)

tens of thousands of years

Strength of Sun's rays based
on Earth’s tilt

seasonally
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tremendous influence, but are only apparent over a million years or
more. Others are smaller, but their impacts are seen more readily over
shorter time scales, in decades or hundreds of years.
On the scale of millions of years, climates change because of plate
tectonic activity. Plate tectonics, the mechanism that moves the continents across the globe and forms new ocean floor, has many eﬀects
on global climate. Plate tectonic activity, for example, causes volcanism, and extended periods of high volcanic activity can release large
amounts of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Volcanism also creates new rock, as magma is expelled from the interior of the Earth and
cools on the surface. In underwater volcanic activity, new rock can
displace ocean water and increase global sea level, which changes the
way the oceans distribute heat, and further impacts global climate.
For example, the Cretaceous Period, from 145 million to 65 million
years ago (see Appendix 2), was a particularly warm period in Earth's
history, in part due to the high amounts of greenhouse gas emission
from volcanism, and was also a time of higher global sea level.18
Plate tectonics also impacts climate on the scale of millions of years
due to the changing location of the continents. Climate on land is
heavily influenced by ocean currents, so global climate is significantly
diﬀerent when the continents are close together (as in the supercontinent Pangea, which came together approximately 250 million years
ago) versus when they are more widely separated, as in modern times.
Also, land masses in the equatorial regions have a diﬀerent impact on
climate than continents in higher latitudes because of how heat is distributed from equatorial regions north- and southward around land
masses. Therefore, the position of plates over time has had significant
impacts on past global climate.
On the scale of hundreds of thousands of years, climates change
because of periodic oscillations of the Earth's orbit around the Sun,
called Milankovitch Cycles (Figure 8; see also Section 2.4.1). These
oscillations primarily aﬀect the subtlely varying amount of sunlight
received over the course of the year and the distribution of that sunlight across latitudes. Glacial intervals can occur when, in part as a
result of these orbital variations, high latitudes receive less summer
sunlight, so that their cover of ice and snow does not melt as much.19
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Figure 8. Milankovitch Cycles. The Earth’s orbital variation around the Sun experiences
cyclic changes in shape. Eccentricity changes the shape of the orbit on a 100,000-year
cycle from a circular to a more elliptical shape. Obliquity is the change of the angle of
Earth’s axis, which ranges from 22° to 24° from normal, and occurs on a 40,000-year
cycle. Precession, commonly called the "wobble" of Earth's axis, aﬀects the positions in
Earth's orbit at which the Northern and Southern Hemispheres experience summer and
winter. This changes on an approximately 20,000-year cycle.
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Figure 9. 100,000-year temperature cycles. Ice age temperature changes for the last
450,000 years in this diagram are represented as diﬀerences of temperature (in °C) from
a modern baseline. These diﬀerences are called temperature anomalies (see Appendix 4
for more information). The graph shows abrupt temperature spikes approximately every
100,000 years, each followed by slower cooling. The highest temperatures occurred just
after the global climate changed from glacial to interglacial. These temperature changes
correlate with changes in the shape of Earth’s orbit (due to Milankovitch Cycles). According to this pattern, Earth should now (during this interglacial period) be experiencing
slow cooling, not warming. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for
Global Warming Art.com.

Thus, the record of dramatic cooling followed by slow, steady warming (seen in Figure 9) reflects repeated glaciations every 100,000 years
or so, caused in part by Milankovitch Cycles.
On the scale of millennia (thousands of years), climates have
changed because of cyclic events such as Heinrich events. Heinrich
events occurred every 7,000-13,000 years and are evidenced by sediment layers on the northern Atlantic Ocean floor, deposited by the
melting of huge ice sheets with small rocks and debris contained in
them. Scientists believe that these were caused by large icebergs that
were released from Canada that, after floating into warmer waters,
melted and released large quantities of freshwater. This changed ocean
circulation because the large, quick releases of freshwater are less dense
than the seawater, and (as we learned earlier) the density of water drives
ocean circulation. These large, abrupt releases of freshwater caused a
switch from glacial to interglacial types of ocean current patterns.20
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On the scale of human experience and history (centuries to decades), climates change for a number of reasons. Some are cyclic, and
others are the culmination of small changes in topography, land use,
etc., that occur in this relatively short span of time. Two examples of
changes on this scale are the Younger Dryas event and the Little Ice
Age. The Younger Dryas event was a 1,200-year interval of colder
temperatures that punctuated a warming trend that began approximately 13,000 years ago. Scientists have ascertained that a shift from
warming to cooling happened over the course of only a few decades,
and brought back glacial climate characteristics such as mountain glaciers in New Zealand and intense windstorms in Asia. One hypothesis
suggests that the Younger Dryas was triggered by an ice dam breaking
and sending large amounts of freshwater into the northern Atlantic
Ocean. Other hypotheses, including one postulating a vast amount
of sea ice breaking oﬀ of an Arctic ice sheet and floating southward,
again sending large amounts of freshwater into the North Atlantic,
and even another suggesting a meteor impact, have been oﬀered to
explain the Younger Dryas. One thing seems certain – the Younger
Dryas is an example of how a single event can reverse or significantly
change global climate within a matter of decades.
The Little Ice Age occurred between approximately the years 1200
and 1800 CE and followed a time in history called the Medieval
Warm Period, which peaked approximately 1,000 years ago. The difference in temperature between the Medieval Warm Period, which allowed the Viking people to inhabit Greenland, and the Little Ice Age,
which kept Icelandic fishermen frozen in port for up to three months
per year from the 1600s through 1930, was only approximately 1ºC
globally.
Many factors aﬀect weather and climate on the scale of a few years,
and some of these can be cyclic or nearly so. One of the most important of these is El Niño.21 El Niño is a climate pattern that occurs
across the tropical Pacific Ocean every 3-7 (usually 5) years, characterized by warming ocean surface temperatures and accompanying
major shifts in precipitation in the Americas and ocean circulation in
the eastern Pacific.22
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2.4.1 The Sun and Orbital Variations
The Sun is the source of most incoming energy on Earth;23 it is this
solar energy over a given area and time known as insolation that controls the energy that drives Earth's climate. Climate models, which
will be discussed in Chapter 6, indicate that a relatively small change
in the amount of heat retained from the Sun can have a lasting impact
on Earth's temperature.
Because nearly all of Earth's atmospheric energy is ultimately derived from the Sun, it makes sense that the planet's position and orientation relative to the Sun would have an eﬀect on climate. The Earth's
orbit around the Sun is not a perfect circle, but an ellipse. The distance
from the Earth to the Sun changes as the Earth travels its yearly path
(see Figure 8). In addition, the axis of the Earth (running from pole to
pole) is not vertical with respect to the Sun, but is tilted approximately
23.5o. Earth's tilt is responsible for the seasons, which various parts of
the world experience diﬀerently. It is summer in the Northern Hemisphere during the part of the year that it is tilted toward the Sun and
receives the Sun's rays more directly; conversely, when Earth is on the
other side of its orbit and the Southern Hemisphere is tilted toward
the Sun, it is summer in the Southern Hemisphere.
Earth's orbit also changes on a longer time scale. Milankovitch
Cycles (see Figure 8) describe how the position of Earth changes over
time in predictable patterns of alternations of the proximity and angle
of Earth to the Sun, and therefore have an impact on global climate.
These are:
t Eccentricity is the change of Earth's orbit from a round
orbit to an elliptical one, which occurs on a 100,000-year
cycle. When Earth's orbit is more circular, seasons are
more subtle.
t Obliquity is the tilt of the Earth on its orbital axis, which
can range from 22-24º from vertical, and occurs on a
roughly 40,000-year cycle. The tilt of the Earth impacts
how much insolation is absorbed by the planet at diﬀerent latitudes.
t Precession is commonly called "wobble," because it is
the small variation in the direction of Earth's axis as it
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points relative to the fixed stars in the solar system. Because of precession, the point in Earth's orbit when the
Northern Hemisphere is angled toward the Sun changes
over a cycle of 26,000 years.
These three variables interact with each other in ways that can be
very complex, but are predictable mathematically. For example, the
influence of the shape of the orbit on Earth's climate depends very
much on the angle of tilt that Earth is experiencing at the time. The
orbital variations described by Milankovitch Cycles are predictable
based on the known laws of planetary motion. Confirmation of their
climatic eﬀects, however, comes from the geological record, where –
in rocks as old as 100 million years – scientists have found indications
of environmental conditions (temperature or precipitation) fluctuating in ways similar to what Milankovitch would predict.
The Sun also plays a role in a much more short-term climate cycle
through its frequency of solar flares, or sunspots, which increase and
decrease on an 11-year cycle. When solar flares occur more frequently,
the Sun has a larger number of "spots" on its surface and emits more
solar energy, which increases the intensity of energy (irradiance) that
the Earth receives from the Sun. Direct measurements of solar output since 1978 show a rise and fall over the 11-year sunspot cycle,
but no overall up- or downward trend in the strength of solar irradiance that might correlate with the temperature increase that Earth
has experienced. Similarly, there is no trend in direct measurements
of the Sun's ultraviolet output or in cosmic rays. Thus, even though
solar irradiance is the primary energy that heats our planet, because
sunspots have shown no major directional increases or decreases in
their recorded history, they do not appear to be related to the current,
directional change in global climate.24
2.4.2 The Carbon Cycle
The element carbon plays a crucial role in the way that the Earth works.
Because of its particular chemical properties, carbon constitutes the
basic building block of living things as well as major constituents of
the atmosphere, crust, and oceans. Individual carbon atoms combine
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Figure 10. The carbon cycle (a very simplified view). Every living thing contains carbon.
When animals exhale, carbon dioxide (CO2) is emitted into the atmosphere. It is absorbed
by plants through the process of photosynthesis and gets incorporated into their structures.
When plants and animals die, the carbon in their bodies gets incorporated into sediments,
which might eventually become rocks in the Earth's crust, where it usually remains for
millions of years. The extraction and burning of this carbon in the form of fossil fuels
emits CO2 into the atmosphere, and some of it becomes incorporated into carbon sinks
like oceans and forests. Omitted from this figure are, e.g., biological processes in the oceans,
volcanoes, weathering of rocks, and the formation of limestone.

with other elements in a variety of ways as they move between these
various Earth systems in a series of steps known as the carbon cycle
(Figure 10). Understanding the role of CO2 in the Earth's climate
starts with understanding how carbon behaves in this cycle.
Carbon dioxide that enters the atmosphere from volcanoes is approximately balanced (in the absence of humans) by removal of CO2
from the atmosphere by two processes: photosynthesis and chemical
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Box 9: The Faint Young
Sun Paradox
On the scale of billions of years,
the Earth's climate has been controlled by the balance between
its distance from the Sun and the
composition of its atmosphere. If
we compare Earth to its planetary
neighbors, Mars and Venus, we see what might have
happened on Earth, but didn't. Earth's original atmosphere came from volcanism, emitting gases from the
planet's interior. The high concentration of CO2 in this
early atmosphere kept the Earth warm when the Sun
was younger, and its strength fainter.25 Some of the first
life on Earth put oxygen into the atmosphere by the
process of photosynthesis, and drew down CO2. Lower
levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere helped
to compensate for the brightening Sun, which otherwise would have warmed Earth too much for living organisms, or even liquid water, to be present. Thus, the
greenhouse effect allowed life to exist on Earth when it
might not have otherwise.

weathering, or the breakdown of rocks at the surface by chemical
change. During chemical weathering, water reacts with minerals in
rocks and CO2 from the atmosphere. The CO2 is thus removed from
the air and transferred into other compounds, which eventually become stored in the sediments that accumulate in the ocean and ultimately form sedimentary rocks.
Evolutionary changes in organisms throughout geologic time have
had a strong eﬀect on the global carbon cycle. The evolution of organisms capable of photosynthesis, over 3 billion years ago, drew CO2
out of the atmosphere and created the first significant amounts of
atmospheric oxygen. The first appearance of large animals in the early
Cambrian, 540 million years ago, and the evolution of land plants in
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the Devonian, approximately 380 million years ago, accelerated the
cycling of carbon and its burial in sediments. It is widely believed that
the evolution of land plants led to a significant drop in CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere and caused the widespread glaciation of the
Carboniferous Period (360 to 295 million years ago).
The carbon cycle functions on a variety of time scales. A single
atom of carbon that you exhale (as part of a molecule of CO2) will on
average remain in the atmosphere for hundreds of years, before being
absorbed by a plant or other photosynthesizing organism. When the
plant dies, that carbon atom could in a few weeks or months be taken
up by another plant, or oxidize back into CO2 and re-enter the atmosphere, or it might be buried in the Earth's crust and remain there for
millions of years.
2.4.3 Plate Tectonics
The Earth's surface is like a jigsaw puzzle. It is made up of many huge
pieces, or plates, which slide around the globe very slowly, at about
the rate that your fingernails grow. The continents are embedded in
these tectonic plates (Figure 11). Where these plates come together
or move apart, earthquakes, mountain building, and many other geologic processes can occur. Plate movement is driven by the Earth's
internal heat.
Plate movement can significantly aﬀect climate over millions of
years, in several ways. The position of a plate on the globe, and of any
continents that might be on top of it, is one determinant of whether
that continent will experience glaciation or tropical temperatures. For
example, if the plate that now holds North America and Greenland
were shifted a bit to the north, North America could be covered in a
continental ice sheet right now. Instead, only Greenland is covered in
ice because it is positioned further north today. Plate movement also
aﬀects climate because when two plates come together, volcanoes often
result, adding CO2 to the atmosphere when they erupt. When plates
move apart, in a process known as seafloor spreading, hot magma is
often released directly into the ocean, bringing CO2 with it.
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4ECTONIC PLATES AND THEIR BOUNDARIES

Figure 11. Plate tectonics. A world map with all of the individual tectonic plate boundaries highlighted. The plates move around like puzzle pieces over the globe. Map by U.S.
Geological Survey.

Summary: Climate Basics
A number of natural phenomena contribute to the average global temperature on Earth. These phenomena
– plate tectonics and weathering, evolution of new life,
and others – have interacted via the carbon cycle to
change the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere and cause
temperatures to change throughout geologic time.
Are humans an additional cause of climate change? To
answer this important question, we need to look not just
at potential causes, but also at the actual history of climate change in the past.
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Figure 12. Bristlecone pines, like this Pinus longaeva, in Ancient Bristlecone Pine Forest,
White Mountains, California, are among the longest-lived organisms on Earth. Their tree
rings have provided scientists with climate data for the past 9,000 years. Photograph by
Clinton Steeds via Wikimedia Commons.
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3. Climates of the
Geological Past
How do we know what ancient climates were like? How do we know
whether they were diﬀerent from today? To know the average temperature of the world 10,000 years ago, we cannot just look at a thermometer and record the temperature; we need a substitute – a proxy
– that indirectly recorded that information.
The Earth is a giant, albeit imperfect, recording device. Earth scientists reconstruct ancient climates by using traces left in the rocks
and sediments available on the Earth's surface. Even after thousands
or millions of years, many of these materials contain information
about the environmental conditions that existed at the time that they
were laid down at the bottom of a river, lake, swamp, or ocean. This
climatic information can be found in unconsolidated sediments (for
example, in mud at the bottom of a pond), in rocks, in glacial ice
sheets, or even in a living tree or coral colony. Each of these systems
records something about the world in which they formed.

3.1 Proxies from Fossils
Fossils – the remains or traces of once-living things preserved in the
Earth's crust – can be compared to organisms in modern environments to infer the past environment in which they lived (Figure 13).
For example, fossil fish and seashells can reasonably be assumed to
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have lived in water, even though the place where the fossils were found
is now dry land. Fossil reptiles or palm trees found in what are now
much cooler, high-latitude locations testify to these areas once having
a much warmer climate. Corals are mostly colonial, marine animals
that make hard skeletons out of calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Modern
corals live mainly in warm, tropical seas. Fossil corals found today in
very diﬀerent environments, such as upstate New York, are therefore
indicative of major changes in the climate of the area.
Fossil leaves frequently have characteristic shapes that are, in part,
the result of the habitat in which they live. Looking at their shape
scientifically with a process called leaf margin analysis can help to
reconstruct ancient environments and climates (Figure 14). The edges
of modern leaves are indicative of their climate and environment;

Figure 13. Examples of fossil climate proxies. Fossils are used as a proxy to gauge climate
change in an area. Top left and right are a fossil palm frond and alligator, respectively,
both Eocene Epoch (ca. 50 million years old), Wyoming (photographs by Paleontological
Research Institution). Bottom left shows benthic Foraminifera, found in marine sediments, which can be used as climate proxies; the species are (clockwise from top left)
Ammonia beccarii, Elphidium excavatum clavatum, Buccella frigida, and Eggerella
advena (photograph by United States Geological Survey). Bottom right image shows common pollen grains (greatly magnified), including sunflower and lily pollen (photograph
by Dartmouth University).
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smooth-edged leaves with narrow, pointed "drip tips" at the ends are
common in rainforests where they function to rid the leaves of excess
water, whereas toothed leaf edges are more common in temperate environments to preserve water. Scientists measure leaves in modern environments and correlate their size, shape, and edge appearances with
the temperature and humidity of the region. That information can
then be applied to fossil leaf measurements in ancient environments
to calculate approximate temperature and humidity.
Ancient plant pollen and spores (produced by plants such as ferns,
lichens, and mosses) can also help us learn about ancient climates. Palynology (the study of pollen and spores) uses the fortunate circumstances of these objects being small, abundant, and easily preserved.
Due to their tough organic coating, they are commonly preserved in
the sand and sediment from places like lakes and rivers, even though
trees and leaves are seldom preserved. Pollen can be used just like an
entire plant, and if the environmental constraints of that plant are

Figure 14. Using leaf margins as climate proxies. Plants with leaves with toothed or
divided margins (above left) live today in cooler climates, whereas plants with leaves
with smooth or entire margins (above right) live in warmer climates. This observation
can be used to interpret the climates in which fossil leaves (lower left and right) grew.
Photographs by Warren Allmon (top left and right), Alejandra Gandolfo (lower left), and
Judith Nagel-Myers (lower right).
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known (by studying it or its descendants living today), the history
of climate in the area can be inferred. Pollen and spores have, for
example, been used to track how plant communities move north and
south during fluctuations between glacial and warmer intervals.
Single-celled organisms, or protists, make up a large proportion of
the plankton at the base of oceanic food webs. Some of these protists,
especially shelled forms called Foraminifera (Figure 13), are particularly valuable as indicators of past climate conditions, either through
analysis of the oxygen isotopes in their fossilized carbonate shells (see
Box 10), or by comparing fossil forms to those alive today and inferring that they had similar environmental distributions.

3.2 Proxies from Rocks
Sedimentary rocks are formed through breakdown of other rocks into
sediment, which is then transported and deposited by wind or water. When the sediment is compressed or cemented and turned into
rock, it retains clues about the environment in which it formed. By
observing modern oceans, for example, scientists note that limy sediments and reefs (composed of calcium carbonate) usually accumulate
in warm, shallow, clear seawater, and they then use this to conclude
that ancient carbonates might have formed in similar environments.
Chemical elements in rocks, and even in some fossils, can also
record information about the environment at the time that the rocks
were formed. Particularly useful for recreating ancient climates are the
diﬀerent forms (or isotopes) of the element oxygen (see Box 10).

3.3 Proxies from Ice Cores
In a few cases, scientists can sample ancient atmospheres directly. Ice
sheets and glaciers, which can be hundreds or thousands of feet thick,
are formed from snow that has collected each year on the surface,
has been compressed by overlying snow and ice for many years, and
ultimately recrystallizes into thick glacial ice.26 Bubbles in this ice can
contain air that was trapped when the ice formed. The chemical com-
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position of the air in these bubbles, as well as the frozen water surrounding them, can reveal, for example, the amount of CO2 in the
ancient atmosphere.
An ice core (Figure 15) is a large cylinder of ice extracted from
an ice sheet or glacier, such as is found in Antarctica, Greenland, or
on very high mountains worldwide. To collect ice cores, scientists
use a hollow drill that cuts around a central cylinder of ice. Drillers
carry out many cycles of lowering the drill, cutting a limited section
(usually 4-6 m long), then raising all the equipment to the surface,
removing the core section and beginning the process again. Much care
is taken to ensure that the core is uncontaminated by modern air and
water. The core is stored in an airtight plastic bag as soon as it reaches
the surface, and analyzed only in a "clean room" designed to prevent
contamination. To keep the ice core from degrading, it is kept well
below freezing, usually below -15ºC (5ºF).
Ice cores record history. They can tell scientists about temperature,
ocean volume, rainfall amount, levels of CO2 and other gases in the
atmosphere, solar variability, and sea-surface productivity at the time

Figure 15. An ice core from Vostok Research Station, Antarctica, at the National Ice Core
Laboratory in Denver, Colorado. Photograph by Warren Allmon.
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Box 10: Using Oxygen Isotopes
to Determine Past Climates
The different chemical elements, like
oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen, that
we encounter in the Periodic Table in
chemistry class are distinguished by
their differing numbers of subatomic
particles: each element has a distinct number of protons, and an equal number of electrons. Isotopes are
variants of elements that have the same numbers of
protons and electrons, but differ in the number of neutrons. This means that different isotopes of an element
have a slightly different mass.
Understanding Oxygen Isotopes

Higher

18

O : 16 O = colder water/atmosphere
Scientists measure the
oxygen isotope ratio in the
core and learn what the
temperature was like
when the calcite formed.

O : 16 O ratio in ocean water
C18 > C16 = colder water/atmosphere

Oxygen isotopes are incorporated into
calcite shells of microorganisms in the ratio
in which they are present in the water

Sediment Core

18

Core of rock is taken
Microorganisms die and sink to the
bottom of the ocean

Limestone rock forms
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The most common isotope of oxygen is oxygen 16, abbreviated 16O, which has 16 neutrons. A small proportion of the oxygen in the universe is oxygen 18 (18O),
which has 18 neutrons. Because 16O is lighter than 18O,
it behaves differently. For example, it is more easily integrated into water vapor, and so clouds and their associated precipitation contains relatively more 16O than the
lake or ocean from which the water evaporated. When
this precipitation is stored for a long time in the form of
compacted snow in glaciers, as a result of colder climate, the oceans of the world have relatively less 16O in
their water than they do in warmer times.
O is also more easily incorporated into chemical compounds. Many marine organisms make their shells out
of calcium carbonate (CaCO3), and need to take oxygen out of the seawater to do this. Therefore, when
they build their shells, marine organisms record the
proportion of 16O that exists in seawater at the time. Because it is easier for organisms to use 16O than 18O,
more 18O is incorporated into their shells only when
less 16O is available. Because of the different behavior of the two isotopes of oxygen, shells have a higher
proportion of 16O in a warmer climate when the lighter
isotope of oxygen is not stored in glaciers. When the
shells are preserved as fossils on the sea floor, and then
extracted in a sediment core, they can be analyzed
for their amount of 16O relative to their amount of 18O
to estimate ancient temperatures. Scientists commonly
use the quantity δ18O (pronounced "del-18-oh"), which
reflects the ratio of 18O to 16O compared to a standard;
smaller values mean higher temperatures (e.g., in Figures 16 and 19).
16
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that the ice formed. Scientists can conduct chemical and isotopic studies on the ice itself, but they can also physically look at inclusions in
the ice, like wind-blown dust, ash, or radioactive substances that can
tell us about the extent of deserts, volcanic eruptions, forest fires, and
even meteor impacts. The length of the record is extremely variable.
Some cores only record the last few hundred years, whereas the longest core ever taken (from Vostok Research Station, Antarctica; Figure
15) allows study of climate change for over 400,000 years. Compiling information from multiple cores, scientists have now assembled a
climate history of almost 800,000 years.27

3.4 Using Living Organisms to Determine Past
Temperatures
Scientists can also use proxy records stored in living things and their
abcient ancestors to recreate climates of the recent past with an amazing degree of precision.
3.4.1 Dendrochronology
Dendrochronology – the study of climate change as recorded by tree
ring growth – is an excellent example of how climate researchers get
information about climates of the relatively recent past. Trees can live
for hundreds of years and in some extraordinary cases, like giant sequoias and bristlecone pines, thousands of years. Each year, a tree adds
a layer of growth between the older wood and its bark. This layer, or
"ring" as seen in cross section, varies in thickness. A wide tree ring
records a good growing season, usually moister and/or warmer, whereas a narrow ring records a poor growing season, usually drier and/or
cooler. Especially in environments near the edge of a tree's comfortable living range, such as near the treeline on a mountain, these data
can provide highly reliable records of climate patterns.
To know more about climate over an even longer period of time,
scientists look at dead trees that are still well preserved. They correlate
the dead tree rings with the rings of a living tree whose age is known,
looking for overlapping patterns, and can thereby get a longer record
54

of climate through time. An amazing example is seen in the treering chronologies established by looking at bristlecone pines from
the southwestern U.S. (see Figure 12). Not only are these trees the
longest-lived trees on Earth, they also live in a place where, even when
they do die, they remain well preserved for hundreds or thousands of
years. By comparing rings of living to dead bristlecone pines, scientists
have established a tree ring record of climate in the western U.S. for
the past 9,000 years.
There are, however, limitations to dendrochronology. Trees in the
temperate zone only record the growing season, so the winter season
is not usually visible in their wood. Trees in tropical regions grow yearround and therefore show no obvious annual growth rings, so climate
data from equatorial areas is more diﬃcult to obtain.

Earth’s Climate Reconstruction, 550 Million Years Ago to Present
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Figure 16. Earth’s average temperature, 542 million years ago to present. Scientists have
used geological proxies, including oxygen isotope information (see Box 10), preserved in
shell material of some marine fossils, to reconstruct climatic conditions. Because this is
proxy data, it only shows relative changes in global temperature, with higher δ18O values
representing cooler global temperatures and lower δ18O values representing warmer global
temperatures. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming
Art.com.
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3.4.2 Living Coral as a Climate Proxy
Because they build their own calcium carbonate (CaCO3) skeletons,
corals (Figure 17) keep a record of climate in a way very similar to trees
– by periodic rings of growth in the skeleton. Thicker rings represent
better conditions for the coral, whereas thinner rings represent poor
conditions. The coral colony grows both in winter and in summer, but
the density of the skeleton is quite diﬀerent due to seasonal changes
in ocean temperature, the availability of nutrients, and diﬀerences in
light. Additionally, the coral rings contain carbon and oxygen isotopes
that indicate environmental conditions at the time that that part of
the skeleton was secreted.
Using these and other geological proxies, scientists have formed wellsupported hypotheses of the history of climates during the last few
hundred million years of Earth history. These studies have shown that
global climates have been significantly warmer than today, and they
have also been significantly cooler. Figure 16 shows a temperature
reconstruction of the past 542 million years of Earth's history (roughly
since the first appearance of large animals in the fossil record).
Although these temperatures are estimates from proxy information,
they are based on multiple lines of independent evidence, and this is
why scientists have high confidence in them.

Summary: Climates of the Geological Past
The geological record shows that the climate of the
Earth has changed dramatically over time. Ancient
temperatures are not measured directly, but are estimated using climate proxies, including fossils, rocks,
and other records. These proxies provide multiple, independent sources of data that not only provide us with
reliable information about past climates, but (as we will
see) provide methods to check our predictions about
future climates.
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Figure 17. A living colony of pillar coral at Discovery Bay, Jamaica. Such colonies can be
hundreds of years old and the characteristics of older layers can provide proxy evidence of
past environmental conditions. Photograph by Warren Allmon.
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Figure 18. Landscape reflects changing climate. East fork of the glacially fed Toklat River,
Denali National Park, Alaska. As evidenced from its steep river banks and high terraces,
the Toklat was a large, flowing river thousands of years ago. Today it is never more than a
set of braided streams. Photograph by Clinton Steeds via Wikimedia Commons.
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4. Climates of the
Recent Past
As discussed in the preceding chapter, when trying to reconstruct ancient climates for which no instrumentation was available, scientists
gather climate data using proxies like ice cores and tree rings. These
proxies can be used to reconstruct ancient temperatures over a variety
of temporal scales. In general, the closer to the present, the higher the
degree of resolution and precision.
In this chapter, we will look at scientific climate data at time scales
closer to the present than most of the examples previously discussed,
starting with a relatively coarse-resolution look at Earth's climate for
the last 5 million years, then zooming in to a finer-resolution look
at climate near the present day. Keep in mind that as the time-scale
changes, so do the proxies being used. Also, it is important to remember that, like all scientific data, climate data are inherently filled with
"noise," or data points that can sometimes obscure their underlying
trend. For example, although winter temperatures are generally at or
below freezing in the northeastern United States, warmer days in the
50s, 60s, and 70s (oF) are not unheard of. This is "noise" in winter
temperature data, which over short intervals, can make it harder to
see the "real" pattern, which is that winters are, overall, cooler than
summers.
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4.1 The Last Five Million Years
Using fossils from deep-sea sediment cores, which contain climate
information in the form of oxygen isotopes (see Box 10), scientists
can reconstruct Earth's climate for the last five million years. These
analyses show, as in Figure 19, that the climate was warmer than present until approximately 2.8 million years ago. Climate then cooled
rapidly and began to fluctuate much more noticeably.

Five Million Years of Climate Change
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The cause of the change is global cooling associated with the
growth of glaciers in the northern hemisphere. The most likely cause
of this cooling, however, was far from the high latitudes where glaciers began to expand. This correlates with the time when the Isthmus
of Panama formed, creating a land bridge between North and South
America, and cutting oﬀ oceanic circulation between the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans. This strengthened ocean currents like the Gulf Stream,
resulting in the transport of more moisture to the northern polar re-

Figure 19. Five million years of climate change. In the graph, oxygen isotopes from fossil
shells of deep-sea marine organisms (Foraminifera) have been used to show relative global
temperatures for the last 5.5 million years. The curve is influenced both by the amount of
water stored in ice sheets and by temperature at the bottom of the ocean; both cooler temperatures and larger ice sheets cause higher δ18O values. On the left vertical axis are proxy
temperature data from an ice core. For more information on temperature anomalies, see
Appendix 4. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming
Art.com.
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gion; this increased snowfall, and was one of the triggers that brought
Earth's climate into an ice age, causing widespread glaciation and an
overall cooling of global climate during the last 2.8 million years.28

4.2 The Last 400,000 Years
The orbital variations called Milankovitch Cycles (see Section 2.4.1),
which result in changes in incoming solar radiation (insolation) on a
roughly 100,000-year cycle, have happened throughout Earth's history, no matter what the overall global temperatures. When Earth was
relatively warm, these orbital variations most notably caused changes
in precipitation. When the Earth became cooler, however, as happened approximately 2.8 million years ago, the orbital variations resulted in changes in global temperature. Thus, roughly every 40,000
years from 2.8 million to 0.7 million years ago, and every 100,000
years since 0.7 million years ago,29 ice sheets have expanded into lower
latitudes, at their greatest extent reaching the northern parts of what is
now the United States.Scientists call these expansions glacials, the last
one peaking approximately 20,000 years ago in what is called the Last
Glacial Maximum. The warmer intervals between glacials, when the
ice retreated northward, are called interglacials. Earth is currently in
an interglacial interval. Prior to the present, the most recent interglacial period occurred approximately 125,000 years ago when temperatures at the poles were 3-5oC warmer than at present, and global sea
level was 4-6 meters (13-20 feet) higher than it is today.
Using bubbles and water trapped in ice cores (see Section 3.3),
scientists can measure the past atmospheric concentration of CO2.
Atmospheric CO2 co-varies with temperature in a way that reflects a
positive feedback (Figure 20). For example, transitions from a cooling
(glaciation) interval to a warming (deglaciation) interval occur due
to changes in solar insolation associated with Milankovitch Cycles;
the warming in turn leads to release of CO2 from warming ocean water and uncovered soils, increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations
and further contributing to warming. The reverse occurs in transitions
from warm intervals to cool intervals.30
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Atmospheric CO2 Levels for the Last 400,000 Years
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Figure 20. Atmospheric CO2 during the last 400,000 years. As was discussed in Box 2,
atmospheric CO2 concentration has been recorded for almost 800,000 years from ice-core
air-bubble samples. During that interval, including the last 450,000 years depicted on
this graph, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 has never gone above 350 parts per
million until the 1980s, more than 100 years after the start of the Industrial Revolution.
Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming Art.com.

4.3 The Last 100,000 Years
Using oxygen isotopes from ice cores (see Box 10), scientists can reconstruct Earth's global temperature during the last 100,000-year
cycle (Figure 21). Tracing the midpoint of all of the high and low
values in the line shows that temperature slowly dropped over this
time. Geologically, scientists equate this cooling with the most recent glacial interval, when mastodons and mammoths roamed North
America and a thick sheet of ice covered places like New York, Michigan, and northern Europe. This ice began retreating approximately
20,000 years ago, when temperature abruptly increased. If the past
is predictor of the future, then without human intervention, global
average temperature and atmospheric levels of CO2 should slowly decrease for the next 60,000 to 80,000 years.
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Figure 21. Greenland ice-core proxy temperature. Temperature records from the Greenland Ice Core based on δ18O relative to δ16O for the last 100,000 years. Modified after
Broecker, 2003.30
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Figure 22. Holocene temperatures. Proxy temperature reconstruction from ice-core data
after the end of the last glacial period, measured in °C diﬀerence from the global temperature average in 2004. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global
Warming Art.com.
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4.4 The Last 10,000 Years
The most recent glacial interval ended approximately 20,000 years
ago, and this is visible in the dramatic temperature increase between
20,000 years ago and present (Figure 21). The last 10,000 years or so
(the Holocene Epoch; see Appendix 1), however, look dramatically
diﬀerent from the rest of the graph in Figure 21; there appears to be
less "noise" in the data.
Figure 22 shows that after the global average temperature increased
approximately 10,000 years ago, temperatures in the Northern Hemisphere began a slow, steady decline, which lasted for most of the last
7,500 years. These data (from ice cores from Greenland) support the
hypothesis that, at least in the Northern Hemisphere, if natural climate variation were unhindered by humans, temperature would remain nearly constant, or would very slowly decline over the next few
thousand years.

Temperature Reconstruction:
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Figure 23. Global temperature for the last 1,000 years. Global temperature fluctuations
in °C for the last 1,000 years relative to the global average temperature from 1961 to
1990, based on oxygen isotopes from ice cores. Modified after Mann et al., 1998 (see
endnote 141).
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4.5 The Last 1000 Years
As scientists look closer to the present, climate resolution continues to
improve. As indicated by ice-core temperature proxies, the last 1,000
years show very little significant global average temperature change
prior to the 20th century (see Figure 23). A careful eye might notice,
however, that the period from year 1000 to 1300 CE is slightly warmer and more "noisy" than from 1300 to present. This represents a time
called the Medieval Warm Period (see Section 2.4), during which the
Viking people inhabited Greenland. In the centuries following (from
1400 to 1800 CE), in contrast, fisherman living in nearby Iceland,
where the weather is more temperate, were unable to leave their fishing ports for up to three months out of each year. Although the Medieval Warm Period resulted in only a small increase in global average
temperature, it was substantial enough in that region to impact the
lives of the people living there.
In the last 100 to 150 years, global average temperature has dramatically increased (Figure 23). This increase is a significant departure
from the trend of the last 800 to 900 years, an interval without major
anthropogenic influence. In fact, the warming seen in the last 50 years is
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Figure 24. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations for the last 1,000 years from data collected
from ice cores. Note the rapid rise in CO2 during the Industrial Revolution (ca. 1850 to
1900). Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming Art.
com.
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Figure 25. The global average temperature from the instrumented record. The yearly
average shows repeated peaks and furrows, while the five-year average is a much smoother
line. The five-year line is a rolling average, meaning that each year’s data point is
averaged with those of the two years immediately preceding and two years immediately
following. This helps to remove the "noise" so that the overall trend becomes visible. See
Appendix 3 for more information on rolling averages. Data from National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.32

more pronounced than at any time in at least the last 1,300 years (Figure
24).33

4.6 The Last 150 Years
For the last 150 years of Earth's history, scientists have had the advantage of being able to directly measure temperature, without having
to rely only on proxy information. These data are called the "instrumental record," because they were recorded by scientific instruments.
This record shows the same trend that multiple lines of proxy data
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have expressed: global temperature is increasing (Figure 25). Because
it departs so dramatically from the pattern of the last 1,000 years, this
temperature increase is interpreted by most climate scientists as diﬀerent from what would be expected from natural variation alone.
Even though global average temperature has been increasing over
the past 150 years, it has not done so uniformly, every single year, in
every part of the globe. Temperature, furthermore, is not the only aspect of climate, and the instrumental record allows scientists, at least
in the most recent past, to look at the changes seen in the many other
aspects of climate. (This is why the term "climate change" is a more
accurate description of what has been occurring than the more familiar term "global warming.") Average global temperature is increasing,
causing a reaction in the other aspects of climate, including wind and
precipitation patterns. Diﬀerent regions feel these impacts to varying
degrees. For example, North America, South America, northern Europe, and northern and central Asia have already experienced significantly higher precipitation levels. Other areas, like the Mediterranean
and southern Africa and Asia, have experienced drier climates than
normal.34

4.7 The Last 20 Years
The last 20 years of observations have shown even more dramatic
changes in many aspects of global and regional climates.
Surface temperature: The great majority of data support the conclusion that the world's average surface temperature has increased over
the past 20 years. This is true despite year-to-year fluctuations and regional variations from the global average. It is important to remember
that any single year is not indicative of, nor does it disprove, a trend.
To understand global surface temperature trends, scientists therefore
create graphs with rolling averages (see Appendix 3). For example,
using a five-year rolling average (Figure 25), the global temperature
of the year in question is averaged with the two years immediately
preceding and the two years immediately following. So, the global
temperature in 2002 is averaged with those in 2000, 2001, 2003, and
2004 to measure the long-term trend, rather than the "noise."
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Even without rolling averages, recent temperature data show significant warming. Eleven of the 12 years from 1995 to 2006 rank
among the warmest years in the instrumental record (since 1850).
Further, during the past century (1906-2005), average temperature
has increased by 0.74°C, but warming over the last 50 years (0.13°C
per decade) has been nearly twice that for the last 100 years (total temperature increase from 1850-1899 to 2001-2005 is 0.76°C). Widespread changes in extreme temperatures have also been observed over
the last 50 years. Cold days, cold nights, and frost have become less
frequent, whereas hot days, hot nights, and heat waves have become
more frequent.35
Ocean temperatures: Observations since 1961 show that the average temperature of the global ocean has increased both at the surface
and to depths of at least 3,000 meters (9,250 feet). Such warming
causes seawater to expand, contributing to sea-level rise, and also can
adversely aﬀect sea life (see Chapter 7).36
Snow and ice cover: Global snow and ice cover have declined significantly in both hemispheres over the past two decades, and these
decreases have also contributed to sea-level rise. Ice-flow speed has
increased for some Greenland and Antarctic glaciers that drain ice
from the interior of the ice sheets. Satellite data show that, since 1978,
annual average Arctic sea-ice extent has shrunk by 2.7% per decade,
with larger decreases during summers of 7.4% per decade. Temperatures at the top of the permafrost layer (ground that is frozen yearround) have generally increased since the 1980s in the Arctic (by up to
3°C). The maximum area covered by seasonally frozen ground has also
decreased by approximately 7% in the Northern Hemisphere since
1900, with a decrease during spring seasons of up to 15%.37
Sea level: Global average sea level rose at an average rate of 1.8
millimeters per year between 1961 and 2003. The rate was even faster
(3.1 millimeters per year) between 1993 and 2003, but whether this
reflects an increase in the longer term trend is unclear. The IPCC
concluded in their 2007 report that there is "high confidence that
the rate of observed sea level rise increased from the 19th to the 20th
century."38
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Precipitation and drought: There is considerable evidence of
global changes in evaporation and precipitation, probably linked with
higher temperatures, which have contributed to more intense and longer droughts over wider areas since the 1970s, particularly in the tropics and subtropics. These changes are the result of freshening (a decrease in salt content in ocean water) of mid- and high-latitude ocean
waters because of increased precipitation, together with increased salinity in low-latitude waters caused by decreased rainfall. Changes in
sea-surface temperatures, as well as wind patterns and decreased snow
cover, have also been linked to droughts. The frequency of heavy precipitation events has also increased over many land areas.39

Summary: Climates of the Recent Past
Every major aspect of climate that is measurable has
shown significant change since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, and these changes are of a magnitude and rate not seen for more than at least 1,300
years. There is no longer any question among the majority of qualified scientists that climate change is occurring. As the 2007 IPCC report put it: "Warming of the
climate system is unequivocal."40
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Figure 26. Stora Enso Pulp and Paper Mill in Nuottasaari, Oulu, Finland. Stora Enso
was one of the first companies in the forest products industry to calculate the carbon footprint of its operations, and is striving to reduce its CO2 emissions worldwide by 20% by
the year 2020.41 Photograph by Estormiz via Wikimedia Commons.
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5. Humans as a Cause
of Climate Change
The idea that humans might be responsible for climate change was first
proposed in the 1890s by a Nobel laureate chemist, Svante Arrhenius,
who pointed out that continued use of coal, oil, and other fossil fuels
by humans could change the atmosphere's composition and warm the
Earth.42 The idea started being taken seriously in modern times in the
late 1970s, when a small number of climate scientists began to suggest
that human activities, especially those resulting in emissions of CO2
and other greenhouse gases, were actually changing. As more research
was done, this idea began to gain more support. By the early 1990s,
evidence from an increasing variety of climate data were supporting
previous theoretical predictions. The 1995 IPCC report stated rather
cautiously that "the balance of evidence suggests that there is a discernable human influence on global climate."43 The 2001 IPCC report took a step further, declaring that "notwithstanding some role for
natural variability, humans are almost certainly warming the planet
right now."44 The 2007 IPCC report more strongly concluded with
"very high confidence" that "the global average net eﬀect of human
activities since 1750 has been one of warming."45
What is the basis for these increasingly confident conclusions? The
evidence can be grouped under five headings (see also Box 2):
(1) CO2 is a greenhouse gas.
(2) CO2 has been increasing in the atmosphere since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution (ca. 1850).
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(3) Temperatures have risen along with CO2 levels.
(4) Climate models cannot be made to accurately represent
past and present climates without human forcing.
(5) No other known cause appears adequate.
If, as the IPCC and many scientists contend, the evidence for each
of these conclusions is overwhelming, why does controversy over the
cause of climate change persist? Massachusetts Institute of Technology
climatologist Kerry Emanuel suggested this answer:
If one could change the concentration of a single greenhouse gas while holding the rest of the system (except its
temperature) fixed, it would be simple to calculate the
corresponding change in surface temperature. … Almost
all the controversy arises from the fact that in reality,
changing any single greenhouse gas will indirectly cause
other components of the system to change as well, thus
yielding other changes…46
In other words, because climate is so complex, it is impossible to
do a typical style of experiment, in which only one variable is allowed
to change. So it is impossible to get the kind of clear demonstration of
causality that many people expect of science.

5.1 CO2 is a Greenhouse Gas
As discussed in Chapter 2, CO2 is a greenhouse gas. It is of particular importance because it is a gas currently being emitted in large
amounts by human activity, and once released into the atmosphere,
it remains there for hundreds of years. Carbon dioxide is emitted by
many natural processes, including volcanism, and has many natural
places of storage, including the oceans. Increasing anthropogenic CO2
emissions, however, due to the burning of fossil fuels, changes what is
usually naturally balanced.47 To help understand this intricate balance,
scientists use the concept of radiative forcing. Radiative forcings are
factors that aﬀect the amount of energy received by or lost from the
Earth, such as atmospheric gases, clouds, and albedo.
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Figure 27. Radiative forcings. The Sun’s energy, measured in watts per square meter,
can be reflected back into the solar system or absorbed by the Earth and its atmosphere
in the form of heat energy, and the absorbed energy can be radiated back in space in the
same way that your body loses heat on a winter day. Light gray bars to the right of "zero"
indicate positive (warming) forcing, whereas dark gray bars to the left show negative
(cooling) forcing components. When the physical forcings reflect or otherwise lose their
energy to space, it is a negative forcing, When the forcings absorb the energy, they are positive. In the diagram, the majority of the forcings are anthropogenic, but some are natural.
Overall, with anthropogenic forcings added, there is a positive radiative forcing, which
results in a general temperature increase. Modified after a graph from IPCC, 2001 (see
endnote 44).
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When incoming and outgoing radiation are in balance, a condition
called neutral radiative forcing exists; this is represented by the "zero"
line in Figure 27. Most of the forcing components shown in Figure
27 are anthropogenic (human-caused). These include emissions of
CO2, methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O), among others. Compared to the positive forcing from the Sun (insolation), anthropogenic
positive forcings are much higher, and the forcings caused by human
activities push radiative forcings in the positive direction, meaning
greater warmth (for more on forcings, see Box 6).

5.2 Anthropogenic Increases in Greenhouse
Gases
In 1958, Charles Keeling of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography
began a project repeatedly measuring the CO2 content of the atmosphere on top of Mauna Loa in Hawaii. Mauna Loa was chosen because the air blowing over its summit – from the western Pacific – is
relatively free of local sources of pollution. The result of these measurements is called the Keeling curve (Figure 28).
As summarized in Box 4, atmospheric levels of CO2 prior to 1958
come primarily from the analysis of air bubbles in ice cores. Together
with measurements of modern atmospheric conditions, the data indicate that the global atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased
from a pre-industrial value of approximately 280 parts per million
(ppm) to approximately 379 ppm today. This change greatly exceeds the
range over at least the last 800,000 years (180-300 ppm) as determined
from existing ice cores (Figure 24). The annual CO2 concentration
growth rate was larger during the period 1995-2005 than it has been
since the beginning of continuous direct atmospheric measurements
in the 1950s.48
Carbon dioxide is notthe only greenhouse gas increasing in concentration. According to the 2007 IPCC report,49 the increase since
1850 in CO2, methane, and nitrous oxide together provide greater
radiative forcing than at any other time in the past 10,000 years (and
thus probably well back into the Pleistocene).
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Figure 28. The Keeling curve. This graph depicts the rise in the concentration of CO2 in
the atmosphere as recorded on top of Mauna Loa, Hawaii, since before 1960. The small
annual oscillations seen in the graph are enlarged in the box on the left side of the graph
and represent the slight decrease in CO2 annually due to the leafing and subsequent loss of
leaves in deciduous trees in the Northern Hemisphere that (because of the concentration of
forested landmasses north of the equator) is much stronger than the opposite eﬀect in the
Southern Hemisphere. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global
Warming Art.com.

Burning fossil fuels: The largest source of anthropogenic CO2 is
the burning of fossil fuels – oil, coal, and natural gas. All of these fuels are taken from natural carbon sinks that have trapped the carbon
for millions of years. Fossil fuels are burned for transportation (cars,
trucks, ships, trains, planes), to produce electricity, and to heat homes
and other buildings. Annual CO2 emissions from these sources increased from an average of 6.4 billion tons of carbon in the 1990s to
an average of 7.2 billion tons of carbon during 2000 to 2005.50
Cement making: Cement is a fine powder used to make concrete, a
widely-used building material made primarily of limestone (CaCO3),
which, like fossil fuels, is a natural carbon sink. Cement is made by
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grinding limestone, mixing it with additives like sand and clay, and
heating it all to an extremely high temperature to cause a chemical
reaction called calcination. Carbon dioxide is released during the calcination process (and also from combustion of fuels to heat the kiln).
The cement industry contributes approximately 5% to global anthropogenic CO2 emissions.
Agriculture is primarily responsible for anthropogenic increases
in two other greenhouse gases – methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide
(NO2) (see Table 2). Agriculture releases methane primarily from rice
cultivation and the fermentation that occurs in the digestive tracts
of cows. Nitrous oxide is released mainly as a side eﬀect of application of fertilizer. Global atmospheric concentration of methane has
increased from a pre-industrial level of approximately 715 parts per
billion (ppb) to approximately 1,774 ppb in 2005. These levels of
methane in the atmosphere are much higher than the natural range
(320-790 ppb) during the last 50,000 years as documented from ice
cores. Agricultural practices also have increased the global levels of
the atmospheric concentration of nitrous oxide, from 270 ppb in preindustrial times to approximately 319 ppb presently.51
Deforestation: Forests are carbon sinks, absorbing and storing
CO2 and producing oxygen.52 When they are removed for timber, cattle grazing, or other agricultural uses, or burned in a fire, the carbon
that was stored in the forests is released directly into the atmosphere.
Of course when trees fall, die, and decay naturally, they also release
their stored carbon, but human-caused deforestation happens much
more quickly and at a vastly greater scale than natural processes.53
Human-caused destruction of both temperate and tropical forests
also negatively impacts the environment in many other ways. After
deforestation, soil is lost through weathering, along with the nutrients
in the soil. Grazing activities by cattle compacts soil and lowers the
ability of the soil to capture and retain water. Each of these also have
indirect aﬀects on the carbon cycle, precipitation, and other climate
variables.
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Figure 29. Regional predicted temperature change model. Based on current population
growth and greenhouse gas emissions, this map shows model predictions of which areas
of the globe will feel the greatest degree of warming during the last thirty years of the
21st century. The temperature anomalies are relative to the global temperature average of
1960-1990. Areas that are darker in color will be more greatly impacted by temperature
changes than areas that are lighter. Some light areas might even feel slight cooling. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming Art.com.

5.3 Models
The observed patterns of warming, including greater warming over
land than over the ocean, and their changes over time, are simulated
successfully only by models that include anthropogenic forcing. The
ability of coupled climate models to simulate the observed temperature evolution on each of the six continents, then averaged together
to form a global land and global sea change, provides strong evidence
of human influence on climate (Figure 29). Climate modeling is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
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5.4 Alternative causes
Anthropogenic increases in CO2 are not the only possible cause of
current climate change. The primary alternative is changes in solar
radiation, or energy from the Sun. The total amount of solar energy
reaching Earth can vary due to changes in the Sun's output, such
as those associated with sunspots, or to changes in Earth's orbit (see
Chapter 2). These variations occur on timescales from millions of
years through to the more familiar 11-year sunspot cycles.
Scientists who study the Sun believe that our star emitted onethird less energy approximately 4 billion years ago than it does today,
and that it has been steadily brightening ever since. Yet for most of this
time, Earth has been even warmer than today, a phenomenon sometimes called the Faint Young Sun Paradox (see Box 9). The reason:
in the geologic past, higher levels of greenhouse gases trapped more of
the Sun's heat, raising and maintaining Earth's temperature.54
Based on studies that had been done since its previous report, the
IPCC in 2007 halved its earlier estimate of solar forcing on global
temperature increase over the past 250 years, from 40% to 20%. Even
if this understates solar forcing over this time interval, there is no
evidence for correlation between solar activity and warming over the
past 40 years (direct measurements of solar output since 1978 show
rises and falls coincident with the well-known 11-year sunspot cycle,
but no overall trend up or down). Similarly, as already mentioned (see
Section 2.4.1), there is no trend in direct measurements of the Sun's
ultraviolet output. Thus, for the period for which we have direct measurements, Earth has warmed significantly even though there has been
no corresponding rise in solar activity.
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Summary: Humans as a Cause of Climate
Change
Anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are produced
through the burning of fossil fuels for energy consumption, cement making, agricultural practices, and land
use changes like deforestation. These activities have
a positive radiative forcing and can contribute to warming of the Earth. There are other, natural processes that
have contributed to global climate change in the past,
but positive radiative forcings from those activities were
usually balanced out by naturally occurring negative radiative forcings (see Section 5.1 and Figure 27).
It is difficult to correlate and predict the changes in future climate in specific times and places based on radiative forcings because of the complexity of the climate
system. Locally, there are many uncertainties and small
variations in forcings that affect regions differently. Global averages also mask changes like extremely hot nights
or extremely cold nights, which have likely increased in
the past decade because of anthropogenic forcings. So
although scientists understand that all aspects of the
climate system are interconnected, the intricacies of
their relationships with additional radiative forcing is the
topic of much research. One thing is certain – additional
radiative forcings increase the temperature of the Earth,
and this impacts every other aspect of the climate system in ways that we are still discovering. Anthropogenic
climate change is a scientific experiment on our planet
with an unknown outcome.
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Figure 30. New Orleans, Louisiana, 31 August 2005. People walk through flood waters
to get to higher ground in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Photograph by Marty
Bahamonde, U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency.
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6. Climates of
the Future
6.1 The Problem of Prediction
What is a prediction? In common terms, it means an educated guess
about what might happen in the future. Anyone can make such a
guess based on a variety of factors, from feelings and hopes to analysis
of objective information. Scientific predictions, however, are based
only on observational data and logical analyses, and are usually much
more specific than nonscientific predictions. But how exactly does
scientific prediction work? For example, when the weather forecaster
predicts that tomorrow will be sunny with a 30% chance of rain,
where does such a statement come from?
Let's look at the example of weather forecasting in a little more
detail. We all know from practical experience that weather forecasters
cannot predict weather more than a few weeks in advance. This is because complex systems like the weather are influenced by a huge number of small cause-and-eﬀect relationships. Because a change in one
aspect of the system impacts the others, the fewer potential changes
that there are, the greater the certainty will be. This means that the
farther ahead we look, the larger the number of natural variables that
influence the weather and the more opportunity there is for variables
to vary. As we look at the nearer-term future, for example at weather
a day or two in advance, there will be greater certainty in the predic-
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tion, because the number of variables is smaller, and more of those
that remain become fixed.
Climate prediction suﬀers many of these shortfalls as well. Because
of this, scientists use models to predict both weather and climate.
Models are formal statements of how we think a process or phenomenon happens, usually expressed in quantitative terms. We all use
models every day to understand, and predict, events around us. For
example, when we are waiting to walk across a street and see a car approaching, we want to predict whether it will be safe to cross before
the car reaches us. To do so, we observe the speed of the car and then
mentally calculate how long it will take to reach us at that speed. We
compare that time interval to our estimate of how long it will take us
to cross. If we think that it will take us longer to cross than it will take
the car to reach us, we then calculate whether, if the driver of the car
sees us and decides to slow down or stop to let us cross, the car can
actually slow or stop in time. We also, if we can, make observations
about the driver to help us decide whether he or she will notice us.
All of these judgments – which are made in a second or two in our
heads without our really thinking about it – are exactly the same kinds
of steps that a scientist uses to construct a model of a system that he or
she wishes to understand and predict. All models are simplifications,
that is, they exclude some of the variables in the system that they
are evaluating, e.g., the model of the car and kind of tires on the car,
which might influence the events in some subtle way. And they are
built knowing that not all relevant information will be available (e.g.,
do the car's brakes work, or is the driver fatigued?). As a scientist takes
more and more variables and information into account and includes
them in the model, the model becomes more and more complex. Our
model might become more accurate, but it will also be more diﬃcult
to interpret.
This does not mean that complex processes or phenomena are impossible to understand using complex models. It does, however, mean
that the purpose of the model needs to be carefully considered. In our
street-crossing example, an acceptable result of our mental modeling
might simply be that we get across the street without being hit by the
car, even if this means we have to run when we get to the middle. For
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other models, we might want or need much more precise predictions.
If, for example, we want to predict what the temperature will be at a
certain point in the future, we might use the more complex model
even if it sacrifices simplicity.
To attempt to accurately model weather or climate, scientists must
evaluate relationships among a huge number of variables, including
the flow of oceans, atmospheric wind patterns, cloud formation and
cloud reflectivity, heat transfer through the atmosphere and oceans,
and heat absorption and reflectivity by various surfaces on the Earth
(ice, water, rock, sand, vegetation). For this reason, modeling of global
climate using computers has been called "perhaps the most complex
endeavor ever undertaken by mankind," requiring millions of lines of
computer instructions written by teams of scientists over the course
of years.55

6.2 How Weather and Climate Models Work
Let's return to the problem of weather prediction. Imagine that someone is wondering what the weather will be later today to plan an
outing. That person might look into the sky and notice whether any
clouds seem to be moving in their direction. She might interpret a
sudden wind accompanied by gathering clouds moving across the sky
as a signal of coming rain. By doing so, she is making a simple weather
model. It is a model because it is a simplification of reality based on
a limited number of cause-and-eﬀect relationships; she might know
that the wind patterns are complex, but she generalizes that the clouds
are moving in her direction. She also knows from experience that she
cannot be 100% sure that it will rain, and although she might not
consciously assign a probability to it, she might decide that there is
a large enough chance of rain that she decides to make alternative
plans.
Weather and climate models do the same thing as the everyday
example above, but they do it mathematically. Using numbers and
equations works better than rules of thumb not just because mathematics are more precise, but because scientists can communicate
very specifically how they came up with their estimates; they can use
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known physical laws and statistical relationships, and compare with
great specificity which models work best and try to figure out why.
At the most basic level, models of both weather and climate work
by estimating quantitatively how air moves from one place to another
and how other processes interact with it as it moves. Let's say, for example, that someone is creating a weather model for the northeastern
U.S. She needs to have some simple boundary around the area that
she is modeling, so she imagines a big cube of air over the geographic
area in which she will make her predictions (Figure 31). She wants to
know how air is moving through this cube (i.e., across the area). The
easiest way to do this is to divide the big cube into smaller cubes: in
two dimensions, these are squares like a checkerboard across the landscape, and in three dimensions, these are vertical stacks of cubes in the
atmosphere like the layers of a cake.
Imagine now that each small cube has its own weather station that
captures the average weather conditions within that cube. Each station will keep track of weather conditions in its cube, to track how
those conditions might influence the weather conditions in surrounding cubes. The model will start with certain weather conditions (which
modelers call "initial conditions"), for example, what the weather is
right now (Figure 31). Variations in air conditions among the cubes
and "forcings" from outside the large cube (e.g., heating from the Sun)
will cause air to move. The modeler can estimate how fast the air
moves from cube to cube horizontally across the landscape. She assumes by physical laws that air cannot pile up in one cube, and disappear from another; therefore, if some air moves into one cube, it must
move out at the same rate into other cubes. A set of standard physics equations allows her to estimate how the air moves around, from
small cube to small cube, all within the big cube. The size of the cubes
(that is, the spatial and vertical resolution) controls how detailed the
model results will be.
Suppose now that the modeler is interested in predicting the weather conditions at each of his virtual weather stations at some interval
of time later, perhaps the weather for tomorrow. Without a model,
she could calculate how far an air mass (for instance, a snowstorm
or a hurricane) will move over the course of a day, knowing its speed
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1
START: 3-D grid of cubes
that covers a geographical
area (both horizontally and
vertically); model includes
starting conditions for all
atmospheric variables

5
transfer of heat (e.g.,
sunlight), other properties,
at geographical boundaries
of the model

3-D General Circulation Models: Making a Climate Model

4

air flows among
cubes, causing
changes to atmospheric properties

3

analogously, water
flows among cubes
representing the
ocean, transferring
heat and materials

calculations are made
of new atmospheric
properties (e.g., temperature, humidity,
CO2, etc.)

atmospheric properties impacted by Earth & life.

2

atmospheric processes (e.g.,
clouds, evaporation &
precipitation)
oceanic processes (e.g., transfer of energy, CO2 between
ocean & atmosphere)
Earth processes (e.g., sedimentation, dissolution,
weathering)
biological processes (e.g.,
photosynthesis & respiration
affecting CO2)
human processes
(e.g., CO2 emissions)

Figure 31. Making a climate model. This flowchart is a generalization of the steps involved in a numerical weather or climate model; individual models vary depending on
the geographic area and time scale being modeled and of course the scientific questions being asked. The general idea is that mathematical equations estimate movement of air and
water, their physical properties, and changes in their chemistry. The loop in the diagram
includes all of the calculations made during a "time step," which could be from minutes
to many years. Global climate models take into account both atmospheric and oceanic
circulation, because these have many important interactions. Models that represent long
intervals of time might include geological process such as weathering, whereas other models might ignore long, slow processes, but estimate short-term processes such as diurnal
(day-night) and annual cycles.
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and direction. But for several reasons (one of which is that weather
processes are nonlinear, meaning that simple changes produce complex results; note the often complicated tracks of real hurricanes), it
is more eﬀective to recalculate repeatedly at small time intervals, e.g.,
every ten minutes.
She also needs to remember, of course, that there is no such thing
as an isolated atmospheric cube. The "boundary conditions" (such
as topographic features and temperatures along the boundary of the
cube) during the model simulation could come from the data of a
model that covers a larger area, perhaps even a global model. Larger
scale models have coarser spatial and temporal resolutions, and the
boundary condition estimations get less accurate as the model is run
for longer intervals of time.
A model of the northeastern U. S. might have cube sizes that are
too large (at least 10 kilometers by 10 kilometers horizontally, by
several hundred meters vertically) to capture some processes that occur at smaller scales. An example might be air flow associated with a
developing thunderstorm. The model can take these limitations into
account by estimating the average aﬀects of the sort of conditions
that lead to thunderstorms, even if it does not simulate the actual
air movements in detail. That is, the model could estimate rainfall
and temperature change in a particular cube using other calculations
(called parameterization) based on existing climate conditions in
each cube. An imperfect analogy might be using a large-scale map to
find a location; once your search is at higher resolution than the map
can provide, you look around and use other kinds of information to
find your exact destination.
Global climate models are much like the smaller-scale model discussed above. Because they cover the entire globe, the geographical
area, or "grid size" (such as the system of cubes described above; Figure 31), must be larger. For example, the newest version of a widelyused global climate model56 is a grid of 1,070 cubes from the North
Pole to the South Pole and 1,440 cubes around. That means that each
cube of information is approximately 25 by 30 kilometers in size. It
has 24 layers in the atmosphere and 50 layers in the ocean, and each
of those have thinner layers closer to the surface because of the de-
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tail of the topography and processes closer to the surface. Taking all
three directions into consideration, these models have much higher
spatial resolution than the models of the 1980s that provided some
of the first important information on climate change. In principle,
the smaller the grid size and the smaller the time interval, the more
accurate the model can be; the resolution is ultimately limited by the
speed of the world's fastest computers.
The number of calculations is large not just because the atmosphere
is so complex, but also because models must include more than just
the atmosphere. The ocean, for example, is an important part of the
climate system, therefore global climate models must also take ocean
circulation into account, which is also very complex. The ocean carries
a considerable amount of heat from the equatorial regions toward the
poles and is the source for the water in much of the world's precipitation. It is likely that changes in ocean circulation, both in surface
currents and in up- and downwelling of ocean water, has itself forced
climate changes over much of Earth's history.57
Just as important, global climate models take atmospheric chemistry into account, including of course the role of the carbon cycle in
controlling atmospheric CO2 concentrations (see Box 4). The ocean
both takes up and gives oﬀ CO2 in diﬀerent amounts according to
local oceanic and ecological circumstances. The carbon cycle must
be represented in climate models by ecological models that estimate
the quantity of carbon used in photosynthesis on land and in water
bodies, and the ways in which the carbon in living organisms (organic carbon) is recycled back into atmospheric CO2. The limit on the
number of natural processes that can be incorporated into the models
is limited by some combination of our scientific knowledge of those
processes and by available computing power.

6.3 Model Results
One way to test whether a climate model is useful for prediction is
to explain a pattern from the past, like observed temperature changes
in the past century. Figure 32 shows the results of models that generate predicted temperature changes with and without the increase of
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Figure 32. Global, land, and sea climate-model predictions. Models can also be used to
contrast diﬀerent assumptions about how the Earth system works, comparing diﬀerent
model scenarios with existing data. In these plots, both global land and sea temperature averages over the last 100 years have been compared with two model scenarios, one
with anthropogenic forcings such as CO2 emissions (light gray bands) and one with only
natural forcings (dark gray bands). The actual data (black lines) match the model with
anthropogic forcings much better, giving scientists added confidence that these forcings are
responsible for increased temperatures over that interval. Modified after IPCC, 2007 (see
endnote 7).

CO2 due to human activities. The model results are shown as bands,
because the data represents five diﬀerent models run under a variety of
assumptions. Decadal averages of real data are shown as a black line.
There are three plots (land, ocean, and combined) because temperatures of ocean and land react somewhat diﬀerently to changes in cli-
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Figure 33. Future warming projections. Based on various emission scenarios (see Chapters 6 and 7), it is predicted that global average temperature could rise anywhere from just
over 2°C to approximately 5°C relative to a baseline temperature from 2000. Modified
after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming Art.com.

mate. One thing to note from these plots is that the data on observed
temperatures is quite similar to modeled temperature change using
"anthropogenic forcing" (additional CO2 from fossil-fuel burning),
giving improved confidence that anthropogenically released CO2 is a
major cause of the observed temperature changes to date. All of the
natural causes of climate change combined would likely have produced a global temperature increase of no more than 0.1ºC, compared to an observed change of greater than 0.5ºC.
Another way to use climate models is to make predictions about
the future. These predictions are often for changes in global temperature over the next 100 years (to the year 2100), and the results can be
depicted as average global temperature through time or as temperature distributions geographically (Figures 29 and 33). The average, or
zero-level, temperature in models presented here is the average global
temperature from 1960 to 1990. Common to all results is that future
temperature changes will not be uniform over the Earth's surface, and
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that temperature increases will be greater on land than in the ocean.
This makes sense, because water heats and cools much more slowly
than either air or land.
Figure 33 shows the spectrum of variation among eight models
from diﬀerent climate research centers around the world; all assume
a world with sustained economic growth and no significant action to
combat climate change, but they vary in details of growth and energy
use. This world in 2100 would have 15 billion people who are not
very eﬃcient about energy use, and who use moderate levels of fossil fuel (mostly coal). The predictions are relative to temperatures in
2000. The estimates of change using these various models yield approximately 2º to over 4ºC. Such changes might not seem like a lot,
but on a global scale would change the Earth's climate significantly
(see Chapter 7). It is striking that models with diﬀerent strengths and
weaknesses, created by diﬀerent groups of researchers with diﬀerent
ideas about how the Earth system works, nevertheless give consistent
results.58
All of the climate models in Figure 33 predict rather similar temperature estimates through approximately the year 2030 – that warming will be approximately twice as large as that which occurred during
the 20th century. The models diverge, however, as they estimate out
to the year 2100. The range of models suggests that the globe will
continue to warm from a minimum change of 1.8ºC (the most likely
range is 1.1º to 2.9ºC), to a high scenario of approximately 4.0ºC (the
likely range is 2.4º to 6.4ºC). Even the low range is a larger increase
than was actually observed during the 20th century.
Models also show that warming is expected to vary geographically (Figure 29). The most significant changes are predicted to be in
northern South America and near the North Pole, where temperatures
could be as much as 8ºC higher in 2100 than they are at present.
Contraction of the Greenland Ice Sheet is projected to continue to
contribute to sea-level rise after 2100, with losses through melting
with increased temperature occurring more rapidly than gains due to
increased snow precipitation. In contrast, the global models estimate
that the Antarctic Ice Sheet will remain too cold for surface melting
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and (perhaps counterintuitively) will more likely gain in mass due to
increased snowfall.
Note that, based on these models, even if greenhouse gas and aerosol concentrations in the atmosphere had remained constant from
the year 2000, we would still see approximately half of the expected
temperature change. In eﬀect, the Earth is still warming from greenhouse gases added during the 20th and late 19th centuries. This is an
extremely important point: it will take at least 100 years to stabilize
global temperatures after we stop increasing the atmospheric concentration of CO2, and several centuries to stop the thermal expansion of the
ocean, which raises sea level by another meter above that caused by
glacial melting.59
In this sense, at least some global climate change is inevitable and
cannot be "stopped." It can, however, still be slowed and perhaps even
reversed, at least in part, but the longer we wait to take action, the
more diﬃcult this will become. Many climate scientists fear that there
might be a point beyond which climate change cannot be reined in,
a threshold past which eﬀectively permanent changes (at least on human time scales) will be unavoidable. Because of the complexity of the
climate system, however, there are so far no reliable estimates of where
such a “tipping point” might be.60
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Summary: Climates of the Future
Some of the world's most complex computer models
are being used to predict the impact of increasing CO2
in the atmosphere over the next century. Scientists have
confidence that these models are reasonably effective,
mainly because they can be used to reproduce climate
variations that have actually been observed over the
past century.
Although a number of teams of scientists have independently created such models, and the models vary
in their strengths and weaknesses, all predict the same
thing – that global temperature will rise several degrees
Celsius by 2100. These climate models also show that
climate change is not geographically uniform: warming
will be much more dramatic in some areas than others,
and climate change in some areas could more significantly involve changes in precipitation than changes in
temperature. Climate models have become more sophisticated over the past 30 years as both the scientific
understanding of climate and computing power have
grown, yet the essential conclusions about the role of
CO2 as a greenhouse gas have remained fairly constant.
Many climate scientists believe that some amount of
climate change is already inevitable, that even if anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions were to decline
dramatically and immediately, global temperatures
would still rise by at least 1-2°C.
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Figure 34. Artist’s concept of NASA's planned Orbiting Carbon Observatory. The mission would have included the first spacecraft dedicated to studying climate change. It was
designed to provide the first global picture of the human and natural sources of CO2 and
the places where this important greenhouse gas is stored, which in turn would improve
global carbon cycle models, forecasts of atmospheric CO2 levels, and predictions of future
climate change. Unfortunately, the launch in February 2009 failed to reach orbit, and
the satellite was destroyed. Future plans are uncertain. Graphic by National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA/JPL).
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Figure 35. Hurricane Gordon in the Atlantic Ocean in 2006. If current trends continue,
the frequency of severe storms, which gain strength in warm weather conditions, is predicted to increase. Photograph by National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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7. Consequences of
Present & Future
Climate Change
Climate change is not inherently "bad." Indeed, we could all imagine
how climate change could benefit this or that aspect of human life,
and there is no way to define "the best of all possible worlds."61 Although, for example, a warming climate could potentially be seen as
positive for cooler regions – for instance, increasing the agricultural
growing season, decreasing heating expenses, etc. – climate change
is not merely a slight warming of the planet. As we have mentioned
several times elsewhere in this book, because everything within the
climate system is connected, changes in temperature beget changes in
precipitation, humidity, ocean circulation, wind patterns, and many
other aspects of the Earth's climate system. Therefore, assessing the
consequences of present and future climate change is more complex
than it might at first appear.62

7.1 Temperature
Based on the greenhouse gases that humans have already released into
the atmosphere, and those predicted to be released based on current
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Table 4. Three emissions scenarios from the IPCC 2007 report. "Best estimate" refers
to change in average global temperature of 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999. "Likely
range" refers to a range of values from a variety of models representing these scenarios (see
Figure 29). Modified after IPCC, 2007 (see endnote 7).
approx. CO2
concentration
in 2100

best
estimate

likely
range

B1: likely best case scenario: world population
peaks, energy-efficient
technologies, and global
cooperation

600 ppm

1.6°C

1.12.9°C

A1B: middle scenario:
world population peaks,
energy-efficient technologies, mix of fossil and nonfossil fuels

850 ppm

2.8°C

1.74.4°C

A1Fl: business-as-usual
scenario: continuous population growth, less global
cooperation, mostly fossil
fuels

1,550 ppm

4.0°C

2.46.4°C

trends, the most recent IPCC report predicts a 0.1º to 0.2ºC warming
each decade for the next two decades.63 In 1990, IPCC scientists predicted a 0.15º to 0.3ºC increase per decade for 1990 through 2005.64
During that time, temperature actually increased by approximately
0.2ºC per decade, which strengthens confidence in their projections.
Thus, even without any increasing greenhouse gas emissions over that
which occurred in year 2000, this warming of approximately 0.1ºC
will likely occur. It is also likely that continuing to emit greenhouse
gases at or above 2000 rates will induce larger changes than those seen
over the last century.65
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Based on the relationship of diﬀerent aspects of the climate system,
such as ocean and wind patterns, the greatest warming is expected to
be seen over land, and in high, northern latitudes. The least amount
of warming is predicted to be seen in the Southern Ocean around
Antarctica, and along parts of the northern Atlantic Ocean.

7.2 Storms and Other Severe Weather
Although it is impossible to link an individual storm event or season of storm events to climate change, it is not impossible to explain
why they could be linked. Because climate is a complex system averaged over many years, the only way to unequivocally correlate severe
weather events, such as hurricanes and cyclones, with climate change
is to watch these events occur over at least several decades, average
their intensities, and compare the climate and event records. A year or
two of data, in other words, is not suﬃcient to causally link trends in
weather events to climate change.
The science of severe weather events has progressed to the point
that many basic aspects are well understood, and do in fact suggest
a link to climate change. For example, conditions that create violent
thunderstorms and tornadoes often occur on extremely hot days, and
monsoons and hurricanes need very warm ocean waters to gather
strength. A hypothesis that hurricanes and tornados will increase in
frequency and/or intensity as the climate warms stems from the logic
that an increase in global temperature would increase the number
of very hot days, and would continue to warm ocean waters. There
might also be mitigating factors, however, and a scientific consensus
on the issue has not yet emerged using data from the 20th century; the
hypothesis will continue to be tested over the coming decades.66

7.3 Ground Water
Humans have built their lives and civilizations around access to water. Water is used to fulfill basic human needs, including drinking,
cooking, and bathing, and also transportation and agriculture. It is a
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resource that is taken for granted in places where water resources are
abundant, and hotly contested in places where it is in short supply.
In general, climate models suggest that water will become harder to obtain; for example, the dryer latitudes – the belts at approximately 20o latitude north and south that contain many of the world's
largest deserts – will likely expand. Even in the northeastern U.S. in
coming years, residents will probably experience increased scarcity of
freshwater (see Appendix 5). More hot days will increase the likelihood of more violent weather, such as thunderstorms, hail storms,
and localized tornadoes, all of which will increase chances of supersaturating and flooding land, and not allow the water to slowly seep
into groundwater aquifers. Decreased summer precipitation will increase droughts, damaging crops, wildlife, and recreational activities.
Furthermore, hundreds of millions of people around the world (in
California and Bangladesh, for example) depend upon glacial meltwater from nearby mountains, and these glaciers are shrinking. In
summary, although total precipitation might not change much over
many areas, the combined eﬀects of episodic extreme precipitation
and higher temperatures will likely decrease soil moisture and groundwater tables, and therefore, the supplies of water available to large
numbers of people.

7.4 Sea Level
Counterintuitively, the melting of sea ice (which is diﬀerent from the
continental ice sheets that are not currently displacing any water) has
no appreciable eﬀect on sea level because it is already floating on the
surface, displacing water; when that ice melts, the solid turns to liquid
but the same amount of space is occupied. So, how can sea-level rise
as a result of global warming (Figure 36)? First, water has the property
of expanding when heated. Therefore, as the ocean water warms, it
causes sea level to rise just by being warmer. A global temperature rise
of 1ºC corresponds to approximately 3.3 meters (10 feet) of sea-level
rise; because the oceans take a long time to heat up, such a rise would
occur over the course of several centuries.
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Future Sea Level Projections
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Figure 36. Sea level projections. Because of thermal expansion and the melting of glaciers, sea level is predicted to rise as temperature rises. Based on various emission scenarios
(see Chapters 6 and 7), a sea-level increase of 20-60 centimeters during the next 100 years
is predicted. Modified after a graph produced by Robert A. Rohde for Global Warming
Art.com.

In contrast to sea ice, continental ice sheets sit atop land and do
not already displace water in the ocean. Thus, when the continental
ice sheets melt, water flows into the ocean and sea level rises. The
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are the two largest ice sheets in the
world, holding approximately 2.85 million cubic kilometers and 30
million cubic kilometers of ice, respectively. If the Greenland ice sheet
were to melt entirely, sea level could rise by approximately 7.3 meters,
or 24 feet. If the entire Antarctic ice sheet were to melt completely,
sea level could rise by approximately 70 meters (230 feet). Although
climate scientists are not predicting that either of these ice sheets will
completely melt anytime soon, it points to the potential magnitude
of future changes.
Like other aspects of climate change, sea-level change is not a new
phenomenon. As recently as 20,000 to 10,000 years ago, the end of
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Earth's last glacial maximum, sea level rose approximately 110-120
meters (350 feet). Similar changes have occurred throughout the
geologic record. At various times of glacial development, sea level
dropped because a tremendous amount of water was frozen in ice
sheets. As the Earth began to warm, these glaciers melted and sea level
began to rise. Sea-level change on even larger scales has occurred as
ocean basins changed shape and size due to plate tectonics, the process
that moves entire continents over hundreds of millions of years (see
Section 2.4.3).
By approximately 10,000 years ago, much of the glacial melting
was complete, and records show relatively stable sea levels during the
development of major human civilization since then. This is important
because many of the world's great cities are located along the coasts,
mainly due to availability of resources and access to global trade. These
cities could be devastated by a major future sea-level rise.
Current predictions of sea-level rise are intricately dependent upon
predictions of and interactions between temperature change and the
melting of polar ice caps. This means that specifying the expected levels of sea-level change over the next 100 years is very diﬃcult. In 2001,
the IPCC predicted an increase of 0.1-0.7 meters (0.5-2.5 feet) by the
year 2100.67 Maps reflecting such a rise show that a one-meter (threefoot) rise in sea level would swamp cities all along the eastern U. S.
seaboard. In sumary, sea-level rise is expected to continue, but its total
rise and the rate at which it is expected to rise are dependent upon
other aspects of climate change and human CO2 emission rates.

7.5 Agriculture
As already mentioned, climate change will likely cause precipitation
patterns to change, and severe storms will become more frequent.
This, in addition to a warming climate, will dramatically aﬀect how
farmers are able to grow crops. Both intense rainfall and drought are,
in general, bad for agriculture, because heavy rains drown crops, and
drought starves them of water. Both of these situations have been predicted to increase with climate change. Also, farmers in each region
are accustomed to growing a range of select crops that thrive in their
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particular temperature range. As the Earth warms, these ranges will
change, forcing many farmers to change their crops. Here are some
examples of how agriculture in just one region – the northeastern
U.S. – could be aﬀected.
Particular crops: Climate change could mean that many crops
that have been grown in a region for a long time will no longer be
able to be grown there. Although they might be able to be grown elsewhere, many such crops have become tightly interwoven into the local
economy as well as the culture and identity of the local population,
so their disappearance would therefore have a spectrum of disruptive
eﬀects. For example, sugar maple trees, and the associated syrup industry, have been a characteristic part of rural life in New England for
centuries. Earlier, warmer springs, however, could lessen the amount
of maple sap extracted during the sugaring season. Some scientists
have even suggested that within 100-200 years, sugar maples could
completely disappear from the northeastern U.S.68
Apples are another example of a northeastern U.S. crop that could
be impacted negatively by climate change. Although a longer growing season might at first seem positive, many apple trees need a certain number of days below freezing to set a large amount of fruit.
With warmer winters, many traditional varieties of apples will no
longer produce large amounts of big fruit, and with warmer and earlier springs, apples will bloom earlier. Spring temperatures are very
changeable, and if a bloom occurs early, followed by frost, the flowers
and fruit could be damaged. Increased climate variability is particularly problematic for perennial crops, such as fruit trees and vineyards,
because adjustments cannot easily be made to long-term investments
in the crops and specialized equipment.
Crop yields: Increased atmospheric CO2, as well as a longer
growing season, could boost yields of some crops. However, higher
ozone concentrations associated with unusually hot days, particularly
near urban centers, can damage soybeans and other crops, countering positive impacts of a warmer climate. In addition, severe storms
and floods during the planting and harvest seasons could decrease
crop productivity. Hotter and drier summers and potentially more
droughts would hurt crops and could require irrigation of previously
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rain-fed crops, increasing the costs for farmers as well as the pressures
on water resources.
Livestock: Higher temperatures suppress appetite and decrease
weight gain in many livestock species, whereas warmer winters and
less snow cover could reduce the quantity and quality of spring forage,
decreasing, for example, milk quality. In addition, extreme weather
events, such as heat waves, droughts, and blizzards, can have severe
eﬀects on livestock health, although intensively managed livestock operations are better able to buﬀer the eﬀects of extreme events.
Pests: Warmer winters – with longer freeze-free periods, shifts in
rainfall, and extended growing seasons – could create more favorable
conditions for many agricultural pests. More southerly pests could
expand northward; such shifts already appear to be happening in the
northeastern U.S. with beanleaf beetles and corn earworms. Warming
will increase the rate of insect larval development and the number of
generations that can be completed each year, contributing to an increase of pest populations. Increased pests might drive farmers to use
more pesticides, placing an additional burden on water quality and
human health.
Soil erosion: Heavy rains and flooding could lead to an increase in
farmers' costs to maintain soil fertility as well as contribute to oﬀ-site
costs, including nutrient overloads and pollution to local waterways.

7.6 Human Health
Human populations on Earth have always been directly impacted by
climate. Ancient Egyptian, Mayan, and European civilizations experienced growth or decline based in part on climate cycles. An outbreak
of disease, for example, often occurred in response to climate changes
that brought extremes in weather or storm activity. Therefore, as the
Earth enters this new phase of climate change, scientists expect to see
some dramatic challenges to human health.69
Heat: With current climate change, the first obvious threat to human health is the warming itself. In New York State, for example, the
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number of days each year over 32ºC (90ºF) is projected to increase to
40º or more by the end of the 21st century. Temperatures exceeding
36ºC (97ºF) are considered "extreme heat," which is associated with
heat exhaustion, heat stroke, cramps, and fainting. If heat waves last
longer and recur more frequently, people will be increasingly vulnerable to these health problems.
Air quality: When temperatures are high, air quality frequently
declines. Hot days can exacerbate the production of ozone, which
occurs when nitrogen oxides and volatile compounds from tailpipe
exhaust, industrial emissions, gasoline vapors, and chemical solvents
interact in the presence of sunlight. Ozone, the primary component
of smog, can make breathing diﬃcult, cause lung irritation, wheezing,
and coughing during outdoor activities. It can aggravate asthma, increase incidence of pneumonia and could ultimately cause permanent
lung damage with repeated exposure.70
Infectious diseases: An increase in global average temperature will
likely be accompanied by an increase in the incidence and spread of
infectious diseases. Humans have long known that there is frequently
a correlation between warm temperatures and disease. Prior to the advent of modern medicine and hygiene, for example, wealthy families
would try to avoid malaria by leaving low-lying cities in the heat of
the summer for the cooler highlands. Many people living in lower latitudes, such as South Asians and Latin Americans, learned that spicy
foods helped ward oﬀ many diseases (today we know this is because
such spices kill many disease-causing microbes). It is thus perhaps
not surprising that a warmer world will likely see an increase in the
frequency and rate of spread of many human infectious diseases, including malaria, cholera, dengue fever, West Nile virus, and Lyme disease. This is for at least two reasons. First, the microbes (bacteria and
viruses) that cause many such diseases thrive in warmer temperatures.
Second, they are often spread by other organisms – such as rodents or
insects – which do better in warmer temperatures. Waterborne diseases, like those that cause diarrhea, are also likely to increase. Altogether,
such "warm-weather" diseases today kill nearly 60 million people each
year. This number can be expected to increase significantly as average
global temperatures rise.
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7.7 Coral Reefs
As mentioned in Chapter 3, most corals are colonial organisms
that live in the sea and make their skeletons from calcium carbonate
(CaCO3). Coral reefs, which are large structures on the sea floor built
from the skeletons of many corals as well as other marine organisms,
are extremely important elements of the marine environment. They
are home to thousands of species of organisms, more than any other
type of habitat in the oceans, and are also major components of larger
coastal ecosystems, protecting shorelines from the eﬀects of storms
and providing habitat for fish that in turn provide food to many other
animals, including humans.
Coral reefs around the world are currently in extremely poor shape
and getting worse, and most scientists have concluded that this is at
least partly to do with the eﬀects of ongoing climate change. Most
corals are extremely sensitive to temperature. An increase of just a
few degrees can cause them serious problems. These problems are often evident in a phenomenon called coral bleaching, in which the
corals become whitened and then usually die.71 Bleaching is a complex phenomenon and probably has multiple causes, but warmer
water and increased dissolved CO2 in the water are almost certainly
among them. Major bleaching events have already been associated
with rises in ocean temperatures. A single warming event associated
with El Nino in 1998, for example, resulted in the death of 16% of
the world's reefs, and bleaching events on the world's largest reef, the
Great Barrier Reef in Australia, have aﬀected approximately 50% of
the coral, killing oﬀ 2-5% of the coral per event. Numerous recent
studies have concluded that predicted increases in atmospheric CO2
(and associated environmental changes, including warming and ocean
acidification; see below) would be catastrophic for most coral reefs.
For example, if current trends continue, mass coral bleaching might
happen every two years in the eastern Caribbean within 20-30 years.
Even if corals are able to adapt to slightly warmer waters, such events
are almost certain to become frequent by the latter half of the 21st
century. Some marine biologists have even suggested that, if current
trends continue, coral reefs could become virtually extinct worldwide
by early in the next century.72
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7.8 Ocean Acidification
A large proportion of recent increased CO2 emissions have been absorbed by the oceans, which act as a natural buﬀer, or sink, for CO2.
As a result of this absorption, however, oceans have become more
acidic (just as water becomes acidic when we "carbonate" it for soft
drinks by bubbling CO2 through it). It is estimated that the average oceanic pH has dropped by 0.1 unit since pre-industrial times.73
Although it is known that local oceanic pH can vary dramatically
throughout a day (up to 0.24 units) and throughout the year (up to
1.5 units), over the last several years, global oceanic pH has displayed
a consistent downward trend toward more acidic ocean waters.74 The
oceans will continue to become more acidic as more CO2 is absorbed.
If current trends continue, it is predicted that the pH of the oceans
will drop between 0.14 and 0.35 units.75
Normally the warming associated with additional CO2 emissions
is coupled with increased erosion and weathering, and the sediments
created by that weathering find their way into the ocean and raise
the pH, countering the acidification. Unfortunately, the creation of
dams worldwide now captures approximately 20% of the sediment
carried by rivers, and most of the sediment that reaches the oceans
is from lowland farms, not high-elevation rocks that would produce
sediments that could raise the pH. As a result, restoring the oceans'
pH to their pre-industrial levels could take thousands to hundreds of
thousands of years.76
Acid dissolves calcium carbonate (CaCO3), the material that many
marine organisms – including snails, clams, corals, sea urchins, crabs,
lobsters, and some algae – use to build their skeletons. As a result, the
shells of these organisms have become weaker, threatening their survival. Not all marine organisms, however, will respond the same way
to these changes in ocean pH.77 Research into this question is in its
very early stages, but some studies suggest that shallow-water organisms, such as many kinds of mollusks, echinoderms, and algae, could
be less sensitive than their deeper-water relatives. Other studies show
much more complex results. One recent study, for example, found
that conch shells (large, sturdy marine snails) deteriorate very rapidly
in a more acidic environment, whereas some crustaceans, such as lob-
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sters and blue crabs, grow heavier shells under similar conditions.78
Ominously, some recent studies of the fossil record suggest that some
episodes of mass extinction in the oceans, might have been triggered
by increased ocean acidification.79

7.9 Biodiversity
Biodiversity is the variety of life forms found in a specific environment, be it a garden, a rainforest, or the entire planet. Biodiversity
is most simply measured as the number of species, and declines in
biodiversity usually reflect the declining health of an environment or
biological system. Just like climate, the Earth's diversity has changed
dramatically over time. For example, more than 99% of all the species
that have ever existed on Earth are now extinct. Sometimes dramatic
numbers of extinctions have occurred during a relatively short interval of geologic time. Such episodes are called mass extinctions. For
example, dinosaurs dominated the world for over 100 million years,
but all (except the birds) went extinct approximately 65 million years
ago. Mass extinctions can happen for many reasons, including climate
change, continental position, sea-level change, extraterrestrial impact,
or a combination of these.80
Biodiversity is important for human welfare for many reasons.81
First, the health of an ecosystem can often be measured by a change
in the number of diﬀerent species found in it; a decline in diversity
might mean that the entire ecosystem is declining. Second, wild species provide us with a huge array of products, foods, and chemicals
that are important for our health, economic prosperity, and comfort.
Most modern prescription drugs, for example, are based on chemical compounds originally found in tropical rainforest plants. Many
domesticated crops depend on periodic infusions of genetic diversity
from their wild relatives. Healthy natural ecosystems have enormous
eﬀects on weather, soil erosion, water supplies, and recreational resources.
Human impact on biodiversity is not limited to climate change.
Overexploitation, pollution, invasive species, and habitat alteration
(deforestation, urban sprawl, agriculture) have already caused the ex-
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Figure 34. Mountain ecosystems are a good example of how habitat loss can occur due to
climate change. As global temperature increases, mountain slopes with unique, temperature-sensitive ecosystems are forced upward toward the top of the mountain. Although
some habitat expands at the base of the mountain, other habitats shrink, or even disappear as a result of a warming climate. Modified after a graph from the UNEP/GRID
Arendal Maps and Graphics Library.82

tinction of dozens, perhaps hundreds, of species, especially in tropical
rainforests and coral reefs. Many biologists argue that we are in the
midst of a major mass extinction of the magnitude of the one that saw
the demise of the dinosaurs.83
Global climate change is just one more pressure being put on
Earth's biodiversity by humans, and for many species it might be the
straw that breaks the camel's back.84 Rising global temperatures will
have many eﬀects on species. At particular risk, of course, are the species that do not thrive at temperatures above those that they inhabit
today. If they cannot move to cooler areas, they will disappear. This
appears to be happening with some species of small mammals and
amphibians living on isolated high mountain peaks (Figure 37). Even
if a species can move, however, such migration could itself cause problems for other species. For example, many species of birds and insects
have already been observed to be shifting their geographic ranges toward higher latitudes. In doing so, they can compete with other species already living there, causing one or both to decline in abundance.
These climate-caused range shifts, furthermore, are taking place on
landscapes that are already fragmented by other human activities,
such as agriculture, deforestation, roads and other development, and
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so species might not be able to move as freely into new habitats as
they might otherwise. Just as for humans, the incidence and spread
of many diseases aﬀecting wild plants and animals could also increase
with warming.85 In the oceans, rising water temperatures and acidification are already having marked eﬀects on the health of reefs and
the thousands of species that they contain. Changing climates are also
making it easier for many invasive species – from kudzu to zebra mussels – to enter new habitats, displacing native species.

Summary: Consequences of Present & Future
Climate Change
Anthropogenic climate change will have numerous, major negative consequences that will significantly impact
humanity across the globe. The most obvious are the
negative consequences associated with globally higher
temperatures, the necessity of changing agricultural
practices, and increased storm frequency and severity.
More subtle, but perhaps of even greater consequence,
are the negative impacts on oceans, with rising acidity
levels and rising waters, weakening and die-off of coral
reefs and associated ecosystems, and overall biodiversity loss. Climate change will also have negative impacts on human health and current standards of living
as freshwater resources become more scarce. Some
of these negative consequences are already apparent,
and it is very likely that they will increase as greenhouse
gas emissions rise.
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Figure 38. The Golden Toad (Bufo periglenes) was last seen in Costa Rica's Monteverde
Cloud Forest Preserve in 1989. Its decline and ultimate disappearance was largely blamed
on exceptionally dry, El Niño-driven conditions that eliminated the forest pools necessary
for survival of the toad's tadpoles. Following extensive searches, it was declared extinct in
1999, marking the first documented species extinction driven by climate change. Photograph by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.
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Figure 39. Scientists prepare to drill a sediment core from a raft on a lake in eastern
Greenland to recover sediments for the reconstruction of paleoclimate and the glaciation
history of Greenland. Photograph by Hannes Grobe, Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar
and Marine Research, via Wikimedia Commons.
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8. Science & Certainty
8.1 How Does Science Work?
The idea that the Earth's climate is changing as a result of human
activity is not just an opinion, or a guess; it is a scientific conclusion.
Science is an approach to explaining and understanding the natural
("material" or "physical") world. Its philosophical approach is frequently called materialism or naturalism. It uses observations about
the world and the rules of logic to test hypotheses that explain natural
phenomena. Hypotheses are ideas about natural phenomena; they
might or might not be true. Hypotheses can come from anywhere.
What makes a hypothesis scientific is that it is testable. Testing hypotheses means making predictions from them, and then comparing
these predictions to observations from the physical world. Hypotheses
that pass such tests are accepted, but such acceptance is always provisional, that is, any accepted hypothesis can be overturned by sufficient, credible contrary evidence. A theory in science is an idea or
set of ideas and hypotheses that connects, explains, and is supported
by a large number of observations. Although in common English, a
"theory" can mean a mere guess or supposition, in science, it is the
basic unit of our understanding of reality; a theory in science is about
as good as it gets.
The main technique that scientists use to put forward and test hypotheses is peer-reviewed literature. Here is how it works: When
a scientist has an idea, and at least some evidence that appears to
support it, he or she writes a manuscript explaining the idea and the
evidence, and where the evidence came from. The manuscript also
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includes references to previous scientists' work to provide context and
to summarize the evidence and arguments that already exist. Sometimes two or more scientists will collaborate to write a manuscript
together. Once a draft of the manuscript is complete, the author(s)
might present the paper at a conference, and/or might ask one or
more colleagues to read and comment on it informally, and either or
both of these could result in changes. Once a "final" draft is ready,
it is submitted to a scientific journal. The editor of the journal (usually an expert in the general field covered by the journal) reads the
submitted manuscript, and then sends it to one or more other experts who he or she thinks have expertise in the subject. These readers are called peer reviewers because they are professional "peers" of
the author(s). Reviewers are asked to look particularly at whether the
authors' data appear to be valid and trustworthy, whether the data
support the conclusions, whether alternative conclusions are equally
likely, and whether the logic, writing, and presentation are clear and
convincing. After reading the manuscript, each reviewer writes formal
(sometimes lengthy) comments back to the editor. Depending on the
policies of the particular journal, the editor might keep the identity of
the reviewer(s) anonymous to the author, or might reveal their names.
Anonymous reviews are generally seen as likely to be more honest, and
are used by the majority of scientific journals.
Based on the reviews and his or her own reading of the manuscript,
the editor writes to the author, usually with one of four responses: (1)
the manuscript can be accepted for publication in the journal without
any revision (this happens very rarely); (2) it can be accepted only if
relatively minor revisions are made by the author(s); (3) it can be accepted only if major revisions are made; or (4) it is rejected and will
not be published by the journal. The editor sends copies of the reviewers' comments – both to support the response about acceptance and
to assist the author in revisions. Depending on this response from the
editor, the author then revises and resubmits the manuscript to the
same journal, or starts over with another journal. Some manuscripts
repeat this process many times before they are finally accepted for
publication. Some manuscripts are never published. Not all journals
are equal in reputation or prestige. Some – such as Science and Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences in the U.S., or Nature and
Proceedings of the Royal Society in the U.K. – are extremely selective in
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what they accept for publication. These journals are therefore viewed
by authors as the most elite and sought-after places to publish, and by
readers as among the most reliable sources of accepted conclusions.
Scientists are not paid by the journal in which their paper appears. In
fact, many journals charge authors to publish in them.
The peer-review literature system is critical to the professional life
of every scientist. Getting manuscripts published as scientific papers
in peer-reviewed journals is the basis for getting and keeping jobs and
research grants. (Publishing in non-peer-reviewed outlets – such as
popular magazines, books, or (increasingly) blogs or websites – is not
an acceptable substitute in most circumstances.) Authors, reviewers,
and editors therefore take this process extremely seriously. Reading
critical reviews of a submitted paper is something that every scientist
has experienced, and it can be one of the most humbling (and sometimes infuriating) experiences in a scientist's career.
Like all human activities, peer-review is not perfect. Some reviewers base their comments not just on the content of the manuscript but
also on the identity or reputation of the author, or whether the paper
supports their own views. Anonymity protects honesty but can also
protect personal biases and the exclusion of unpopular or controversial conclusions. Editors are supposed to sort this out, but sometimes
they do not. Established, senior scientists at well-known institutions
are often judged by diﬀerent (sometimes more relaxed) standards than
younger researchers, or those from lesser-known institutions. Fads or
fashions can sweep through fields, temporarily lowering standards,
and every journal at least occasionally publishes a paper that is later
seen as not measuring up to the journal's usual standards. All scientists want to publish in the most prestigious journals, but there are in
fact so many scientific journals that almost any paper can eventually
be published somewhere. Although it should be possible in principle
to reproduce or at least verify all of the data reported in any paper, in
practice there are few attempts to intentionally replicate most experiments or observations unless there is a particular reason to do so (such
as anomalies and exceptions that arise as side-consequences of other
work). Presumptions of trust and honesty therefore play central roles
in the system. Very occasionally, there is outright fraud, such as the
publication of fabricated or manipulated data. Yet, despite its flaws,
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the peer-review system by and large works, meaning that it produces
results that most knowledgeable scientists in the end view as the best
so far available.
What scientists provisionally accept as "true" is largely a result of
this peer-review process. A scientific consensus reflects the general
understanding of an issue held by the great majority of specialists who
work on that issue, as expressed in the peer-reviewed literature. The
degree of consensus among specialists who have studied a subject for
a long time is some measure of the confidence with which scientists in
other specialties, as well as nonscientists, can accept a scientific conclusion. For example, if more than 90% of papers on a particular topic
published in the peer-reviewed literature during the past two years are
in agreement on a particular conclusion, or at least aspects of it, it is
generally accepted with a high degree of confidence. If, on the other
hand, there are roughly equal proportions of papers on either side, or
multiple competing hypotheses in the recent literature, no particular
conclusion could be said to be accepted with high confidence.
For the purposes of this book, two major points about this definition of scientific consensus are important to note:
t Consensus among specialists: Whether a conclusion is broadly
accepted by scientists is not based upon a simple vote of opinions; it is supposed to be decided by agreement of hypotheses and
theories with observations about nature. In practice, however, this
means that what is accepted as true in a particular area at a particular time by the overall scientific community is usually the majority view among those scientists who are specialists in that area.
If most specialists who have devoted years to researching a topic
accept (provisionally) a particular theory (i.e., if there is a consensus), it is usually treated as "true" by other scientists who have not
studied it in great detail. This means that what is accepted is not
necessarily what all specialists think, nor is it what the majority of
nonspecialists think. Not all cancer specialists, for example, might
agree on the cause of a particular form of the disease, but if a clear
majority do, then this is taken as at least temporarily indicative of
the actual cause. In such a case, however, it is probably irrelevant
what the majority of doctors in other, seemingly unrelated medi-
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cal specialties (such as orthopedics or podiatry) think is the cause.
(It is certainly not going to matter what a majority of paleontologists think!)
t Certainty, and the role of uncertainty: Science is not about
absolute certainty – proving or knowing that something is true
without any possibility of doubt or error. Because all scientific
conclusions – even very well-supported ones accepted by most or
all specialists – are provisional, they could be incorrect, and this
could (and presumably would) eventually be demonstrated by
discovery of suﬃcient, valid contrary data. Thus, although many
scientific conclusions are so well-supported by so much evidence
that they are treated as eﬀectively certain, no scientific conclusion is
absolutely certain. Rather, scientists accept them with various degrees or certainty or confidence, based on the data and arguments
available, as presented in the peer-reviewed literature. This means
that the existence of some amount of uncertainty about a scientific conclusion is not necessarily an indication that that conclusion is incorrect. Furthermore, even considerable uncertainty (i.e.,
lack of consensus) about one aspect of a conclusion might have no
bearing on the confidence with which other aspects are accepted.

8.2 The Current Consensus on Climate Change
The IPCC reports represent a scientific consensus view of climate
change. The IPCC itself includes more than 4,000 thousand climate
scientists from nations around the world. In addition, dozens of other
statements have been put forward by scientific organizations around
the world, representing tens of thousands more scientists, supporting the consensus position represented by the IPCC reports.86 As described above, this does not mean that the conclusions expressed by
the IPCC are all correct. It means only that the great majority of
climate scientists accept most of the IPCC conclusions. There is no
comprehensive tally, but a recent poll found that more than 97% of
active climatologists – scientists who specifically work on climate research – accept the conclusions that global temperatures are rising and
that most or all of this increase is due to human activity.87 "Consensus
as strong as the one that has developed around this topic is rare in sci-
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ence" wrote Science magazine's executive editor Donald Kennedy in a
2001 editorial.88
This does not mean that all climate scientists accept all of the IPCC
conclusions, or have the same degree of confidence in each of them.
Although there is extremely widespread agreement on a few central
conclusions – global temperatures are rising, that most or all of this
increase is due to human CO2 emissions, and that the consequences
could be quite dangerous for humans – there remains considerable
uncertainty about many other peripheral conclusions, such as whether hurricane frequency and intensity will increase with rising temperatures, what the role of clouds and other particulates in the atmosphere
is, how much CO2 will be absorbed by the oceans, and where "tipping
points" – beyond which changes cannot be reversed – might be. Disagreement about these topics, however, has essentially no bearing on
the widespread agreement on the larger conclusions. Authors of the

Box 11: Certainty and
Confidence in the IPCC Report
The 2007 IPCC report89 classified
scientific uncertainties into two categories – "value uncertainties" and
"structural uncertainties." Value uncertainties were defined as those that come from the
incomplete determination of particular values or results, for example, when data are inaccurate or not
fully representative of the phenomenon of interest.
Structural uncertainties come from an incomplete understanding of the processes that control particular
values or results, for example, when a hypothesis or
model used for analysis does not include all the relevant processes or relationships. The report noted
that value uncertainties are generally estimated using
statistical techniques and expressed in terms of mathematical probability, whereas structural uncertainties
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are generally described by summarizing the relevant
specialists' "collective judgment of their confidence
in the correctness of a result." In both cases, the report stated that "estimating uncertainties is intrinsically about describing the limits to knowledge and for
this reason involves expert [i.e., informed but subjective] judgment about the state of that knowledge."
The IPCC report also for the first time made a careful distinction between levels of confidence in scientific
understanding and the likelihoods of specific results.
This allows authors to express high confidence that an
event is extremely unlikely (e.g., rolling dice twice and
getting a six both times), as well as high confidence
that an event is about as likely as not (e.g., a tossed
coin coming up heads). The terms used in the report
for these certainties (as a percentage of probability of
occurrence) were:
Virtually certain
Extremely likely
Very likely
Likely
More likely than not
Unlikely
Very unlikely

> 99%
> 95%
> 90%
> 66%
> 50%
< 33%
< 10%

The IPCC also used the following levels of confidence
to express expert judgments on the correctness of the
underlying science:
Very high confidence: having a 9 in 10
chance (or better) of being correct
High confidence: an 8 in 10 chance
Medium confidence: a 5 in 10 chance
Low confidence: a 2 in 10 chance
Very low confidence: having a 1 in 10 chance
(or less) of being correct
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2007 IPCC report tried to deal with these issues by explicitly defining levels or ranges of uncertainty, confidence, and likelihood for its
conclusions (Box 11).
Despite the careful qualifiers of confidence and uncertainty summarized in Box 11, and the wide and growing breadth of the scientific
consensus, the public – and even many scientists outside of climatology – remains confused about the scientific basis for various statements about climate change. This confusion has had major political,
economic, and social implications. Yet the sources of the confusion
are themselves confusing and complicated. If the majority of scientific
specialists are so convinced that climate change is occurring and humans are largely responsible, why does it remain so controversial?
This is a large and complex question.90 We will only highlight a few
of the most important and obvious answers.
t "Is" versus "ought." The conclusions that the climate is changing, that humans are responsible, and that these changes will be
harmful to a large proportion of the population, are not the same
thing as deciding what (if anything) to do about it. Although science is not isolated from the larger society and it cannot conscientiously announce its findings with no sense of their political,
social, or economic implications, the primary responsibility of
scientists is to discover how the world is, not what human beings,
individually or as a society, should do as a result of the world being that way. Making these decisions is ultimately the responsibility of politicians and policy makers.
t The pace and nature of science versus policy-making. Science
usually works much more slowly than what is expected by the
public and policy makers when they want information or decisions. Depending as it does upon the results of observations and
experiments, which might be ambiguous or diﬃcult to execute,
science cannot usually be rushed to meet deadlines. Government
and the general public usually want "answers" when they want
them, not when scientists finally feel confident enough to state
their conclusions. The resistance of scientists to rush to conclusions prematurely can be misinterpreted by nonscientists as dou-
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bletalk or lack of the ability to reach any conclusion at all. For
their part, scientists frequently worry too much about their own
confidence in the details, without realizing that more general conclusions (about which they have much greater confidence) might
be more important.
t Use and abuse of uncertainty. If you think that science is about
absolute certainty, and then hear that scientists are uncertain
about a particular idea, then you might think that the idea itself
is not correct. Given that a large proportion of the general public
(at least in the U.S.) mistakenly thinks that this is what science is
about,91 opponents of a particular scientific conclusion can cause
considerable confusion simply by emphasizing that some uncertainty exists about one or more aspects of that conclusion – even
if that uncertainty is small, held by a very small number of competent researchers, or is limited to only peripheral issues. Some
critics of the consensus view on climate change have done exactly
this.92
t Role of the media. The media plays an important role in forming public understanding of climate change.93 One of the central
aspects of this role is the issue of "balance." The usual hope of a
journalist is to remain unbiased, and therefore be able to present,
with equal credibility, both sides of an issue. On climate change,
however, the media frequently tries to achieve this by "balancing"
the views of thousands of credible researchers, like IPCC scientists, with arguments from lobbyists or politicians, or with a single
researcher's unverified claims. This is not balance; it is equating
personal opinion with scientific conclusions. At some point, the
preponderance of scientific evidence has accumulated to a point
where responsible reporters should give the scientific consensus
much greater weight than dissenting claims of a few challenging
the mainstream scientific conclusions.94
Journalists are also driven to find a story that engages their audience, and stories highlighting the status quo are usually of much
less interest than are controversies and paradigm shifts. So the
media frequently reports a "scientific controversy" when one does
not really exist. In this context, it is noteworthy that some climate
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change skeptics (see below) claim that many journalists covering
science have an interest in promoting acceptance of global warming, regardless of its scientific basis. It is true that journalists do
have an interest in promoting themselves and their writing, and
that their employers want to boost their audience and sell advertising. But challenging the mainstream view, as climate skeptics
do, actually gains journalists and their publishers far more publicity than promoting the established, consensus view. This might
explain why so many sections of the media continue to publish
or broadcast the claims of climate change skeptics, regardless of
their merit.
t Climate change skeptics. Although the overwhelming majority
of climate scientists accept that global climate is changing and that
humans are responsible, the general public continues to perceive
that the scientific community is still actively arguing these questions (see Section 8.3). This confusion is, in part, the result of the
activity of a diverse group that are often collectively referred to as
"climate change skeptics." They include some climate and Earth
scientists, but also a larger group of scientists whose specialties are
well beyond these fields, as well as various nonscientists such as
former astronauts, lobbyists, and political operatives.
There are climate and Earth scientists who genuinely doubt either
that the climate is changing in a long-term way, or that humans
are responsible. Most of the "climate change skeptic" community,
however, is composed of nonscientists who have little first-hand
experience with climate science, but have a variety of (mainly
nonscientific) objections to the implications of the consensus that
humans are causing climate change. These skeptics put forth a
variety of arguments, such as the following:
# Problems with data. These range from objections about the
location of temperature recording sites (skeptics claim that
they are too close to urban areas and their associated "heat
islands"), to claims that average global temperatures have actually been falling (based on only the last few years, disregarding
the preceding century or more of warming). There is some
truth to the diﬃculty of turning hundreds of thousands of
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measurements, taken in many diﬀerent ways and over a span
of more than a century, into a single globally averaged dataset, and it is also true that diﬀering weather station locations
mean that it is probably impossible to arrive at a meaningful
figure for actual global average surface temperature. However,
neither of these points alter the conclusion that the overall
trend of temperature measurements is toward warming. Furthermore, independent data, such as satellite measurements
of temperature of the atmosphere, all agree that the Earth is
warming.95
# Problems with interpretation. Skeptics argue that, even if the
data are valid, science has simply not yet demonstrated a long
enough trend in global temperature increase to conclude with
high confidence that the warming trend is unusual. Even if
there is warming, some argue that there is insuﬃcient evidence
supporting anthropogenic CO2 as its primary driver (e.g., the
Sun might be the major cause). Finally, some argue that even if
humans are responsible, there is insuﬃcient evidence that the
consequences of warming will be as dire as many climate scientists predict. These objections have been addressed throughout this book.96
# Climate scientists foster alarmism about climate change to
boost their funding. This is not only demonstrably untrue, but
also implausible. Although it is true that the U.S. government
spends millions of dollars on climate research each year, and
that this increased by 55% from 1994 to 2004, it is important
to note that an increasing portion of this is spent on mitigation technology (ways of reducing emissions or the results of
emissions) rather than pure research. Climate scientists point
out that if they were after a bigger chunk of that money, their
best bet would be to stress the uncertainties of climate change
and call for more research, rather than call for action.
# Climate scientists' dependence on government funding ensures that they toe the oﬃcial line of the consensus, thereby
inflating it. Scientific research does indeed sometimes move
in directions motivated by government, mostly by the avail-
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ability of funding. But overall, science follows its own lead.
Under President George W. Bush's administration, for example, many scientists claimed that they had been pressured to
tone down findings relating to climate change. In fact, those
campaigning for action to prevent further warming have had
to battle against large vested interests, including the fossil-fuel
industry and its political allies. Many of the individuals and
organizations challenging the idea of global warming have
received funding from such sources. This in itself does not
necessarily mean that the skeptics are wrong, of course, but
it does raise at least the possibility that these individuals and
organizations are not acting completely independently of their
interests. For further discussion of corporate funding of climate skeptics, see Mooney (2005; see endnote 92) and (2007;
see endnote 66).
# Climate-change skeptics cannot get their findings published
in the scientific literature. It has taken more than a century to
reach the current scientific consensus on climate change. It has
come about through a steadily growing body of evidence from
many diﬀerent sources, and the process has hardly been secret.
Now that there is a consensus, those whose findings challenge
the orthodoxy are always going have a tougher time convincing their peers, as in any field of science. But findings or ideas
that clash with the idea of human-induced global warming
have not been suppressed or ignored – far from it. In fact,
many of the better arguments seized upon by skeptics have
been based on contradictory findings published in prominent
journals.97 Many such objections to the consensus view of climate change have been discussed in previous chapters (see,
e.g., Chapter 4).

8.3 What Does the American Public Know About
Climate Change?
According to recent polls, knowledge about climate change among
Americans is decidedly mixed (Table 5). On the one hand, most respondents say that they do believe that global temperatures have risen
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Table 5. Summary of recent U.S. national opinion polls regarding aspects of climate
change (n/a = not available). See text for data sources.

Statement/Opinion

% in
agreement
2006

% in
agreement
2007

% in
agreement
2009

Earth's temperatures
have been rising for
the last 100 years

n/a

84%

80%

Climate change is
the biggest environmental problem of
the world

n/a

33%

25%

Global warming dangers are generally
exaggerated

30%

n/a

41%

There is solid evidence that the Earth
is getting warmer

77%

n/a

57%

Global warming will
pose a serious threat
to my way of life in
my lifetime

35%

n/a

40%

in the past 100 years. On the other, significant proportions of Americans believe that there is considerable scientific uncertainty about
global warming, especially its causes, and that even if it occurs it will
probably not be a significant problem that will aﬀect them personally.
In the 2008 polls, 25% of respondents thought that global warming/climate change is the biggest environmental problem of the world,
down from 33% in 2007. Eighty percent thought that the world's
temperature has slowly been rising, down from 84% in 2007, whereas
18% thought that it has not been happening, up from 13% in 2007.
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The personal importance of global warming to people changed little
between 2006 and 2008, with 16-18% feeling that it is extremely important, 30-34% feeling that it is very important, and 30-32% feeling
that it is somewhat important.98
Polls have also asked how the U.S. should take action on global
warming. In 2008, 68% wished the U.S. to take action even if other
countries do less, 18% favored taking action only if others do, and
13% favored no action. The populus was split on whether taking action before other countries would help or hurt the economy (33%
help, 32% hurt), and also split on whether government (regulated)- or
business (competitive)-promoted systems would do a better job of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (43% government, 45% business).99
Polling by CNN and Gallup in 2008 showed that 49% wished for
the environment to be given priority over economic growth, and 4244% favored the reverse opinion.100 Fifty-nine percent supported a
cap-and-trade system, and 34% opposed it.101 Despite mixed attitudes
toward climate change, 71% of people indicated that they are personally doing things to reduce their carbon footprint, and 67% of people
said that they were trying to buy products that are environmentally
friendly, even though only 41% considered themselves environmen-

Proportion of the U.S. adult population in the Six Americas, 2008 and 2010
Proportion represented by area

Alarmed

Concerned

Cautious

Disengaged

Doubtful

Dismissive

2008

18%

33%

19%

12%

11%

7%

2010

10%

29%

27%

6%

13%

16%

n=2,129

n=1,001

Highest Belief in Global Warming
Most Concerned
Most Motivated

Lowest Belief in Global Warming
Least Concerned
Least Motivated

Figure 40. Proportions of the U.S. adult population (2008 and 2010) in six categories
of belief in global climate change. Modified after Leiserowitz, et al., 2010: fig. 1 (see
endnote 104); used with permission of the authors.
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talists. In 2008, only 40% (up from 35% in 2006 Gallup polling
results) thought that global warming will pose a serious threat to their
way of life during their lifetime.102
Since 2008, however, public opinion about climate change in the
U.S. has changed significantly. In 2006, for example, a Gallup poll
noted that more Americans thought that the dangers of global warming were underestimated than overestimated (38% versus 30%). But
in a March 2009 poll, 41% of respondents said that the problem was
exaggerated compared to 29% who said it was underestimated. In the
same 2009 poll, 16% of respondents – the highest since the question
was first asked in 1997 – said that they thought that the predicted
eﬀects of global warming would never happen.103 An October 2009
Pew poll and December 2009-January 2010 poll by Yale University
showed a similar attitude shift toward climate change.104 In the Pew
poll, only 57% of respondents said that they believed there was solid
evidence that the Earth is getting warmer, down from 77% in 2006.
In the Yale poll, 47% agreed that, assuming global warming is happening, it is caused mostly by humans, down from 57% in 2008. And
only 34% agreed that "most scientists think global warming is happening," down from 47% in 2008.
Thus most Americans seem to accept that the world's temperature has been going up slowly over the past 100 years, but, despite
the overwhelming scientific consensus, they are far from certain that
humans are the major cause, or that it will end up mattering very
much to them (Table 5). This pattern of public opinion has major implications for policy makers. If half of the public does not think that
humans are the primary reason behind warming, then they will likely
not support aggressive steps to do anything about it.
What is the explanation of these views? The recent revelations of
emails between climate scientists that seemed to suggest suppression
of contrary results,105 and of errors in the 2007 IPCC report,106 have
encouraged critics of the scientific consensus. Yet this of course is not a
general explanation for the remaining stubborn skepticism and doubt
in the face of such overwhelming scientific agreement.
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We are not sure that we understand why such resistance persists,
but we have a few ideas.107 First, people will frequently do everything
that they can to avoid accepting unpleasant news.108 Second, the lack
of understanding of climate change mirrors a general lack of understanding science. This is not just a problem of lack of knowledge of
"facts," such as that the Earth revolves around the Sun and is billions
of years old, why hot air rises, that life evolves, why water dissolves
solids, what the speed of light is, how many elements there are, that
dinosaurs and humans did not live together, or how DNA works.109
It is also the problem that many Americans do not seem to understand the nature of science, how science works, or why scientists know
what they say they know. We have personally frequently been struck
in particular by the widespread belief that science must be essentially
unanimous in a conclusion – in a word, "certain" – before nonscientists should take it seriously.110 This could not be farther from the
reality of how science works, and it is a dangerous phenomenon when
we are talking about issues of such potentially major magnitude as
climate change.

Summary: Science & Certainty
To understand how climate scientists have come to the
conclusion that anthropogenic climate change is occurring, one must also understand the nature of how scientific study is conducted, and that there is no "proof" in
science. In fact, science is always trying to falsify itself
to test the soundness of its hypotheses. The IPCC has
instituted a scale of certainty to help the public understand exactly how well different facets of climate change
are understood. Despite this, most people receive most
of their climate change information from the media,
which reports the science with varying degrees of accuracy. As a result, society has formed various opinions
about what anthropogenic climate change is, how well
scientists understand it, and what should be done personally and politically.
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Figure 41. President Barack Obama confers with European leaders at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen in 2009. Public opinion of climate
change is largely shaped by media coverage of such events. Photograph by U. S. Federal
Government.
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Figure 42. TAKE THE BUS! The average American automobile gets only 12 miles per
gallon in city driving, which translates into 24,500 pounds of carbon emitted per automobile every year. Photograph by The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey.
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9. What can We Do?
For the last eight chapters, we have explained the science behind the
current climate change problem. That science tells us – with high and
increasing levels of confidence – that current climate change is a serious threat to human welfare and that its primary cause is one of the
central bases for that welfare: the burning of fossil fuels for energy.
Thus, the best science that we have available tells us that modern society is built on some very unsustainable practices, and that, if current trends continue, those practices will put us all in a very diﬃcult
circumstance.
Science cannot tell us what we should do; it can only tell us what
we can do, and how much we have to do, to achieve a desired result.
In the case of climate change, science is telling us that we will very
likely have to take some very large and very rapid steps very soon, and
that the available options for such steps will all require a combination
of individual and collective action. We must, in other words, change
both our own behavior and that of our entire society.
The issue of "what to do about climate change" is thus one of the
largest and most complex issues humanity has ever had to deal with.
It involves how we produce and consume energy, and also how we
might mitigate the eﬀects of greenhouse gas emissions and adjust to
the environment changes that are already unavoidable. We obviously
cannot address all of this in detail here. What follows, therefore, is
an overview of how each person can think about both his or her own
personal actions and the actions of our larger society in dealing with
this issue.
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9.1 Your Carbon Footprint
A carbon footprint is the amount of CO2 that an individual, household, company, or geopolitical area (such as a county, state, or nation)
releases into the environment over a certain period of time. It is thus
a simple measure of contribution to the primary cause of current climate change. Your personal carbon footprint is not just based on what
kind of car or how much you drive, or on the energy eﬃciency of your
home. It is also "hidden" in the goods you buy, how much you buy,
and how you dispose of waste.
Many diﬀerent carbon footprint calculators are available on the
internet and in various books and magazines.111 In most of these,
the amount of CO2 released is measured in tons, as we discussed in
Chapter 2. Carbon footprint calculators generally measure an individual's carbon footprint in two ways: by measuring how much CO2
an individual releases as a direct result of their actions, or by factoring in the CO2-emitting infrastructural benefits that they receive by
living in a certain region. Chapter 4, for example, discussed some
contributing factors to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions other
than fossil-fuel burning, including cement making and changing land
usage. Because the land surface of industrialized nations such as the
United States has been altered due to the increase in agricultural practices, and the construction of highways, skyscrapers, and cityscapes,
and because these alterations on the land have contributed significant
amounts to anthropogenic climate change, some carbon footprint calculators incorporate an individual's country into their calculations.

9.2 Energy Consumption
Humans – especially those in industrialized nations – use energy almost every minute of every day (Figure 43). We heat and cool and
light our homes and workplaces. We travel by land, sea, or air. We
build things. We make and consume food and other products that
require energy for their production or manufacture. Most of the energy that we use to do all these things is produced by burning fossil
fuels, and therefore adds CO2 to the atmosphere. Thus, if we could
reduce our consumption of energy, we might reduce greenhouse gas
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Figure 43. Energy consumption in the United States.112

emissions. For such reductions to have a significant eﬀect, however,
they must be implemented both by individuals and larger units of
society. There will be no net long-term reduction in greenhouse gases,
for example, if you walk to work instead of driving if the average fuel
eﬃciency of cars sold in the U.S. goes down. Individual behavior matters, but so does the collective behavior of society.
Home: Nearly 21% of all energy used in the United States is used
at home,113 and there are many ways that individuals can increase
home-energy eﬃciency. The first is to conduct an energy audit. The
audit is intended to show you where you consume energy most and
where energy losses exist. The resource section of this book has a link
to a "do-it-yourself" audit produced by the U.S. Department of Energy. This resource allows individuals to make decisions about what
investments would increase their home's overall energy eﬃciency.
Approximately 25% of home-energy use powers lights and appliances, so updating your appliances to those with higher energy-eﬃciency ratings could have a significant impact on your home's energy
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Table 6. Steps that individuals can take in their home to reduce their energy consumption.

Energy Saving Activity

% Energy Saved per activity

Changing lightbulbs to CFLs

80% per bulb

Upgrading 1970s model
appliances to Energy Star114
appliances

50%

Unplugging appliances at night

Up to 5%

Insulating your water heater

Up to 40%

Replacing windows and
insulating floors

Up to 40%

Turning thermostat below 68°F

3-5% per degree

use. Compact fluorescent lightbulbs (CFLs), for example, are 75-80%
more eﬃcient than incandescent lightbulbs. Table 6 shows a few easy
actions that can lower energy use in the home, with the amount of
energy that can be saved by each activity. Above the level of the individual, building codes can contribute significantly to energy eﬃciency
of new homes.115
Transportation: Approximately 28% of all energy used in the
U.S. is used for transportation, and most (17%) is used in cars and
trucks.116 The burning of a gallon of gasoline in an average truck or car
puts 26 pounds of CO2 into the atmosphere. Yet there are a number
of changes that you can make that will lessen your car's total emissions
of CO2 to the atmosphere.
First and foremost: drive less. The average American drives approximately 16,000 miles per year in a car. With an average fuel eﬃciency
of approximately 12 miles per gallon in city driving, this means annually putting an average of 24,500 pounds of carbon into the atmosphere.117 Alternatives to driving alone in your car include carpooling,
using mass or self-powered transit, telecommuting, and driving more
eﬃciently. Mass transit makes a big diﬀerence in per capita energy
consumption. New York State, for example, has the second-lowest av-
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erage energy use in the U. S., mostly because a large proportion of its
residents live in and around the New York City metropolitan region
and use mass transit frequently.118
If you drive, drive the most fuel-eﬃcient car that you can. Buying a new car that gets 10 more miles to the gallon than your old car
reduces the annual amount of CO2 emitted by approximately 2,300
pounds.119
Drive smarter. Tuning your car engine can increase fuel eﬃciency
and reduce emissions by up to 50%.120 A dirty air filter in a vehicle
can reduce its eﬃciency by up to 10%, and under-inflated tires can
reduce eﬃciency by 5% or more. Even ensuring that the car's gas cap
is properly tightened can increase fuel eﬃciency. "Jackrabbit" driving
(fast acceleration and quick braking) can increase fuel consumption
by 40%, and only shortens the time of the drive by 4%. Slow and
smooth acceleration and speed maintenance is much more eﬃcient,
and maintaining a lower cruising speed at 55 instead of 75 miles per
hour can decrease fuel consumption by 20%. Idling wastes fuel, so if
stopping for more than 30 seconds, turn your engine oﬀ. Avoid using
air conditioning because it can decrease fuel eﬃciency by 10%, particularly in city driving. At high speeds, however, it is more eﬃcient
to use the air conditioner than open windows, which increases drag
on the car.121
Above the level of the individual, there are many steps that can be
taken to reduce CO2 from cars and trucks. Car companies can produce more fuel-eﬃcient fleets of vehicles. Increasing the average fuel
eﬃciency of cars sold in the U.S. by just one mile per gallon could save
nearly 1,500 pounds of carbon per car, per year, from being added to
the atmosphere.122 Companies will build what they think people want
to buy, which means that individual purchasing decisions can make a
diﬀerence. However, governments can also increase the requirements
for new vehicle fuel eﬃciency. They can also invest in and/or encourage development of more mass transit systems. This can be something
as simple as HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle) lanes on highways to
encourage carpooling to construction of light-rail systems.
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9.3 Energy Production
Approximately 80% of the energy produced in commercial power
plants in the U.S. comes from burning oil, coal, or natural gas (Figure
44). Worldwide, fossil fuels provide 86% of powerplant energy. Coal,
oil, and natural gas, however, are not equal in the amount of energy
that they produce per pound of carbon emitted. One million BTUs123
of energy produced from burning coal releases 205-227 pounds of
carbon, whereas one million BTUs produced from oil releases 140160 pounds and one million BTUs from natural gas burning releases
117 pounds of carbon.124 Thus, the amount of energy produced from
burning coal releases significantly more CO2 into the atmosphere than
producing the same amount of energy produced from burning natural
gas. In fact, depending on many factors (such as the type of coal-fired
power plant, extraction methods for both natural gas and coal from
the ground, etc.), power plants fueled by natural gas emit up to 50%
less CO2 than power plants fired by coal.125 Many other forms of en8 9 10
6
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Figure 44. Energy production in the United States. 1 – crude oil (14.3%); 2 – natural gas liquids (3.3%); 3 – dry natural gas (28.7%); 4 – coal (32.4%); 5 – nuclear
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Figure 45. The climate carbon wedge. This tool for envisioning how high-carbon-emitting
energy sources can be replaced by "alternative" sources suggests that the solution lies not in
just one alternative, but in harnessing the many possible energy sources together.127

ergy generation – such as wind turbines, solar panels, and nuclear
plants – produce little or no greenhouse gases. These are sometimes
referred to as "alternative" or "renewable" energy sources.
Each of these energy-generating options – from coal to wind –
comes with a multitude of diﬀerent economic, political, and social
costs and benefits. It can seem impossibly complex to even consider
how to figure out which ones are the best for particular times or places.
The climate carbon wedge, proposed by Princeton University professors Rob Solocow and Stephen Pacala, provides a tool for envisioning
how high-carbon-emitting energy sources can be replaced gradually
by "alternative" sources (Figure 45).128 The wedge suggests that the
solution lies not in just one alternative, but in harnessing the many
possible energy sources together to fulfill the world's energy demands
while reducing the amount of CO2 released into the atmosphere. Like
many issues discussed in this book, this is a vast and complex subject.
Here we will only sketch briefly some of the costs and benefits of some
of these alternative sources.
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Wind power: Wind energy is the fastest growing source of electricity in the world, and is certainly one of the cleanest and most
sustainable. In 2005, enough wind-power capacity was installed in
the U.S. to power approximately 650,000 homes. Areas with a concentration of windmills are called windfarms. Concerns surrounding
them include their impact on migratory bird and bat populations,
aesthetics, and noise. Another obstacle is sometimes called "Not In
My Back Yard" (NIMBY): people are frequently uncomfortable with
unfamiliar things in their neighborhood. The costs of wind energy are
currently relatively high, but government incentives are encouraging
more manufacturers to enter the industry and develop new technologies, and so costs could decline in the not-too-distant future.129
Solar power: All of the world's existing energy reserves of coal,
oil, and natural gas are matched by the global energy of just 20 days
of sunshine across the world's surface. Of course, capturing and using even a fraction of this energy has proven to be extremely diﬃcult.
The main technology for collecting solar energy and turning it into
a usable form of energy uses photovoltaic cells, which convert sunlight directly into electricity. A significant problem with current solar
energy technology, however, is that it is diﬃcult to store energy captured by solar panels for use during "down" times when it is cloudy
or dark.130
Nuclear power: Nuclear power releases no greenhouse gases. In
some countries, such as France, it provides a significant proportion of
the electrical demand. In the U. S., however, it has long been controversial, mainly because of the problem of disposing of the dangerous
radioactive waste that it generates. Even with the small amount of
nuclear energy production currently in the U.S., from 1995 to 2008
nuclear energy production saved over 9,400 million tons of CO2 from
entering the atmosphere.131
Geothermal power: Geothermal energy is produced from the
heat stored below the Earth's surface. One form of geothermal heating directly uses heat emanating from below Earth's crust. In most
places, this requires drilling thousands of feet beneath the surface, but
in some geologic settings (like Iceland) such heat can be tapped near
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the surface. Converting the energy into electricity, however, must be
done in a power plant, and presently, because of technological limitations, this can only occur where there are heated reservoirs of water or steam in the Earth. Another form uses the relatively constant
temperature several hundred meters beneath Earth's surface (approximately 10ºC or 50ºF). Geothermal energy can be used to heat or
cool buildings anywhere on the planet; it generated approximately
4% of the renewable-energy based electricity consumed in the U.S.
in 2007.132 Domestic geothermal resources, however, could supply up
to 30,000 years worth of energy to the U.S. at the current rate of national consumption, but it has not reached its full potential because of
issues, including with technology, historically low natural gas prices,
and public policies.133
Hydropower: Electricity generated from moving water is a clean,
renewable, and historical form of energy production, and is the world's
largest renewable energy resource. There are, however, environmental
problems associated with building dams, such as sediment loss downstream and the disturbance of habitats for native species, such as salmon and freshwater mussels. Larger impacts, like flooding, dam failure,
and even earthquakes, can also change regional hydrology.134

9.4. Carbon Sequestration
Carbon sequestration is the process of capturing CO2 through biological or physical processes, and removing it from the atmosphere.
For example, CO2 can be captured and stored (sequestered) in trees
through properly planted and managed forests. Of course, using vegetation to sequester CO2 is only a temporary solution, because eventually the plants die, releasing the stored CO2 back into the atmosphere.
Maintaining healthy, sustainable forests is the only way to make this
a long-term solution.
Carbon dioxide can also be captured during the process of burning
fossil fuels. After being captured (e.g., before it goes up the smokestack
of a power plant), the CO2 is then sequestered by being injected deep
underground and stored in geologic traps. Large-scale use of this ap-
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proach is still in the experimental stages, but technological advances
could make this type of carbon sequestration economically viable in
the next decade or so.135

Summary: What Can We Do?
The challenge of climate change could be the largest
and most complex problem humanity has ever confronted. It is far bigger and harder to solve, for example,
than any of the other massive collective technical projects – such as the dikes of The Netherlands, the Great
Wall of China, the Great Pyramids, or manned space
flight – which our species has previously undertaken.
It requires mobilizing not just a few people in a few nations, but a large proportion of all the people on Earth. It
requires going against the current of powerful economic, political, and social trends and interests. It requires
much more than just personal action by individuals to
conserve or recycle or use less energy; it requires large
and difficult decisions and actions by local and national
governments. Yet, in the end, it is only individuals who
can compel their governments to act.
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10. SOME FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
(1) If geology tells us that the Earth's climate has changed
in the past, why should we be concerned that it is
changing now?
Over the past billion years, the Earth has experienced climates
that were much warmer than those of today, as well as much
colder periods. This fact, however, does not necessarily mean
that future warming is nothing to worry about.
First, the conditions during those previous very hot or very cold
times would hardly have been hospitable to modern humans.
For example, between approximately 750 million and 580 million years ago, the Earth was in the grip of an ice age more
extreme than any since, with most or all of the planet's surface
covered with ice. At the height of the Age of Dinosaurs, 65100 million years ago, global temperatures were as much as
9ºC (16ºF) higher than today, and sea level was perhaps 100
meters (328 feet) higher than today (so, you could have sailed
a boat from the Gulf of Mexico to Alaska through Nebraska).
Although scientists do not expect either of these extremes in the
forseeable future, changes that are expected could cause enormous harm.
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Second, it is not just warming, but also its rate that is the issue.
The current rate of warming is very high compared to most climate changes of the geologic past, and relative to the ability of
either humans or other organisms to readily migrate or adapt.
Thus, although it is certainly true that life did not experience
major extinctions with every climate oscillation in the geologic
past (not even during the glacial-interglacial variations of the
last 2.5 million years), most of these variations did not take
place as rapidly as current changes are happening.
Third, and probably most importantly, humans have built a
global civilization around the relatively stable climate conditions of the past 10,000 years. Even if species extinctions were
not greatly increased, and even if humans in some developed
countries were, on the whole, insulated from changes going on
in their area, there are vast parts of the world where millions of
people are much more sensitively connected to issues of their
environment and cannot readily move or otherwise adapt in a
short span of time.
# See Chapters 1 and 4 for more on this topic.
(2) How can we be sure that changes going on now are
not just part of natural climate variation?
First, there are no known sources of natural variation that
would give rise to changes as rapid as those observed in global
temperature over the past 150 years. Second, there is a humaninduced cause (increase CO2) that not only fits the variation
extremely well, but has long been expected to give rise to such
change based on basic physical principles.
We have, of course, seen variations in climate over the past several thousand years, some of which are not well explained. Is it
possible that current changes are just one of those fluctuations?
The reason most scientists do not think so is that (a) the magnitude of the current trend is larger than any that we have seen
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in the past several thousand years, and (b) the directionality of
the current trend shows an increasing rate of warming through
time. Such variation does not look like any of the temperature
changes seen in the past 10,000 years or so.
Could current change just be unusually extreme variation that
we do not yet understand? Yes. In science (by definition), all
phenomena are open to new explanations, so scientists must
always be ready to consider other options. Scientists do not,
however, favor or give equal weight to random or unknown
variation if another known explanation fits the available data.
Some explanations are better than others, and it would be ineffective to act as if every explanation, no matter how unlikely,
should receive equal treatment.
# See Chapters 3 and 4 for more on this topic.
(3) Why do most climate scientists believe that global
warming is due to human activity rather than natural
variation?
There are three major reasons why most climate scientists are
convinced that the current warming is not due to natural processes:
(a) We know that greenhouse gases are accumulating
in the atmosphere at levels that have not been
experienced in over 20 million years.
(b) The pattern of the observed warming fits the pattern that we would expect from warming caused
by the buildup of greenhouse gases. (That is,
almost all areas of the planet are warming; the
Earth's surface and lower atmosphere are warming; the upper atmosphere is cooling; the temperature changes are greatest in the Arctic during
winter.)
(c) The warming is much more rapid than most of
the natural variations we have seen in the past.
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The past century of warming cannot be explained without factoring in anthropogenic influences. Only by including the net
eﬀect of human-made greenhouse gases and aerosols, can the
observed changes be reproduced to match the actual record.
There are uncertainties in many widely accepted scientific theories, but this does not keep them from being widely accepted
and used. Quantum Theory, for example, has many unresolved
questions, yet it has been a very successful accomplishment responsible for the many electronic wonders of our age. Evolutionary Theory has uncertainties, yet forms the basis for most
of biology.
# See Chapters 5 and 6 for more on this topic.
(4) Correlation is not proof of causation. Isn't it true that
there is simply no proof that CO2 is the cause of the
current warming?
There is no "proof" of anything in science. That is a property
of mathematics. In science, one must look at the balance of
observable evidence and formulate hypotheses that can explain
this evidence. When possible, scientists make predictions and
design experiments to confirm, modify, or contradict their hypotheses, and they modify their hypotheses as new information
becomes available.
In the case of the hypothesis of anthropogenic global warming,
we have an idea (first conceived over 100 years ago) that is based
on well-established laws of physics, is consistent with extremely
large quantities of observation and data, both contemporary
and historical, and is supported by very sophisticated and refined global climate models that can successfully reproduce the
climate's behavior over the last century. Given the lack of any
extra planet Earths or a time machine, it is simply impossible
to do any better than this.
# See Chapter 2 and 6 for more on this topic.
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(5) Globally averaged, 2008 was a cooler year than 2007.
Does that mean that global warming isn't happening
any more?
The year 2005 was the warmest year, globally, in recorded history, but 2008 was only the ninth warmest year on record.129
However, this does not mean that the overall trend in global
warming has been reversed. Indeed, this argument represents
a fundamental misunderstanding of the diﬀerence between
weather and climate. Climate is defined as the weather conditions averaged over a long period, usually decades. Thus, we
cannot discern a trend in climate change by looking at a small
number of years, much less a single one.
The last few years have remained far above a global baseline
average temperature (such as the average of global temperatures
from 1951 to 1990; see Figure 25). Looking at a graph of the
directly recorded global temperatures over the past 150 years,
we can see that even in globally and seasonally averaged and
smoothed data, there are still numerous peaks and troughs that
are irrelevant to the longer-term trends. The last four or five
years do look as though the trend has paused or even reversed,
but this is an artifact of how the graph was produced. Because
the graph was made using a ten-year rolling average, it is actually too soon to detect the real trend direction. There is no convincing reason to think that the long-term warming trend has
reversed, nor that it is likely to for many years to come.
# See Chapter 4 for more on this topic.
(6) Why would global warming necessarily be bad for humans?
It is true that many places with cold climates will benefit in
some ways from global warming. These positive eﬀects include
longer growing seasons and greater agricultural productivity in
high-latitude countries like Canada and Russia, smaller winter
heating bills, and fewer hassles with icy roads. Some of the neg-
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ative changes that will occur might not be especially diﬃcult
to deal with; for example, barring a precipitous disintegration
of the continental ice sheets, the rise in sea level might be so
gradual that in relatively wealthy cities like Seattle or New York,
adjustments might be possible without a great deal of human
hardship.
However, there will also almost certainly be a larger number
of more significant negative consequences. For example, high
latitude ecosystems – such as the Arctic and Antarctic – will
change dramatically, leading to reduction or extinction of many
species. And as the permafrost melts, buildings and roads built
on it could sink, tilt, or collapse entirely. Droughts and severe
weather events such as floods and tropical storms could become
stronger and more frequent. Rising sea level will be diﬃcult to
deal with in densely-populated low-lying coastlines like those
in Louisiana and Bangladesh and on coral atolls, and poorer
countries will be disproportionately aﬀected. Some human diseases could spread into areas in which they were formerly not
a problem. Drinking and agricultural water might be harder
to obtain. Ocean acidification will further endanger alreadythreatened coral reefs and other marine life.
Increasing temperatures also mean that climates (and the ecosystems associated with them) will shift poleward. Poisonous
insects, snakes, and plants that thrive in warmer climates will
be able to migrate as temperatures increase. Organisms that
carry human diseases, like mosquitos, will have more reproductive cycles as temperatures increase. Farmers will have to grow
diﬀerent crops that are more suited to warmer climates, and
will have to deal with pests that were previously not a problem
to them.
# See Chapter 7 for more on this topic.
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(7) Won't new technologies and "green energy" get us
out of this?
They might. Humans might be able to invent and deploy technologies that produce or use energy that does not contribute
to global warming. We might also be able to engineer eﬀective
ways to sequester the carbon that we are currently emitting and
store it below ground. We can also much more widely employ
some already available energy eﬃcient technologies. It is important to recognize, however, that we are not even close to
these technological solutions; they will take decades, at best, to
make a significant diﬀerence.
Even if we were to stop fossil fuel burning altogether and immediately, temperatures would almost certainly continue to rise
because of the additional CO2 already in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide concentrations would eventually start to decline,
but it would take much longer for them to return to preindustrial levels than they did to build up. This means that even in
this extreme "best case" scenario, we still need to expect some
level of climate change and to prepare accordingly.
# See Chapter 9 for more on this topic.
(8) Aren't people who are arguing that global warming is
going to happen just being alarmists? Will it really
be that bad?
It really could be. This book discusses some of the possible serious impacts of global warming on humans, such as health, agriculture, land use, and water availability. These are not science
fiction. There are steps that we can take to slow or cut emissions globally to avoid these scenarios, but our current lifestyle,
including the ability to feed a large number of people, move
vast quantities of goods large distances quickly, and live in the
wide range of environments that we do, revolves around our
climate system remaining relatively stable. Realistic worst-case
scenarios of climate change could very plausibly lead to massive
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disruption of modern lifestyles, the global economy, and even
national security.
# See Chapter 9 for more on this topic.
(9) Aren't there some scientists who argue that the climate isn't warming, or that if it is, humans aren't responsible?
Yes, there are scientists who question both that the climate is
warming and that any such changes that are occurring are the
result of human activity. The vast majority of climate scientists, however, agree that the planet's climate is warming, and
that human activity is responsible. This is why we can speak of
an overwhelming consensus in the scientific community about
global warming and its causes.
# See Chapter 8 for more on this topic.
(10) We can't even forecast the local weather for next
week with reasonable accuracy! How can we predict
the climate over the next 100 years?
Although weather and climate are complex systems, that does
not mean that they are entirely unpredictable. The unpredictable
character of complex systems arises from their sensitivity to
changes in the conditions that control their development.
Weather is a highly complex mix of events that happen in a
particular locality on any particular day; even small changes in
rainfall, temperature, humidity, etc., can cause weather to vary
wildly. Climate, however, is the broad generalization about a
region's weather – the average over decades of weather patterns
in a region. Although weather changes rapidly on human
timescales, climate changes fairly slowly. Getting reasonably
accurate predictions is a matter of choosing the right timescale
– days in the case of weather, and decades to centuries in the
case of climate.
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The diﬀerences between predicting daily weather and predicting long-term climate patterns relate to the level of detail being
modeled. As a rough analogy, consider a car riding down the
highway creating turbulence in the air moving around it as the
car moves, whirling the air in all directions like a tornado. That
is analogous to weather, in that the exact air movement (direction and speed) at a specific point and time are very diﬃcult to
predict. If, however, you are driving at 60 miles per hour, and if
the air is otherwise still, it is reasonable to predict that, overall,
the average air speed passing the car will be 60 mph. If you accelerate to 70 mph, the air passing the car will still be turbulent,
but it will have an average relative speed of 70 mph. The difference between the complex motion of the air around the car
and the movement of the car through the air is something like
the diﬀerence between weather and climate. Another analogy
involves the game of pinball: you cannot predict the exact path
that a ball will take as it bounces through a pinball machine,
but you can predict that the ball will eventually land in the lowest part of the machine and end your game.
Thus, although we cannot predict the weather in a particular
place and on a particular day (or year) in 100 years time, we can
predict that on average it will be far warmer if the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere continues to rise.
# See Chapter 6 for more on this topic.
(11) A lot of climate predictions depend on computer
models. How much can we trust such models?
Climate is an average of weather over decades. It can vary seemingly unpredictably, but can truly only move within the limits
set by major influences like the Sun and levels of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere. We can be confident, for example,
that the summers will be warmer than winters for as long as the
Earth's axis remains tilted, even if we cannot guess the exact
temperatures of specific seasons (a weather prediction). In this
sense, certain influences yield, within a given margin of error
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or uncertainty, certain results. This is why models, which are
based on such cause-and event relationships, allow us to predict
the future with some confidence.
Furthermore, the validity of models can be tested against climate history. If they can predict the past (which the best models do pretty well), they are probably on the right track for predicting the future. Moreover, models designed two decades ago
are not far oﬀ in their predictions of the climate that we are
currently experiencing.
Critics of models have valid points about degrees of confidence
in a single model, but this does not mean, as is sometimes challenged, that the models must be biased toward alarmism, that
is, toward greater climate change. It is just as likely that these
models err on the side of caution. Most modelers accept that
despite constant improvements over more than half a century,
there are uncertainties in global climate models. They acknowledge, for instance, that one of the greatest uncertainties in their
models is how clouds will respond to climate change. Their
predictions usually come with generous error bars.
# See Chapter 6 for more on this topic.
(12) Couldn't the Sun be responsible for the observed
recent climate changes?
No one denies our star's central role in determining how warm
our planet is. Switch oﬀ the Sun and Earth would become a
very chilly place. The issue today is how much solar changes
have contributed to the recent warming, and what that tells us
about future climate. The current scientific consensus is that
changes in the energy output from the Sun do not successfully
account for the current warming trend. Eleven-year sunspot
cycles have been consistently recorded, but these have risen and
fallen as expected, never increasing their net output of energy.
No other solar outputs correlate with the warming trend, either.
So for the period for which we have direct, observable records,
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the Earth has warmed dramatically even though there has been
no corresponding rise in any kind of solar activity.
# See Chapter 2 for more on this topic.
(13) Didn't scientists predict global cooling in the
1970s?
Yes. A handful of scientific papers discussed the possibility of a
new ice age at some point in the relatively near future, leading
to some pretty sensational media coverage. One of the sources
of this idea might have been a 1971 presentation by Stephen
Schneider, then a climate researcher at NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center.136 Schneider's highly visible talk, at the annual
meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, suggested that the cooling eﬀect of dirty air could
outweigh the warming eﬀect of CO2, potentially leading to an
ice age if aerosol pollution quadrupled. This scenario was seen
as plausible by many other scientists, in part because at the
time the planet had been showing slight cooling. Much of the
fuss was prompted by the media hype about the 1976-1977
and 1977-1978 winters, which produced some remarkably
cold weather over the United States. Schneider soon realized,
however, that he had overestimated the cooling eﬀect of aerosol pollution and underestimated the eﬀect of CO2, meaning
that warming was more likely than cooling in the long term.
Another paper – a 1975 report by the U. S. National Academy
of Sciences – merely called for more research to test the cooling
hypothesis.137
In contrast, the calls for action to prevent further human-induced global warming are based on an enormous body of research by thousands of scientists over more than a century that
has been subjected to intense – and sometimes ferocious – scrutiny. Surveys of the scientific literature have found that between
1965 and 1979 (before attention to "global warming" began
accelerating in the 1980s), 44 scientific publications predicted
warming, 20 were neutral, and only 7 predicted cooling.138 So
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although predictions of cooling got more media attention, the
majority of scientists were predicting warming even then. Now,
according to the latest IPCC report,139 it is more than 90%
certain that the world is already warming as a result of human
activity.
Thus, the cooling "scare" involved a handful of scientists and
lasted only a few years, until new evidence caused it to be rejected. In contrast, nearly the entire scientific community is
now concerned about global warming and this concern has
been steadily growing as the evidence accumulates.
# See Chapter 6 for more on this topic.
(14) Aren't human CO2 emissions too tiny to matter?
Ice cores show that carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere
have remained between 180 and 300 parts per million for at
least the past 800,000 years. In recent centuries, however, CO2
levels have risen to at least 380 ppm. It is true that human
emissions of CO2 are small compared with natural sources.
However, the fact that CO2 levels have remained steady until
very recently shows that natural emission sources are usually
balanced by natural absorption sinks. For the past 150 years or
so, slightly more CO2 is entering the atmosphere than can be
soaked up by carbon sinks.
The consumption of rotting vegetation by animals and microbes emits approximately 220 gigatons of CO2 every year,
and respiration by living plants emits another 220 gigatons
(Gt). These huge amounts are balanced by the 440 Gt of CO2
absorbed from the atmosphere each year as land plants photosynthesize. Similarly, parts of the oceans release approximately
330 Gt of CO2 per year, depending on temperature and rates
of photosynthesis by phytoplankton, but other parts usually
soak up just as much – and are now soaking up even more.
Human emissions of CO2 are now estimated to be 26.4 Gt
per year, up from 23.5 Gt in the 1990s, according to the 2007
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IPCC report.140 Disturbances to the land – through deforestation and agriculture, for instance – also contribute roughly 5.9
Gt per year. Approximately 40% of the extra CO2 entering the
atmosphere due to human activity is being absorbed by natural
carbon sinks, mostly by the oceans. The rest is boosting levels
of CO2 in the atmosphere.
Claims that volcanoes currently emit more CO2 than human
activities are simply not true. In the very distant past, there have
been intervals of much more active volcanism than at present,
and also single volcanic eruptions so massive that they covered
vast areas in lava or ash and appear to have released enough
CO2 to warm the planet (after the initial cooling caused by
the dust). Measurements of CO2 levels over the past 50 years,
however, show no significant rises after single eruptions. Total
present emissions from volcanoes on land, for example, are estimated to average just 0.3 Gt of CO2 each year – approximately
1% of human emissions.
# See Chapter 5 for more on this topic.
(15) Why does CO2 matter so much if it isn't the most
important greenhouse gas?
Water is, molecule-for-molecule, a more powerful greenhouse
gas than CO2. Excess water vapor rains out in days. So, does
water or CO2 contribute more to climate change? It is not surprising that there is a lot of confusion about this – the answer
is far from simple.
First, there is the greenhouse eﬀect, and then there is climate
change. The greenhouse eﬀect currently keeps our planet 20°
to 30°C warmer than it would be otherwise, allowing life on
our planet to thrive. Global warming is the rise in temperature
caused by an increase in the levels of greenhouse gases. Water
vapor is by far the most important contributor to the greenhouse eﬀect. Approximately 50% of the greenhouse eﬀect is
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due to water vapor, with another 25% due to clouds, 20% due
to CO2, and with other gases accounting for the remainder.
So why are climate scientists not a lot more worried about water vapor than about CO2? The answer has to do with how long
greenhouse gases persist in the atmosphere. Excess CO2 accumulates, warming the atmosphere, which raises water vapor
levels and causes further warming. This rapid turnover of water
vapor means that even if human activity was directly adding or
removing significant amounts of water vapor (which it is not),
there would be no slow build-up of water vapor as is happening
with CO2. The level of water vapor in the atmosphere is determined mainly by temperature, and any excess is rapidly lost.
The level of CO2 is determined by the balance between sources
and sinks, and it would take hundreds of years for it to return
to pre-industrial levels even if all emissions ceased tomorrow.
To put this another way, there is no limit to how much rain can
fall, but there is a limit to how much extra CO2 that the oceans
and other sinks can soak up.
Of course, CO2 is not the only greenhouse gas emitted by humans. Many greenhouse gases, such as methane, are far more
powerful than CO2 in terms of infrared absorption per molecule. However, the overall quantities of these other gases are
tiny. Even allowing for the relative strength of the eﬀects, CO2
is still responsible for 60% of the additional warming caused by
all the greenhouse gases emitted as a result of human activity.
# See Chapter 2 for more on this topic.
(16) Some ice cores show that CO2 increases lag behind
temperature rises. Doesn't this disprove the link to
global warming?
Ice cores have been used to correlate CO2 and temperature over
the past 800,000 years. In these cases, CO2 increases and decreases can lag behind temperature increases and decreases. It
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takes approximately 5,000 years for an ice age to end and, after
the initial 800-year lag, temperature and CO2 concentrations
in the atmosphere rise together for another 4,200 years. The
lag indicates that rising CO2 did not cause the initial warming
as past ice ages ended, but it does not in any way contradict
the idea that higher CO2 levels cause warming. Sometimes a
house gets warmer even when the central heating is turned oﬀ;
however, this does not prove that the central heating does not
work – it might have been a hot day outside, or maybe the
oven was left on. Just as there is more than one way to heat a
house, so there is more than one way to heat a planet. What
happened between glacial and interglacial times to trigger the
initial warming was caused by another factor: changes in the
shape of Earth's orbit that caused changes in the amount of
energy from the Sun absorbed by Earth, that in turn caused
a rise in temperature. This led to the release of CO2 from the
ocean, because it is less soluble in warmer water. The shrinking
of the ice sheets further amplified the warming because of negative albedo. The increased CO2 then amplified these changes
by increasing temperature further – this is part of a positive
feedback cycle. The initial warming also melted regions of permafrost, which are also carbon sinks. Melting led to a release
of CO2 that led to temperature increase, which became part of
another positive feedback cycle contributing to the warming of
the planet.
In summary, the lag in CO2 seen in ice core data only shows
that increases in atmospheric CO2 levels were not responsible
for the initial temperature increase. However, the initial temperature change, caused by an increase in the amount of energy
absorbed from the Sun due to variations in Earth's orbit, caused
the release of CO2 from carbon sinks in the ocean and permafrost. This triggered a positive feedback cycle that warmed the
Earth.
# See Chapters 4 and 6 for more on this topic.
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(17) Hasn't the "hockey stick" graph of temperature been
proven wrong?
Numerous studies support the key conclusion of the classic
"hockey stick" graph: Earth's temperature is warmer than it
has been in at least 1,000 years (see Figure 24). The graph was
the result of the first comprehensive attempt to reconstruct the
global average temperature over the past 1,000 years, based on
numerous proxies. It shows that global average temperature
was holding fairly steady until the last part of the 20th century
and then it suddenly shot up. This correlates very well with
CO2 data from ice cores for the last 1,000 years (see Figure
23). Based upon temperature and CO2 reconstructions for the
last 800,000 years, scientists have shown that CO2 and global
temperature co-vary, and because CO2 levels have increased
dramatically over the past 2,000 years, global average temperature is expected to continue to rise dramatically. The conclusion
that humans are making the world warmer does not depend on
reconstructions of temperature prior to direct records.
The "hockey stick" graph first appeared in a paper published
in 1998, and the graph was highlighted in the 2001 IPCC report.141 It is true that there are uncertainties about the accuracy
of all past reconstructions, and that these uncertainties have
sometimes been ignored or glossed over by those who have presented the "hockey stick" as evidence for human-caused global
warming. Yet since 2001, there have been repeated claims that
the reconstruction is, at best, seriously flawed and, at worst, a
fraudulent result due to an artifact of the statistical methods
used to create it. Details of the claims and counterclaims involve
lengthy statistical arguments, but a good summary was provided in the 2006 report of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. The academy was asked by Congress to assess the validity
of temperature and CO2 reconstructions, including the hockey
stick. The report stated that "the late 20th century warmth in
the Northern Hemisphere was unprecedented during at least
the last 1000 years."142 This conclusion has subsequently been
supported by an array of evidence that includes both additional
large-scale surface CO2 and temperature reconstructions and
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pronounced changes in a variety of local proxy indicators, such
as melting ice caps and the retreat of glaciers around the world.
Most researchers agree that although the original "hockey stick"
graph can – and has – been improved in a number of ways, it
was not far oﬀ the mark. Most subsequent temperature reconstructions fall within the error bars of the original graph. Some
show far more variability leading up to the 20th century than
the "hockey stick," but none suggest that global average temperature has, at any time in the past 1,000 years, been higher
than in the last part of the 20th century.
# See Chapters 4 and 5 for more on this topic.
(18) Aren't there all kinds of objections to the IPCC?
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was
set up by the United Nations in 1988 to review scientific conclusions on climate change that had already passed peer review
and been published. It includes thousands of climate scientists
and is open to all member countries of the United Nations and
the World Meteorological Organization. The IPCC has published four reports so far – in 1990, 1995, 2001, and 2007.
The 2007 report143 concluded that large-scale recent warmth
likely exceeds the range seen in past 1,300 years, and that it
is "very likely" (> 90% probability) that humans are responsible. The remaining uncertainties in the latest report mainly
involve the precise nature of the changes to be expected, particularly with respect to sea-level rise, El Niño changes, and
regional hydrologic change – drought frequency and snow pack
melt, mid-latitude storms, and hurricanes. These uncertainties
do not, however, diminish the credibility of the far more solid
conclusions above. This report has nevertheless been criticized
by many people on a variety of grounds.
The process of producing the 2007 IPCC report entitled
"Summary for Policy Makers" (SPM) – the piece written for
nonscientists – was also criticized as having been the result of
negotiation among bureaucrats instead of solid science. This
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was not what happened. Government representatives from all
participating nations took the draft summary (written by the
lead authors of the individual chapters) and discussed whether
the text truly reflected the underlying science in the main report. It is key to note that the text of the leading authors, who
were scientists, was edited on behalf of the governments for
whom the report was being written so that conclusions could
be understood by their (mostly nonscientific) oﬃcials. It is also
important to note that the scientists had to be content that the
final language that was agreed upon conformed with the underlying science in the technical chapters. The advantage of this
process was that everyone involved was absolutely clear about
what was meant by each sentence. This process also was supposed to allow the governments involved to feel as though they
"owned" part of the report, and gave the governments a vested
interest in making the report as good as it could be, given the
scientific uncertainties. There were in fact plenty of safeguards
(not the least the scientists present) to ensure that the report
was not slanted in any one direction.
# See Chapter 8 for more on this topic.
(19) Is climate change too big or too far along to be
stopped?
It might be. All human societies have developed with anticipation of certain climate patterns and have always depended on
climate-dependent natural resources. In the Pacific Northwest,
for example, people rely on winter snow pack to store water
that arrives in the winter for delivery in the summer when their
demands are highest. Because significant climate change would
alter accustomed climate patterns and regional natural resources (some natural systems will be irreversibly damaged by global
warming), it could pose disruptions to socioeconomic systems
around the world. These disruptions would be worse where
global warming worsens existing conflicts over scarce resources
and where the funding or capacity for preparing for or adapting to these changes is lacking. Many people agree that global
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warming is likely to have worse consequences for those with the
least resources and therefore least able to adapt – the economically or politically vulnerable, for example.
"Stopping" anthropogenic global warming completely is now
widely viewed as impossible in the short-term.144 There is, however, still time to minimize it, and there are things that we can
do. Global warming is reversible in the long-term, at least in
the sense that we could, eventually, bring global greenhouse
gas emissions, the "human" part of climate change, back down.
The issue here is a matter of how long we can wait. The sooner
we reduce emissions, the better.
# See Chapters 6 and 7 for more on this topic.
(20) What can be done by the average citizen?
We can take individual actions; for example, we can reduce actions that rely on fossil fuels, e.g., in transportation, home heating and lighting, and consumption of goods. And we can take
collective actions, such as encouraging friends and neighbors to
do the same, elect politicians who will make the needed policy
changes, and work for broad societal change.
Shifting the world's economy away from its dependence on fossil fuels is the single step that would do the most to reduce anthropogenic climate change. This is also a huge challenge that
will not be accomplished by any one change. It will require
actions big and small by individuals, corporations, and governments around the world. Although people sometimes feel that
nothing that they do matters, the only thing that does matter is
what people do.
Because global warming is caused by emissions of greenhouse
gases, anything that a person does that reduces those emissions
will help to counteract global warming. In our personal lives,
driving less, carpooling, and switching to vehicles that get more
miles to the gallon are all ways that we can reduce emissions.
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Buying food that is in season and has been grown locally reduces
the emissions that result from transporting food long distances.
Decreasing energy use at home can help too. Beyond changing
our own consumption and energy-use habits, we could encourage others to do so too. Transportation, energy use, and other
policies at the local, state, and federal levels will all influence
how much greenhouse gases are emitted. Some corporations
are beginning to act to "oﬀset" (reduce) their contributions to
global warming. This is voluntary in the U.S., but mandatory
in Europe. An individual might also think about the way a corporation is addressing global warming before making investment choices.
# See Chapter 9 for more on this topic.
(21) Can't we just figure out how to absorb CO2 from the
air as an alternative to reducing emissions from human activity?
Two ways of sequestering CO2 are to (a) incorporate it into vegetation by planting forests, and (b) store it deeply underground.
Planting forests can take up only a limited amount of CO2, and
this is only a temporary solution, because the carbon in logs
will return to the atmosphere when the logs decay or burn.
Deep burial is much more expensive, but it is currently the only
long-term solution. Many scientists are currently working to
improve deep-burial methods so that carbon sequestration can
be implemented globally, but no solution has yet been found
that is cost-eﬀective and known to trap CO2 eﬀectively indefinitely. This is only part of the equation, anyway. We also need
to reduce our emissions as a species, so that as our global population goes up, we can all live more eﬃciently and use carbon
sequestration as one part of that solution.
# See Chapter 9 for more on this topic.
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Figure 46. Polar bear on an ice flow in Ukkusiksalik National Park, Nunavut, Canada.
Polar bears have become "poster animals" for global climate change advocates, because
their habitat on rapidly shrinking Arctic sea ice is decreasing at an alarming rate. Photograph by Ansgar Walk via Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 47. Teaching the teachers is the first step! 4-H Club Educators learn a simple
classroom demonstration on rain formation at the Museum of the Earth in Ithaca, New
York. Photograph by Paleontological Research Institution.
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11. Teaching ABOUT
climate change
Teachers, especially at the pre-college level, play a very important
role in educating the public about climate change. As was discussed
throughout this book, climate change is a very complex issue, and
one must be familiar with a variety of sciences to truly understand the
breadth of climate change. The nature of science itself is one of the
most important subjects for helping students understand the study of
climate change. As discussed in Chapter 8, the public conception of
scientific certainty is diﬀerent from that perceived by scientists.
Society is in the middle of a political debate about climate change,
yet opinions are formed and decisions made by many without understanding the science behind proposed policies. Considering the forecasted future ramifications of climate change, climate change policymaking has been slow to develop and is still in its early stages. It is
therefore important to teach the scientific principles behind climate
and anthropogenic climate change to today's youth, so that their actions as citizens and voters will yield future policy that is informed by
science.
Following are some suggestions for teachers about how to incorporate climate change into the classroom. Be sure to check the "Sources
of More Information" section of this book for resources especially
highlighted for teachers.
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(1) Engage students' existing conceptions about climate and climate change.
Eﬀective instruction requires that you engage what students already know and understand related to the topic you are teaching.
They will already have ideas about climate, weather, and climate
change, and regardless of their age or the setting, these existing
conceptions will vary widely. Although the temptation is great
to try and replace their naïve conceptions with scientific ones,
learning is not built by swapping one conception for another.
Existing conceptions almost always contain at least some aspects
that are scientifically accurate. Drawing these out while diplomatically bringing evidence to bear on problems of the students'
conceptions that are not scientific allows learners to use existing
knowledge as building blocks for scientific understanding.
(2) Teach science in a science class, without advocating political
positions.
Although climate change can be an emotional and political issue, it is important to separate feelings and convictions from
scientific pursuits. Arrange your curriculum or lesson plans to
anticipate, engage, and address their existing conceptions about
human-made climate change, but do not assume that your students will necessarily know enough to have strong positions. In
other words, be positive and do not start defensively. Resources
to help you teach climate change abound, and you can find lists
of some of them in the back of this book.
(3) Teach across the curriculum.
This might seem to slightly conflict with the previous suggestion, but there is a distinction between what is done in teaching
the science of climate change and contextualizing the science of
climate change across the curriculum. Climate is a complex and
dynamic system. To understand the eﬀects of climate change, we
must learn aspects of science, mathematics, social studies, history,
and communication. Basic skills such as addition, graph reading,
and critical thinking are also integral to understanding climate
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change. Because mitigating climate change is interdisciplinary,
teachers of social studies, English language arts, and others could
collaborate through integrating climate change into their class at
approximately the same time, so that a cohesive picture of climate change can form. (Of course, elementary teachers typically
teach all of these.) An understanding of climate science will be
enriched and made more durable if students are connected to the
societal and cultural implications of changing climate. Although
that principle should not be ignored entirely in upper-level science classrooms, it is primarily a discussion for social studies and
humanities courses.
(4) Integrate climate change into the curriculum at multiple points
throughout the year.
Erosion, weathering, flora, and fauna all vary with climate. The
Sun is the engine that drives climate. Fossil fuels influence climate. The renewable energy sources of wind and solar energy are
dependent upon climate factors. Because it is so multifaceted,
climate change can be incorporated into lesson plans throughout the school year. Students can make their own temperature
graphs and compare them to regional and global data. They can
interpret scientific literature on climate change and report on it,
or they can compare media coverage of various aspects of climate
change. They can also participate in citizen science projects that
enhance their knowledge of weather and climate. In some projects, students can participate as a class, whereas in others, they
can individually create an inquiry-based project. In summary, it
is important to encourage your students to think about this issue
frequently, and to see it as part of a complex scientific understanding of our Earth, rather than as an isolated lesson.
(5) Don't be emotional or pessimistic.
One reason that climate change is so diﬃcult to teach is because
possible outcomes can be disheartening or even scary. Not only
do polar bears feel negative consequences, but populated islands
could become flooded and uninhabitable in other parts of the
world. These are certainly sobering, emotional thoughts. And
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unless you are teaching social studies, explaining only the merits of various climate change mitigation strategies put forth by
governmental institutions teaches little of the science behind the
decision-making associated with why mitigation is important.
It is important, instead, to focus on what can be accomplished
with respect to sustainability and mitigating climate change effects. Stick to positive reinforcement, and use examples of how
being educated on issues like these has helped eﬀectuate change
in the past (e.g., decreasing acid rain or saving certain endangered
species). Local zoos and aquaria can be tremendous resources for
providing examples of species and ecosystems that are being preserved through thoughtful action.
(6) Highlight opportunities for careers in alternative energies and
energy eﬃciency, and engage students with projects in climate science and sustainability.
Alternative energy sources are popping up as new technologies
are developed. Recruit representatives from wind, solar, energy
conservation, or biofuel industries to participate in career days.
Take advantage of curricula developed to teach the science behind
alternative energy sources as a means to engage your students in
climate science and sustainability. Talk to your local energy provider, who will most likely have resources available to you and
can give a local perspective on a global issue.
(7) Get back to the basics – climate is a long-term, global trend.
It is diﬃcult for some to grasp the long-term and global eﬀects of
climate change. Climate is the long-term weather pattern in an
area, and individual years mean little without examining them in
the context of the last 10 or 20 years. Also, climate change does
not only, or always, equate to significant warming in your area.
Polar regions experience much more warming than do temperate
regions, and the overall global average temperature is predicted to
rise only a few degrees. These small changes over long periods of
time can trigger significant changes in global climate patterns. A
globally averaged temperature decrease of only 7ºC (12ºF) glob-
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ally was enough to create a mile-thick sheet of ice over the northeastern United States by the peak of the Last Glacial Maximum!
Although most regions are expected to experience at least some
temperature increase within the next century, for at least the next
few decades, certain regions will experience almost no increase or
even slight cooling in their climate regime; many areas will feel
changing patterns in precipitation and wind rather more than
temperature. Climate change is not just a temperature increase,
and it will be felt diﬀerently everywhere.
(8) Use local, tangible examples of climate change, or global impacts that everyone will be familiar with.
Climate change is not causing the same eﬀects in every place, but
there are tangible expressions of the impacts of climate change on
our environment, no matter your location. Using citizen science
projects is a good way to begin searching for changes in your
area that can be seen and measured in a classroom setting. The
U.S. Geological Survey has put together climate change impacts
by region throughout the United States.145 For example, climate
change might lower the level of Lake Erie, changing the habitable
landscape for organisms and costing millions of dollars in infrastructure changes in ports and shorelines. Warmer Great Lake
temperatures are increasing the amount of lake-eﬀect snow. See
the resources section in this book for further suggestions of how
to incorporate local, tangible impacts of climate change in your
community.
A number of species impacted by climate change provide excellent opportunities to engage students in considering the relationship between climate change and conservation. Many states
could lose their oﬃcial state birds if they head for cooler climates
– including the Baltimore Oriole of Maryland, the Black-capped
Chickadee of Massachusetts, or the American Goldfinch of Iowa.
Polar Bears were put on the "threatened" list because of impacts
on their environment from global climate change. The Pika in
the western United States is currently under deliberation for being listed as "threatened" as well, and as of 2008, the Mississippi
Gopher Frog had a population of over 100 individuals. In 1999,
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the extinction of the Golden Toad in Central America marked
the first documented species extinction driven by climate change
(see Figure 38). For more examples, see the references section of
this book.
(9) Use examples from popular media to stimulate discussion and
interest.
Science fiction writings and films, for good or ill, have impacted
popular conception of many climate issues. Whether or not films
like The Day after Tomorrow (Twentieth Century Fox, 2004) represent good science, they can serve as an engaging starting point
for climate change discussions and projects. Although political,
Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth (film and book146) might also
serve to stimulate discussion and yield good science project suggestions or classroom debates.
(10) Practice sustainability in the classroom.
It is important, after teaching about global climate change, to
remain positive about how education and societal eﬀorts can
mitigate the eﬀects of climate change. So it is crucial to practice
sustainability in the classroom. Hang reminder signs around the
classroom with sustainability tips. Even place them in student
and teacher restrooms for high visibility. Turn lights out and unplug computers and other appliances when not in use. Encourage the cafeteria to purchase local, in-season fruits and vegetables
instead of trucking them in from areas around the country. Use
paper only when necessary, and be sure to use both sides of it!
Use real cutlery instead of plastic, throw-away forks and plates
at classroom parties. It takes a lot of energy to create the plastic
forks and knives that we use once and then discard. Calculate
your classroom's carbon footprint and aim to lower it by the end
of the school year. All of these activities educate students about
climate change and sustainable lifestyles that curb CO2 emissions, and they empower students to make a diﬀerence.
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(11) Use your local resources.
There are many institutions and individuals in most communities that have expertise on climate change. No doubt you use
some of them already for career days and field-trip opportunities.
These include natural history museums, zoos, aquaria, science
centers, and local colleges. Natural history museums and science
centers are frequently overlooked as sources of climate change
information, but many have expertise in the area and have educators available to visit your classroom or make a presentation
in their museum. Zoos and aquaria have an excellent vantage
point on the biological impacts of climate change, because they
are repositories of animals whose habitats have been altered by
human activity, and their educators can discuss animals that are
threatened or endangered due to climate change. In these cases,
an activity worksheet during a field trip can easily incorporate aspects of climate change. Finally, many college departments have
discipline-related student groups who participate in outreach
activities. Geology, biology, and physics departments would be
great places to begin searching for student expert classroom volunteers!
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David, Laurie, & Cabria Gordon. 2007. The Down-To-Earth Guide to Global Warming. Orchard Books, New York, 112 pp. A simplified account of the major concerns regarding global warming, and their potential solutions, using kid-friendly
pop-culture references and engaging visual aids to connect with young readers.
This book highlights sustainable or "green" jobs and ways that youth can become
activists in their own communities.
Rockwell, Anne. 2006. Why Are the Ice Caps Melting? The Dangers of Global Warming. HarperCollins Publishing, New York, 33 pp. A simple scientific explanation
of global warming and the potential impacts on the Earth. Strategies for young
readers to contribute to the health of the planet are also included.
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Sources Especially for Teachers
Books & Articles
Malnor, Carol L. 2008. A Teacher's Guide to How We Know What We Know About
Our Changing Climate: Lessons, Resources, and Guidelines about Global Warming.
Dawn Publications, Nevada City, California. 56 pp. An excellent teacher companion to Cherry & Braasch's book (listed under Books for Younger Readers),
with activities and resources aligned to national standards and best practices.
The activities are thoughtfully organized with easy-to-understand directions and
useful worksheets.
Schmidt, Gavin, Joshua Wolfe, & Jeﬀrey D. Sachs. 2009. Climate Change: Picturing
the Science. W. W. Norton and Company, New York, 320 pp. Scientific discussions coupled with moving and appropriate photography.
Shepardson, D. P., D. Niyogi, S. Choi, & U. Charusombat. 2009. Seventh grade
students’ conceptions of global warming and climate change. Environmental
Education Research, 15(5): 549-570.

Websites
The Climate Literacy Network provides a wealth of information on many topics
associated with climate change, including a compilation of resources specifically
for teachers and students; http://climateliteracynow.org.
The Department of Ecology for the State of Washington has outreach materials
on climate science, including teacher resources, implications of future climate
change, and mitigation eﬀorts in the region; http://www.ecy.wa.gov/climatechange/resources.htm.
ClimateChangeEducation.org is a virtual warehouse of well-recommended resources
on climate change education. Sections of the website are devoted to lesson plans,
class topics, and student project ideas; http://www.climatechangeeducation.
org/k-12/index.html.
The National Center for Atmospheric Research provides a fun platform for teacher
and student resources, including citizen science initiatives. It also provides material in English and Spanish; http://www.windows.ucar.edu.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration provides an excellent platform for teacher resources on anthropogenic climate change, paleoclimate research, and training opportunities for teachers; http://www.education.noaa.gov/
teachers1.html.
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Rutgers University Climate and Environmental Change Initiative provides classroom activities, educational resources and northeastern regional climate information, and opportunities for students to interact with real scientists in the region; http://climatechange.rutgers.edu/resources/education.php.
The American Association for the Advancement of Science provides a large number
of references on climate change, including carbon footprint calculators and video
material; http://www.aaas.org/news/press_room/climate_change.
The United States Global Change Research Program provides regional climate information, teachers guides for formal and informal educators, and other materials;
http://www.globalchange.gov/resources/educators/toolkit/materials.

Citizen Science Opportunities
Journey North allows you to map "spring's journey north" using sunlight, plants,
and animals with programs and resources provided for teachers, classrooms, and
students. This information is important to scientists who, as climate warms and
spring comes earlier, try to record how diﬀerent organisms react to these changes;
http://www.learner.org/jnorth.
Globe includes a consortium of citizen science projects on cloud cover, stars, climate,
and the carbon cycle, written with teachers and their students in mind; http://
www.globe.gov.
Project Budburst allows you to monitor many of your favorite flower types for the
dates of budding and blooming to track the impact that climate change is having
on flowering plants; http://www.windows.ucar.edu/citizen_science/budburst.
Monarch Watch allows you to monitor the travel of monarch butterflies across the
continent so that scientists can learn how they are impacted by climate change;
http://monarchwatch.org.
Tracking Climate in Your Backyard is a collaboration project between 4-H, the Paleontological Research Institution, and the citizen science precipitation monitoring network CoCoRaHS. Provided are a curriculum for formal and informal
educators and the opportunity to monitor precipitation with other citizen scientists across the U.S.; http://www.museumoftheearthorg/TrackingClimate.
Project Feederwatch, BirdSleuth, Urban Bird Studies, and Nest Watch are all citizen science projects sponsored by Cornell University's Lab of Ornithology. Each
project has diﬀerent logistical requirements, and so can be accommodated by
diﬀerent classrooms with diﬀerent needs; http://www.birds.cornell.edu.
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Websites
http://www.realclimate.org is an excellent compendium of documents explaining
the many diﬀerent aspects of climate science. Although some references are scientific papers, many links to public opinion polls and quicklinks to frequently
cited parts of the 2007 IPCC publication make this site great for everyone, regardless of background.
http://www.globalwarmingart.org provides many clear diagrams depicting the results of climate scientists. The images and captions make the science accessible
for college and elementary classrooms alike.
http://www.museumoftheearth.org – The Outreach section of Museum of the
Earth's website includes highlights of the many aspects of our Global Change
Project (http://www.museumoftheearth.org/outreach.php?page=overview/global
change).
http://globalwarming.house.gov explains the current status of federal legislation,
as well as media coverage of the debates.
http://geochange.er.usgs.gov is a repository of research on how diﬀerent regions of
the U.S. might be aﬀected by anthropogenic climate change.
http://www.globalchange.gov is another excellent source of regional climate information, highlighting the key issues that will aﬀect each region. It also stores
many excellent resources on climate science.
http://www.apolloalliance.org highlights popular news media as they relate to climate and clean energy. It features many stories on alternative energies, legislation, and climate science.
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/ctl explores weather, climate, and climate change
using diﬀerent scales. A great resource for classrooms, with imagery, and an accompanying tutorial.
http://www.eere.energy.gov – The United States Department of Energy website, a
source for understanding the aspects of energy eﬃciency and alternative energy
sources. This site contains a "do-it-yourself" energy audit for your home or office.
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GLOSSARY
aerosol – a suspension of very fine solid or liquid particles in a gas,
like sulphates, in the atmosphere.
albedo – the percent of solar energy that a surface reflects back into
space.
anthropogenic – made or caused by humans.
atmosphere – the collection of gases that surround a planet.
biodiversity – the variety of life forms found in a specific environment.
biosphere – all organic matter (plants, animals, people), both living
and non-living, on Earth.
calcination – a chemical reaction during the production of concrete
that releases CO2 into the atmosphere.
cap and trade – trading system that uses economic incentives to
achieve reductions in the emissions of pollutants; see endnote 5.
carbon – the sixth element on the periodic table; a major component
of all living things.
carbon cycle – the exchange and recycling of carbon between the
geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.
carbon dioxide (CO2) – a molecule containe one atom of carbon
and two atoms of oxygen, produced especially from the burning of
fossil fuels, from animal respiration, and through the recycling of
natural carbon sinks, such as limestone dissolution.
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carbon neutral – property of an activity, individual, or machine that
emits no more carbon into the atmosphere than it absorbs or oﬀsets through the action.
carbon sequestration – the process of capturing CO2 through biological or physical processes, and removing it from the atmosphere
chaotic – a lack of structure or predictability.
chemical weathering – the breakdown of rocks at the surface of the
Earth by chemical change.
climate – the average weather conditions (temperature, rain and snow
fall, snow and ice groundcover, and cloud cover) in a geographic
region over at least three decades.
climate carbon wedge – a tool for envisioning how high-carbonemitting energy sources can be replaced by "alternative" sources;
see Figure 44.
climate proxy – an alternative to direct measurements of climate variables; data from sources like tree rings, lichens, and pollen are used
to infer climate information.
climate system – the interconnected pieces, such as precipitation,
wind, ocean currents, and topography, that together influence our
climate; altering one aspect of this system impacts others.
climatologist – scientist who specifically works on climate research.
cloud – a collection of water vapor in the atmosphere.
complexity – having multiple facets, for which altering one facet has
a complicated and possibly unpredictable eﬀect on facets.
condensation nucleus – suspended particle in the air that can serve
as a seed for water molecules to attach to, which is crucial to the
formation of clouds.
consensus – general agreement about an issue held by the great majority of specialists who work on that issue.
contrail – abbreviation for "condensation trail"; the condensation of
water droplets or ice crystals from the atmosphere, visible in the
wake of an airplane, rocket, or missile.
convection current – a vertical circular movement created by warm
air/water rising and forcing cool air/water down.
coral – marine, mostly colonial, animals that produce a hard skeleton
out of calcium carbonate.
coral bleaching – a symptom of coral sickness whereby the coral become whitened, or bleached, as a result of the disease. This whitening is due to the expulsion of symbiotic algae, called zooxanthellae,
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from corals' tissue. Many coral sicknesses are brought about by
increase in ocean temperature.
cryosphere – that part of the Earth's surface where water exists in
solid form; this includes all major forms of ice, including sea ice,
glaciers, ice sheets, ice caps, and permafrost.
dendrochronology – the study of climate change as recorded by tree
ring growth.
downwelling – the opposite of upwelling, often caused by the sinking
of denser (colder or more saline) surface water.
eccentricity – the change in the shape of Earth's orbit on a 100,000year cycle from a circular to a more elliptical shape.
El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) represented by fluctuating temperatures and air pressures in the tropical Pacific Ocean.
During El Niño, the eastern Pacific experiences warmer water and
higher air pressure than the western Pacific, changing rainfall patterns, eastern Pacific upwelling, and weather variables globally. "La
Niña" is the reverse. ENSO occurs every 3 to 7 years.
Faint Young Sun Paradox – The Sun was a weaker source of energy
earlier in its history, perhaps as much as 30% weaker 4 billion
years ago than it is currently. The "paradox" is how the Earth was
so warm (with liquid water) with so little energy from the Sun; the
solution might be a strong greenhouse atmosphere.
feedback – the response of a system on some variation that, in turn,
adds to or removes from the response of the original variation.
forcing – a change that has a directional impact on what is being
changed (e.g., a solar forcing on the Earth directly impacts the heat
of the Earth in a positive direction).
fossil – the bodily remains or traces of life from the geologic past that
are preserved in the Earth's crust.
fossil fuel – a non-renewable, carbon-based fuel source, such as oil,
gas, or coal, developed from preserved fossil organisms.
freshening – a decrease in the salt content of ocean water caused by
precipitation or melting ice.
geosphere – the solid Earth, from the surface to the core.
glacial interval – cooler period during which ice sheets expanded
over the northern parts of the Northern Hemisphere; see also interglacial interval,
glacier – a very large piece of ice that sits at least partly on land and
moves under the force of gravity.
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Goldilocks Principle – the tenet that states that a parameter must
fall within certain margins to be successful, as opposed to reaching
extremes.
greenhouse eﬀect – the retention in Earth's atmosphere of some of
the heat energy absorbed the Earth that would otherwise escape
into space.
greenhouse gas – a gas in Earth's atmosphere that traps energy in the
form of heat; carbon dioxide, water vapor, and methane are the
most important examples.
heat island – an area with substantially increased heat energy caused
by changes in land use; this is usually associated with urban centers.
Heinrich event – a period during the last 100,000 year glacial period
in which large numbers of icebergs broke oﬀ of glaciers and ice
sheets in the Arctic and floated into the northern Atlantic Ocean.
Such an event is evidenced by layers of pebbles found in sediment
cores from the northern Atlantic, deposited by iceberg melting and
dropping of the pebble debris contained within.
hydrosphere – all of the water (including ice) on planet Earth.
hypothesis – an idea to explain an event. Broad explanatory hypotheses (such as gravity, cells, evolution, and plate tectonics) that have
been tested and supported by numerous forms of independent evidence, without contradictory evidence, are often called a theory.
ice age – one of several intervals in Earth's history marked by large
continental glaciers. Colloquially, this usually refers to the most
recent growth of ice sheets, approximately 20,000 years ago, over
most of Canada and the northernmost U.S., or to the whole interval since approximately 2.8 million years ago that continental ice
sheets have been been growing and shrinking
ice core – a sample of ice collected by drilling into a glacier or ice
sheet, in the form of a long, solid cylinder of ice. Chemical data
contained within the solid water and air bubbles trapped in the ice
provides data on past atmospheric processes.
insolation – the amount of solar radiation received over a particular
area (such as a square meter) over a unit of time (such as a day);
insolation is average irradiance over a unit of time.
interglacial interval – a period in Earth's history between glacial advances. There have been approximately 50 glacial advances and
interglacials in the past 2.8 million years.
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IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) – an international group of climate scientists working to understand climate
change and present applicable scenarios to policy makers and the
public at large.
irradiance – the amount of solar energy over a unit area at a particular
instant, that is, the intensity of sunlight, measured in Watts per
square meter.
isotope – an atom of one element that has a diﬀerent number of
neutrons, and therefore a diﬀerent mass, from another atom of the
same element.
Keeling curve – a graph that clearly shows a continuing increase of
CO2 on top of relatively pollution-free Mauna Loa volcano in Hawaii, since before 1960.
lake eﬀect – precipitation (usually snow) caused by the movement of
weather systems over a large water body, especially a lake, which
picks up water from the lake and deposits it in the form of precipitation across an adjacent land mass.
Last Glacial Maximum – to the most recent expansion of glaciers in
the Northern Hemisphere, approximately 20,000 years ago.
leaf margin analysis – a proxy that uses the shape of modern and
fossil leaves to help to reconstruct ancient environments and climates.
lithosphere – the rigid outermost layer of the Earth, including the
crust and outermost mantle, that moves on weaker underlying layers through the process of plate tectonic movement.
Little Ice Age – a relatively modest cooling period of less than 1ºC in
the Northern Hemisphere during the 16th to 19th centuries.
mass extinction – event involving extinctions of dramatic numbers of
organisms during a relatively short interval of geologic time.
Medieval Warm Period – an historically warm period in Earth's history, approximately 1,000 years ago, during which the Viking people inhabited Greenland.
methane (CH4) – a greenhouse gas produced from the burning of
fossil fuels, as well as through digestion of organic matter by living
animals. Methane is present in the atmosphere in lower concentrations than CO2, but is still a major contributor to the greenhouse
eﬀect.
Milankovitch Cycles – periodicities caused by the shape and movement of Earth's orbit, which brings Earth nearer to or farther from
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the Sun, or changes its tilt, creating periods of higher and lower
solar irradiance and absorption; these cycles result in warming and
cooling of Earth.
model – a computer generated simulation of a complex pattern, such
as the climate system, projected through time.
negative feedback – a change caused by changes already occurring
that decreases the rate of change or cancels it out. Note that a
decrease in rate does not necessarily mean that the change itself is
negative.
obliquity – the change of the angle of Earth’s axis, ranging 22-24°
from normal, and occuring on a 40,000-year cycle.
ozone (O3) – a form of molecular oxygen that contains three oxygen molecules. Ozone is harmful to humans and animals when
inhaled, and is therefore an air pollutant in the lower atmosphere.
In the upper atmosphere, it helps to block the amount of ultraviolet light that reaches the surface of Earth.
paleoclimatology – the study of past climates, commonly using estimates of past climate conditions such as isotopes, tree rings, pollen, and other proxy evidence.
palynology – the study of modern and fossil pollen, spores, and other
microscopic plant matter.
parameterization – calculations based on the important parameters
(or characteristics) of a given model.
peer-review – process by which scientific data and analyses are reviewed, criticized, and often improved prior to publication.
permafrost – ground that is frozen year-round, common throughout
much of the northern reaches of continents in countries such as
Canada and Russia.
plate tectonics – the scientific theory that Earth's crust is composed
of a series of large and small plates that very slowly move across the
surface of the Earth. Plate tectonics is responsible for the distribution of the Earth's continents, for the uplift and position of mountain ranges, and for many other features of the Earth's surface.
positive feedback – a change caused by changes already occurring
that increase the pace of change. Note that the increase in pace
does not necessarily mean that the change itself is for the better.
precession – the small variation in the direction that Earth's axis
points relative to the fixed stars; commonly called "wobble."
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prediction – a statement based on scientific observations and data
that claims the possibility of some future outcome.
proxy – an alternative to direct measurements of a given variable;
data from indirect sources gathered to infer information on what
is being measured.
radiative forcing – the net influence that one or more factors, such as
greenhouse gases, have on the energy absorbed by the Earth.
rain shadow – an area on one side of a mountain that experiences
little rainfall. The mountain blocks the passage of rainclouds to
the far side of the mountain, creating a "shadow" area that receives
little rain.
rolling average – method to eliminate some of the "noise" from a
wildly fluctuating dataset that averages the data from an individual
data point with data points before and after it (see Appendix 3).
scale – the depth or magnitude at which something is being examined; either in the amount of time, the amount of space, or both.
science – the process of understanding the natural world through
means of observation, hypothesizing, testing, and recording. In
science, hypotheses are constantly under scrutiny, in an attempt to
falsify information and find better alternative hypotheses.
sea ice – ice that forms at the Earth's surface when seawater freezes.
seafloor spreading – when two adjacent oceanic plates move apart at
a mid-ocean ridge (such as the one in the middle of the Atlantic)
due to the eruption of lava at the top of the ridge.
sediment core – a sample of sediment collected by drilling into soft
sediment or sedimentary rock, yielding a long, solid cylinder.
sunspot – a visual phenomenon appearing as a dark spot on the surface of the Sun, and indicating the presence of a solar flare.
system – a combination of parts that interact with each other to create
properties that might not exist or be evident in the individual parts
examined separately.
tectonic plate – one of the large or small plates making up the surface
of the Earth; see plate tectonics.
temperature anomalies – changes in temperature measured by comparison to a recognized baseline; see Appendix 4.
theory – in science, an idea or set of ideas and hypotheses that connects, explains, and is supported by a large number of observations.
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upwelling – the phenomenon that occurs when wind currents push
the surface ocean water away from the coast, toward the ocean,
causing the cool, deep bottom waters to rise to the surface near
the coast.
weather – fluctuations in local conditions of temperature, amount of
rainfall or snowfall, snow and ice cover, wind direction and strength,
and other factors, which last hours, days, weeks, or months.
Younger Dryas event – a 1,200-year interval of colder temperatures
that punctuated a warming trend that began after the Last Glacial
Maximum, approximately 13,000 years ago.
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Appendix 1
The Geologic Time Scale

The Geologic Time Scale is the internationally accepted system for
telling time in the Earth's history. The names on the Geologic Time
Scale are labels for diﬀerent groups of fossil organisms that lived at
diﬀerent times. The numbers on the Geologic Time Scale are based on
using radiometric dating on rocks that occur above or below particular fossils. These dates could change as refinements are made or new
rocks are discovered.
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Appendix 2
use of Celsius vs. Fahrenheit
Celsius and Fahrenheit are two units of measurement for temperature. Fahrenheit is used commonly in the United States; most other
countries, however, use Celsius as the standard unit of measurement.
A unit itself is an arbitrary reference intended to help us understand
the scale of what is being measured. A unit of distance measurement
could be a school bus or a pencil. A unit of temperature measurement
could be clothes, such as a t-shirt day, a sweater day, or even a twosweater day. In fact, the band Three Dog Night got their name from
an aboriginal tribe in Australia that slept with a dog on cool nights,
two dogs on cold nights, and three dogs on very cold nights. These are
all units of measurement.
To help standardize units of measurement, the "standard" units
were adopted by the U.S., and "metric" units were adopted by most
other countries. Metric units, which include Celsius (C), are based on
powers of ten, so that 0ºC is freezing and 100ºC is boiling. In Fahrenheit (F), the freezing point is 32ºF and the boiling point is 212ºF.
Because powers of ten make calculations easier, and because most
countries in the world measure their temperature in Celsius, all of
the figures in this book are in Celsius. In the text, both Celsius and
Fahrenheit are used, with Celsius first, to remain consistent with figures but also to give readers a sense of temperature using both units,
whichever is more familiar to them.
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Appendix 3
Rolling Averages
Because there are sometimes so many individual data points in a graph,
the "noise," or diﬀerences from one point to the next, can hide more
relevant long-term trends. As we can see in the graphs below, if the
focus is placed on the individual data points, the data seem to show
sporadic jumping from one point to another (top graph). But, if we
step back from individual data points to look at the graph as a whole,
we can see that the data points all trend upward (center graph).
Temperature data over spans of
any interval of time from days to
millions of years have substantial
variation. Sometimes it is hard to see
the general climate trend due to the
amount of "noise." A rolling average takes the data from an individual
data point, and averages it with the
data points before and after it, to get
rid of some of the "noise." So, in a
five-year rolling average of temperature, 2002 global temperature is averaged with that from 2000, 2001,
2003, and 2004, to arrive at a less
noisy dataset. The bottom graph is
the same data as shown in the above
diagrams, but with a rolling average imposed on the data. See how
this removes most of the noise and
makes the long-term trend more easily seen? Also notice that the beginning and end of the graph still have
some "noise." This is because there
are no additional data with which to
average those data points.
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Appendix 4
temperature anomalies
Most graphs in climate science, and certainly in this book, use temperature anomalies instead of true temperatures. Because scientists
say that climate is changing, they plot the change in temperature instead of the temperature; the curves look the same, but the changes
are measured by comparison to a recognized baseline. This baseline is
usually an average global temperature for an extended period of time,
such as 1960-1990.
In a temperature anomaly graph, the change in temperature (usually in ºC) ranges from something like -3º to +3º. This is the amount
of temperature change, positive or negative, that has been or could be
seen in the recorded time interval. It is important to remember that
the baseline could diﬀer from graph to graph, and so one might show
a 2º increase in temperature over 50 years, whereas another might
only show a 0.5º increase. This does not mean that there is an argument about how much temperature has changed; it simply means that
scientists use the baseline temperature that makes the most sense with
their data.
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Appendix 5
Impacts of Climate Change
in New York State
Because of the many factors influencing future climate change, including future legislation and personal actions, it is impossible to say
with certainty what impacts will be felt in New York State (NYS).
However, organizations like the EPA and IPCC have been working
to establish basic predictions of what diﬀerent regions can expect as a
result of future climate change.
NYS temperature: It is estimated that, by the year 2100, NYS will
have experienced an average temperature increase of 2º-4ºC (4º-8ºF).
This is the equivalent of moving from, for example, Syracuse (8.5ºC
or 47.4ºF) to somewhere between Pittsburgh (10.2ºC or 50.3ºF) and
Washington, DC (12.1ºC or 53.8ºF). This is in addition to the more
than the 0.5ºC (1ºF) average annual rise in temperature that has been
felt already in NYS. Temperature is predicted to increase more greatly
in summer and fall months, and increase less in winter and spring
months.147
NYS precipitation: In the last 50 years, average precipitation in
NYS has increased by up to 20% in some areas. Yearly precipitation is
expected to increase by another 10-20% by 2100 based on IPCC projections. However, this will not be evenly distributed. It is expected
that winter precipitation in the northeast will increase by 15-20%,
whereas summer precipitation is expected to decrease by 5-10%.
With changes in the seasonal precipitation cycle and increased
evaporation, lake levels could lower, impacting marshlands, wildlife,
and human recreation. It is expected that more extreme precipitation
events will occur as a result of climate change.
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Currently very severe thunderstorms and tornadoes are uncommon in the northeastern U.S., and upstate New York usually feels the
eﬀects of only the edges of dying hurricanes as they travel over land
(although New York City is more likely to receive a big hit along the
coast). These events, however, could become part of our landscape
rather than the occasional anomaly. Because rapid precipitation results in surface-water runoﬀ, with little rainwater absorbing into the
ground, restriction of precipitation to just a few extreme events contributes to more drought-like conditions.
NYS forest impacts: Like all organisms, trees are adapted to a certain set of climate conditions, and NYS has a large amount of forested
land. The Adirondack State Park, with 6 million acres of forest, is
the largest forested area east of the Mississippi River. It represents an
extremely important and significant hardwood ecosystem. As a result
of projected climate change, the forests of maple, birch, and beech
could die oﬀ in NYS and begin thriving farthre north. The extent of
forested areas in NYS could experience a decline of 10-25% as a result
of climate change.148
In addition to loss of habitat, NYS actively harvests maple sap and
apples, both of which would be negatively impacted by a warming
climate. In the short term, an earlier, warmer spring could lessen the
amount of maple sap available during the sugaring season. Maple
sap is harvested during a transitional time in early spring, when the
weather goes through a freeze-thaw cycle with very cold nights and
days above freezing; this cycle encourages movement of sap through
the tree. With an earlier and quicker spring, fewer days of harvesting
and a diminished harvest are expected. In the long term, across the
state, 50-70% of maple forests could be lost by 2100.
Apple trees would also be negatively impacted by climate change.
Many apple trees need a certain number of days below freezing to set
large amounts of fruit. With warmer winters, many traditional varieties of apples will no longer produce large amounts of big fruit, and
with warmer and earlier springs, the trees will bloom earlier. Spring
temperatures are incredibly variable, and if a bloom comes early, followed by frost, the apple crop could be significantly damaged.
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NYS lake and river systems: It is expected that, by the year 2100,
the levels of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie could drop up to 1.5 meters
(5 feet) as a result of increased evaporation and decreased recharge in
lake basins. Ice coverage on the Great Lakes and other inland lakes has
already experienced decline and is expected to continue to decline in
future years.
River systems are expected to experience declining fish populations throughout NYS as a result of increased water temperature and
turbidity (sedimentation), among other things. These factors are expected to negatively impact important fish, such as trout, in river and
lake systems.
NYS coastal areas: New York's coast is currently experiencing a
rise of approximately 25 centimeters (10 inches) per 100 years, but it
is likely to rise an additional 56 centimeters (22 inches) by 2100. Sealevel rise can erode beaches, erase coastal wetlands, contaminate well
water, and increase the chance of major storm-related flooding. New
York City could experience storms and hurricanes that would allow
seawater to flood Lower Manhattan, southern Brooklyn, and Queens,
as well as Staten and Coney islands.
NYS human health: Even with just a 0.5ºC (1ºF) warming from
climate change, heat-related deaths in NYC could rise from 300 to
700 per summer. On the other hand, winter mortality rates are expected to decline as climate warms. Air pollution in NYC, which is
caused by increased ground-level ozone (a major component of smog),
is expected to rise by 4% if temperature rises the predicted 2º-4ºC
(4º-8ºF).149
These health concerns are in addition to the expected habitat expansion that warmer temperatures will create for the disease-carrying
insects that flourish in warmer areas and spread diseases like Lyme
disease and malaria through human populations. According to the
Union of Concerned Scientists, vector-borne diseases like Lyme
disease and West Nile encephalitis have expanded widely across the
northeast. Although the current increase is blamed on changes in land
use, it is a good model of how climate change could impact human
health in NYS.150
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Endnotes
In this book, we prefer the term "climate change" over "global warming." Although
average global temperature is increasing, dramatically and at an alarming rate, the
warming trend is not and has never been predicted to be uniform: some areas will
feel more substantial warming than others, and a few regions of the world will even
experience cooling. Therefore, "climate change" is a more encompassing phrase for
the phenomena that the planet is experiencing.
2
Good discussions of the broad connections between climate and civilization are
provided by: Fagan, Brian M., 2001, The Little Ice Age: How Climate Made History,
1300-1850, Basic Books, New York, 272 pp.; and Behringer, Wolfgang, 2009, A
Cultural History of Climate, Polity Press, Cambridge, U.K., 280 pp.
3
May, Elizabeth, & Zoe Caron, 2008, Global Warming for Dummies, John Wiley &
Sons, Somerset, New Jersey, 352 pp.
4
The book An Inconvenient Truth: The Planetary Emergency of Global Warming and
What We Can Do About It was published by Rodale Books, Emmaus, Pennsylvania, in 2006. The film An Inconvenient Truth, directed by Davis Guggenheim
and released by Paramount Classics also in 2006, won Academy Awards for Best
Documentary Feature and Best Original Song.
5
Emissions trading (also known as cap and trade) uses economic incentives to
achieve reductions in the emissions of pollutants. The government sets a limit,
or cap, on the amount of a pollutant that can be emitted. Companies or other
groups are issued emission permits and are required to hold an equivalent number
of "allowances" (or "credits") that represent the right to emit a specific amount
of the pollutant. The total amount of allowances and credits cannot exceed the
cap, limiting total emissions to that level. Companies that need to increase their
emission allowance must buy credits from those who pollute less. The transfer of
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Climate change will likely be the major environmental – and
perhaps economic and social – issue of the twenty-first century.
It is controversial, confusing, and hugely important. Intended for
students, teachers, and general readers, this book is a concise,
user-friendly handbook that addresses the major features of the
science behind this very complex topic. The authors explain –
clearly and with a minimum of jargon – the basis for the three
central conclusions of modern climate science: that the Earth
is warming, that humans are mainly responsible, and that these
changes will be extremely challenging for humans to deal with.

“This splendid little guide to understanding climate change has all the
key ingredients: the science, how science works, and the implications
.... and belongs in every household and every classroom. It should be
required reading reference material for a responsible citizenry.”
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